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ABSTRACT 
Intrusive into the Archean Ho pedale Complex and Proterozoic 
Aillik Group in the vi c inity of Aillik Bay , Labrador, a re a su i te 
o f .Mesozoi c basic to ultrabjsic dykes e4hibiting t he compos i t ions 
mi nette, monchiquite, kimberlite, micaceous kimberli t e, a l n'o"it e 
and carbonatite. The·dykes were e mp laced alonq s e vera l wel l . 
. developed j oint directions and e~hibit a variety o f empla cemen t 
. . ~ ~ 
and / or i nt e r na l features which are In terpreted to be the resu lt 
of l iqui d irrmiscib i lity, fl ow d i-fferentiati on, multiple i ntrus i on, 
supercooling, c arbo natit i zat ion and f orcef ul injection. The 
monchiquites, kimberlites and carbonatites are usuany banded and 
-, 
are gradational in composition a l on g st rikt;. '\, 
.'\ The ki mbe 'Htes ace c li nopycoxen:-beui ng and con tain two · ~ 
generations o f ol .iv inp and mica with perovskite, ilmeni t e, ( 
magnetite arid a patite, as well as high concentrations of magmatic j 
. \-J carbonate as an ipterstitial matrix phase or more rarely . as oce l l 1. 
They a lso co ntain abu'ndant glinrneritic nodules which form part of t he 
Mica - Amphibole - Rutil'e-Ilrnenite-Diopside suite and are interpreted -._{ 
t o be of cogn'ate origin. The minettes and monchiquite s are pe tro logi -
ca l l y s imi l,a r to other ,intru s ions of these compositions and con ta , n' 
carbonat.e in the form of oce lli. 
( i ) 
·,.._. 
·.J 
• 
Field, petrological and chemical data indicate that the mon-
chiq~ites, ki.mberlites and carbo.tatites are genetically related 
I and crys ta 11 i zed from a coiTITlo~ parent. The mi nettes appear to 
be unre 1 a ted to the ul trabas i' fll4gtnat ism and were intruded prio r 
to the above suite . 
The emplacement of the ultrabasic dykes is attributed to the 
initial separation of Greenl{nd"-t:rem North Anierica during the 
formation of the Labrador Sea in the Mesozoic. The magma produced 
during this distens i on and rifting also gave r ~se to kimberlites 
an.d related rocks in Gree.rland . \ 
( i i) 
"· 
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CHAPTER 
INTRODUCTION 
c--, 
\ ( 
T~e :er~ ~imberlite w~s first introduced by Lewis ( 1887 ) 
to describe diamond-bear i ng oorohyr iti c peridotites f rom 
KimLerley. South Africa. Early i nterest i n .kimberli t i c rocks 
wa s ori nc i pa l l _v ec on om i c bec ause they ~re an important sou rce 
l' f diamonds . Excelle nt syntheses of thi s early research 
were ~1r p sented bv Wa gner ( 19 14) ilnd lolillians ( 1932). Recent 
rPsea r ch work ha s concentrated oarti c ularl y on the mantle -
derived ~Jltrarn.:Jfi c nodules whi c h kin,berlites contain, aS they 
~ f f ord ~n orportunity to ~ tudy t he petro logy and geochemistry 
0f m.=~ntle. and t o i nter pret t he._:;JYs i ca l orocess es operat i ng 
therp in (Rickwood. 1969; Ri c k:wood and Mathias, 1970; Sobolev. 
1070; Mever and Broo kin s , 1971; Boyd and Nixon, 1973; Boull i er 
Ki,,hprlites r1re c oiTITlOn l y s oatia l ly and temporally re l ated 
to 0 t f-tp r·. alkdline i qne r:>us r0cks and carbonatites (£awson, 19?0a; 
~ ·, 
:; khanov, 196S; Zhab1'n and Cherepvskaya, 1965) and cer tain varieties 
" o f kimberlite are c hemi c ally si~ilar to these rocks . whic h s uggest s 
that thev rllily be qeneti cally related (Dawson, 1966, l967b; 
la n se , 1975 ; Gitti ns et al . . 1975) . 
• 
... 
• 
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Recent experimental stlJdies in the systems CaO-Mg0-
Si02-co2-H20 (Wyll -ie, 1966b; F"ranz and Wyllie,1967 ), CaO-
Mg0- S i02-co2 (Irving and Wyllie, ·1973, 1975; Wyllie and_ 
Huang , 1975), MgO'- Si02-Co2 (Huang and Wyllie, 1974 ) , CaO-
~gO -Al2o3-Si02 -c o2 (Wyllie, 1975) and Ca0-C02 , Mg 0-C02 
(Huang and Wy 11 i e, 1976) have at t empted to assess this 
mlat ionship . 
The ultrab~sic to basi ~ dykes in the Aillik Bay area, 
Lab r ador, whi c h w€re inves tigated in this thesis, range i n 
composition from kimberli t e (both carbonate-rich and mi-
caceous vat· ieties), lamprophyre {i.e . alnoite, monchiquite 
jd minette - many of which are 
natite . This unique su i te is 
carbonate-rich) to car-
of considerable petrogenetic 
>i qnifi c ance as the kimberlites appear to be temporally, gene-
tically and ' spatially relilted to the lamprophyres and car-
bonatites. The present study emcompasses a petrological and 
geochemical investigation of this suite with a view to 
' 
il ssessing the petrogenesis of the ass oci~tion . 
1. 2 Loc ation and Acc essability 
The thesis area is situated in the Makkovik Sub-pro -
vince (as defined by Taylor, 1971) of the Nain Province 
(Fig . 1 1). The Aillik region occupies an area bounded by 
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Makkovik Bay and Ka i poko~ Bay between latitude 55° 10' 
,, 
0 ; 0 {) 
N - 55 20' N and longitjde 59 23' w - 59 08' W . . Fie l d 
work was carried out between June and September, 1973. 
The settlement of .Makkovik, approximately 12 krn from 
~ the map area, was used as a logistical supply centre during 
the field season . The area was reached by float plane, 
char~red from Labrador Airways in Goose Bay. Access to 
the islands off the coast was by motorboat hired from') ocal 
fishermen. 
1.3 Geographical Setting 
The topography of the map area (Fig. 1.2) is typical of 
regions qlaciatE."d during the Pleistocene. Hills have gentle 
s lopes that seldom exceed 340 m in elevation, Joint and 
\ 
dyke controlled linear valleys up to 170m wide and 30m 
deep are i 2rominent feature of the lands~ape. 
Roc~ exposure in the area is excellent along the coast, 
on the islands, and on exposed hill tops, however, outcrops in 
1 ow 1 and a rea s are colllllOn 1 y roc1 ,- . 
A long fault-controlled, glacially scoured valley ex-
tends from south of Banana Lake towards Cape Makkovi k. The 
valley is bottomed by a series of sphagnum and peat bogs 
---... 
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i nter s pe1· s ed wi th s ma ll kettle hole s and :•onds . 
Gla c ial i ce fl ow wi th a rrea n direct ion t owa r ds OZD was 
i nd ic ated hy numerous st r i ations, grooves , chatter mark s and 
s t oss ilnd lee forms . Gla ci ilt i on i s also evidenced by the 
occ urren ce of nhundant errati c boulde r s and g}a c ia l - ' l..uvi a l 
s rlillwil 'l r·1o r·phol oqy . 
-\ :: r ominen t f ent ure of t he co?~c; tl i ne ?~reas i s ?I s eries 
o f r nis ed r;lil r i ne be a c h be r ms and wave c ut terra ce s . The rno s t 
I 
l1ndwn r d of th e bea c h benn<; h?ls a mean e le va t i on of 17 m abov e 
t. hP :, res ent s ea le ve l . Thi s i n d i c at..~ s an isotati c r ebound 
~i nce t hP Wisc ons1n ~eri od of a lPast 17m whi c h ha s produced 
'"t'rt'h o l o ~ ic.a l f e a t ure s o f an eme rgent and denuded coas t l i ne . 
1. 4 qe q i onnl Geo l o qi c<'ll Setti n•l 
The ~a in r r ovince of the Canadian Shielrl ( Fig. 1. 1) i s 
c hara c te r ized by north - tre nding struc tures (Tay l or. 19 72) . The 
nort hern nart of the Province i s dominated-by a heterogeneous . 
s eaue nc e o f Ar chean gneis ses whi c h are intruded by Middle Pr o-
• 
t e r· o z o i ( :• o s t - te c t o n i c ( E 1 son i il n ) il nor tho s i t e- ad a me 1 (; t e D l u t ons . 
-:- he .\rc heMl qnei ss es are un conformably overlain by two Early 
"r<• t e rozo i c su pr ac rustal seq uences (the Ramah and Mugford Gr o u ps) . 
In t he sout h , the Arc hean qne isses ~ re dlso unconformabl y 
' . 
) 
.. 
. 
. "' . 
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overlain by Proterozoic supracrustal sequences; the Horan, 
Bruce River, Seal Lake and Ai l lik Groups (Smyth e_t __ a_l . , 1975 ) . 
A detailed account of the general geology with in the Aillik 
Group is given in Chapter II and Appendix I. 
1 . 5 Previous- Studies 
Prior to the later 1800's, Labrador was · a la nd practi-
cally unknown to geologists. It had been visited only by 
trappers, fishermen or missionaries_ The earliest workers 
involved with geological mapping were Steinhauer (1814), 
Lieber (1860) and Packard (1891 ) . Daly (1902) provided the 
first descriptions of the sedimentary units and the numerous 
intrusive rocks at Aillik Bay . 
Kranck (1939, 1953, 1961) provided the first detailed 
s tudy of the Aillik area. He recognised the intense defor-
mation of the Hopedale gneisses, the primary depositi onal 
structures in the Ai ll i k Series a·nd described the ·field re-
lati ons and petrology of intrusive rods in the area . He 
r~cognized the ultrabasi c nature of'certain lamprophyri c dykes • 
whi ch he termed "aillikites" and -discussed their similarity 
with alnoites from Alno in Sweden . Unpublished theses by 
Cooper ( 1951). Moore (1951) and Riley (1951) present there-
s ults of detailed petroloqical studies carried out on specimens 
• .. 
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collected by Krand . 
Regiorial reconnaissance mapping by the Geological Survey 
ot C3.,ada (Douglas, 1953 ; Christie~-, 1953) ' provided geo-
logical and economic syntheses of large areas of Labrador . 
In 1954, British Newfoundland Exploration Company (Brinex ) 
commenced geologica l mapping of the i r concession between Kaipokok 
Bay and Lake r'elville. Piloski (1955 ) mapped the Ail li k a nd Shoa l 
Lake area s where occurrences of molybdenite, chalcopyrite, pyr i t e 
and uranium were recorded. Beavan (1958) discussed the uran i um 
potential of labrador witn re ference to the Central Mineral Belt . 
... 
King (1963 ) presented a detailed map of Cape Makkovik and 
di5cus sed the petrolo9y, strat i graphy, metamorphism and struc-
ture of the Aillik Group . He recognized the monchiquit i c and 
nlnoitic composition of the lamprophyre dykes in the Aillik 
,1 re• and pr9vided well documented evidence for widespread meta'-
somatism . A detailed synthesis of the stratigraphy, lithology 
and ori g in of the Aillik Group and associated in t rusive r ocks 
It 
. __ ...../ ~_,...ra s presented by :landhi e~ . (1969). Clark (197la, 1971b ) 
redefined many of the units des c ribed by Gandhi et al . ( 1969) 
and divided the Ail l ik Group into an older and younger sequence 
o.-.. the ba s is of s tructure . In 1974 he (Clark, 1974) presented 
a detailed analysis of the stratigraphy and structure of the 
.. 
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Aillik Group. In this study he cons i dered that many of the 
quartzite units within the s uccession were in fa c t a c id 
pyroclastics, rhyolite s o r t uffaceous sediments. 
The structure of the Aillik Group a nd Hopedale Gneiss wa s 
described by Sutton et a1 . ( 1971 ). They div ide d the orogenic 
hi s tory of the area i nto three maj or deformat iona l episodes . 
The first oroduced maj o r zones of i ntense deformation ( large 
sca le s hear belts) during the earl y s ta ~es o f the o r ogenic , 
hi s t o ry. The sec ond defo rmation resulted in the devel opment 
of small t iqh t fo ld s and t he third whi c h wa s mo re wides pread, 
produceJ large scale upriqht to rec umben~ · fo1Js. 
:n a recent study, Ki ng and McMillan {1975) on the bas is 
of micropaleontologi cal evidence have suggested that a di a-
tremic ( n brecc1a in .the ~1akkovi k a r ea i s mid-Mesoz o i c i n age . 
The breccia, whi ch contains fragments of country rock including 
lamprophyre , overlies a lamprophyr ic dyke and is itsel f cu t 
by lamprophyric and carbonatite dyklets . This implies at least 
a mid - Mesozoic age for the .lamprophyri c and carbonatite vei n-
le ts . If these veinlets are related to the lamprophyre be l ow 
the brecc ia, then it is pos s ible that the brecc ia and lamp r ophyr1c 
dykes are related to the s ame period of ultrabasic· magmat ism . 
Kinq and "kMillan (1975 ) s uggest that tt1e diatreme was emplaced 
int o ( now comp l e t e ly e roded) J urassic sediments du ring the 
I 
·, 
' 
• 
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initidl opening of the Labrador Sea . 
.. 
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CHAfJTER 2 
GENERAL GEOLOGY OF THE AILLIK BAY AREA 
2.1 Introduction 
The ultrabasic to basic dykes i n the Ai 11 ik Bay ·area 
intrude a varied group of country rocks . The oldest rocks are 
Archean ~neisses (Hopedale Complex; Sutton, 1972). The 
basement complex comprises migmatitically banded quartzo-
feldspathic gneisses, agmatites and amphibolite~ which ue 
intruded by units of augen gneissic granite . 
The gneisses are overlain by the Aillik Group, a sequence 
of early Proterozoic metavolcanic and metasedimentary rocks 
with an es~imated thickness of 8500 m (Clark, 1974) . The 
clastic sediments of the Aillik Group !!were deposited after con-
• 
siderable erosion of the basement gneisses (Gandhi et al ., 1969~ 
Taylor, 1972). Acid to basic volcanic activity (including 
pyroclastic activity) contributed an important component to the 
stratigraphic succes\ion (Taylor, 1972; Clark, 197la, 197lb, 
1974; Stevenson, 1970) and it is possible that certain "sedi-
mentary units" could represent acidic volcanoclastic debris 
(Clark, 19741. 
The Ai 11 i k Group was de fanned and metamotphosed during the 
' 
Hudsonian Orogeny circa 1.8 b . y . ago (Taylor, 1972). The grade 
j 
' 
\ 
• 
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of metamorphism ranges from sub- green sc his t t o lower a mphibo lit e 
f ac ies (Gandhi ~t___!_l . , 1969; Cla r k, 197la, 1974). Regre ss ion of 
the basement gneisses to greenschist fa ci es a s semb lages probabl y 
occ ured at this time. 
?everal un i t s of pre - metamorphic (pre-Huds onian ) dyke s and 
s ills o f augen schist and amphibol i te occur in the area and were 
pres uiTlrlbly empla ced prior to the defonnation of the Aillik Group . 
The basement gneisses and the Ai llik Grou p are i ntruded by 
a complex s uite of post-tectonic ign plutonic to hypabyssal 
roc ks ranging in co~pos ition from hornble de-gabbro, diorite. 
monzonite and granite . Diabase dykes co only with l arqe mega-
c rysts of plagioclase and irregular xenoliths of anorthos ite and 
leuco-gabbro are abundant in the area . 
• 
The last igneous activity was the emplacement of tne u l t r a-
basic to basic suite. 
2 . 2 The Hopedale Complex 
Roc ks of the Hopedale Complex crop out in the northeastern 
part of the map area (Fig . 2 . 1), the most continuous exposures 
.. 
occurring on the Turnavik Islands and on Graplin Island . The 
oldest component of the gneiss complex consists of banded quartzo -
- 14 -
feldspathic gneiss and amphibol 1te. These gneisses are intruded 
by augen gneissic granite and show lateral varia~ion into units 
of ag111c1titic mig111c1tite . The sequence is character ized by a 
well developed quartzo-feldspathic layering that alternates ~ith 
amphibolite bands on a scale of 10 to 15 em. In some cases, 
particularly in the quartzo-feldspathic unils, the large scale 
• 
banding shows a finer lay ering on a scale of 1 to 10 mm . The 
large scale banding is commonly folded, contorted and boud i n-
aged . 
Th~ unit of augen gneissic granite which · intrudes the banded 
quartzo - feldspathic gneiss and amphibolites conmonly co~·~_i ns 
xenoliths of these lithologies. It is characterized by megacrysts 
of alkali feldspar (mode 60 to 70 percent) in a matrix consist-
ing of quartz, feldspar and biotite. 
The migmatitic unit is an ag1Tlc1titic breccia c~sisting of 
angular blocks of banded amphibolitic gneisses rangin<J in size 
from 10 to 50 m in diameter to fragments l to 5 em in diameter 
in a neosome consisting o"f medium grained potassium feldspar-
rich gra~ite. 
2.3 The Aillik Group 
2. 3.1 Stratigraphy 
The first deta1led stratigraphic subdivision of the Ai l li~ 
' 
• 
't: 
· ·.1: .'· . · ,. . 
~ 
• r 
f .. 
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See Map 1 
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Figure 2.1 General geologj of the Aillik Bay thesis area. 
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Group was made by King (1963) in a study of the rocks at Cape 
Makkovik (Table 2 . 1). This work was extended by Gandhi et al . 
(1969) who presented a regional stratigraphic synthesis of the 
Aillik· Group based on lithology, contact relationships, struc-
ture and geochronology (Table 2. 2). They regarded the success. ion 
from the granobla.stic feldspa'thic quartzite to the porphyriti c 
arkosic quartzite to represent a conformable sequence. 
Clark'11971a, 197lb) redefined many of the units proposed by 
Gandhi~- (op. cit.); preferring to use non-genetic terms 
such as psa~it( to describe the. quartzite units. He also divided 
tAe Aillik Group into a younger and older sequence (Table 2 . 3) 
using structural criteria. 
The older sequence comprised uni~s that contained fabrics 
• and structures which were absent in the younger sequence. He 
regarded tbe older sequence as forming a structural succession 
although exact stratigraphic relations were _unknown . The young-
er sequence-. on the other hand, formed a.conformable stratigraphic 
succession (based on sedimentological criteria such as cross-
bedding and graded bedding). Clark ( 1974) redefined the strati-
graphic sutcession in the AilHk Group and outlined six formations, 
each consisting of a number of individual members (Table 2 . 4 ) . 
.. 
He also recognized the presence of an extensive suite of acid 
volcanics which had been suggested previously by Bridgwa-ter (1970). 
\ 
•> 
• r 
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A combined structural and stratigraphic sequence of the 
' Aillik Group in the Aillik Bay area is presented in Table (2.5.) 
-.. Most units exposed in the map area (Fig . 2.1), are tentatively 
correlated with either the Big Island Formation or the Hakkovik 
Formation (Clark, 1974). 
2. 3.2 Lithologies 
2.3.2 . 1 Metasediments 
Several metasediment horizons occur in the western part of 
the Aillik area (Fig. 2.1). The units contain well defined sedi-
mentary structures such as bedding, flame structures and cross-
The sediments which consist inly of arkoses or arkosic-quartzites 
contain variable amounts of fel spathic material. Marbl e horizons 
are commonly found ~s thin interbeds on the east side of Aill i k 
Bay and have a distinctive salmon red color . 
Two horizons of polymicti~ conglomerate are present within 
the sedimentary succession (Fig. 2.1), the largest outcrops 
occurring on the western side of Cape Aillik. 
/ 2.3 . 2. 2 Mafic Metavolcanics 
/ / Two major horizons of basic metavolcanics are found in the 
~esis area (Fig . 2.1 ). They exhibit relict pillows in the 
.·, 
• r 
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TABLE 2. 1 
i 1 S~!atigraphy of the Ai1llk Group Near Cape Makkovik · 
Area west of Banana Lake shear zone 
Ch loritic amphibolite, biotite schist 
Feldspath-ic quartzite-rnetaiTl()rphic granite 
Ch1oritic amphibol)te, biotite schist 
. I 
Pure quartzite (meta-quartz sandstone) 
Feldspathized banded ~uartzite 
Micaceous grey quartzite 
Quartzite gneiss-conglomerate gneiss 
Tectonic conglomerate, crystalline limestone, 
arkosic-quartzite 
Tectonic shear .zone 
Quartzo-feldspathic mylonite gneiss (with 
discoid plates and bands) 
Mylonite quartzite, (with feldspar augen) . 
·\ 
·Area east of Banana Lake shear zone 
Feldspathic quartzite (feldsp-athized fn part); 
',m inor bands of fine-grained grey quartzite and 
I 
biotite schist 
after King (1963) . 
i j 
• r 
.. 
---
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TABLE _2_:_2 
Stratigraphy of the Aillik Group2 
. Feldspathic prophyroblastic arkosic quartzite 
Lineated gray feldspathic quartzite 
Feldspathic quartzite (variable lithology) 
Thin-bedded quartzite 
Mafic lava {amphibolite) and associated tuffaceous beds 
Conglomerate; paragne i ss 
Banded quartzite (varicolored) 
Granoblastic feldspathic quartzite 
--------- Unconformity -----------
Hopedale Gneiss 
\ . 
2 after Gandhi et al. (1969) 
.I 
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~ . TABLE 2. 3 
Y2unger_ Sequence 
Unit 
~phibolite (youngest) 
···' Porphyroclastic Psammite 
Conglomerate 
Cross-bedded Psammite (oldest) 
Older Sequence 
Banded PsaiTITli te 
Biotite - Hornblende - Feldspar Rock 
Variable Ps~ite 
3 after Clark (l971a) 
t . 
•. 
Approx. Thickness 
6 - 33 m. 
33 m. 
17- 200m . 
17 700 m. 
. 
I 
\ 
"37 m. 
17 m. 
400 m. 
-- ---1 
' l { 
' 
.. 
\ 
' . 
I 
"·' 
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TABLE 2.4 
L_i_thological Content and Relationship Between Six Formations 
Recognized within ~he Aillik Group4 
Big Island Formation 
Rhyolite lavas, tuffs, 
mafic lavas, congla-
merate and arkose 
' 4 after Clark (1974) 
X 
C1J 
a. 
6 
u 
L. 
Q) 
. 0'> 
c: 
10 
0:: 
Pomiadluk· Point Makkovi k Bay 
Formation Format ion 
Rhyolite lavas, tuffs Arkose and mtsfic 
Q) 
, 
and polymictic con-
....., glomerate 
0 
~ Makkovik Formation 
.s:::: 
a. 
~ Rhyolite lavas, tuffs 
and conglomerate 
volcanics 
Nesbith HarbotJr Format ion 
Quartz-poor arkose, polymictic 
conglomerate and basaltic lavas 
-. 
\ 
... 
y · 

.. 
. ,, 
. 
I 
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southern exposures. but northwards they grade into tuffaceous 
horizons that contain ~ure quartzite lenses. This suggests that 
the northern sequences were deposited further from the source 
so they contain _a sedimentary COIJlponent . The volcanics contai n 
60 to 70 percent hornblende with feldspar ~nd epidote. 
2.3.2.3 Undifferentiated Sediments (Including acid vo lcanics ) 
Acid vol canic rocks are considered to form an important part 
of the Aillik Group at Aillik Bay . Most units were original ly 
tenned ·· quartzites " (King, 1963); hOwever, this st~dy has shown 
that rhyolites are also present in the succession although they 
were not separated during field mapping. The units commonly 
exhibit a well defined compositional layer ing; bands of quartzo-
feldspathic llldterial alternating with more mafic bands on a. 1 ITill 
to 1 em scale. Several units appear to locally have been sub-
jected to regional potash metasomatism. The concentration of 
the feldspathizing solutions along brecciated zones (King, 1963), 
~ which are subparallel to the foliation has obliterated much 
of the original mineralogy; hence, the protolith could have been 
of igneous or sedimentary origin . 
<:-
2. 4 Intrusive Rocks 
2. 4. l Post-tectoni c 
Dykes, sills and stocks ranging from granite to diorite are 
- 24 -
,. 
corrmon i n the AillH area. A large hornblendite to hornblende 
gabbro stock intrudes basement gneisses on the Turnavik Is l a nds 
( f'ig. 2.1) and cont~ins .•bundant hornblende phenocrysts in a 
coarse gr...,;ned feldspathic matrix. The stock conta i ns numerous 
xenQ 1 i ths of the basement gneisses as well as relicts o f an 
earlier phase of hornblbndite crystallization. 
Diabase and diabase porphyry are most abundant in the northern 
part of the map area . The large porphyritic dykes ( Fig. 2 . 2 ) con-
tain phenocrysts t hat range f rom 2 to 12 em in size. These 
feldspathic intrusions are regarded as being equivalent to the 
Gardar porphyritic dolerite dyke-s in Green l and described by 
Bridgwater and Harry ( 1968 ). 
- 25 -
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Figure 2.2 Large plagioclase phenocrysts in a diabase porphyry 
near Buttress Point. 
CHAPTER 3 
FIELD CHARACTER AND EMPLACEMENT HISTORY Of- ·THE 
AILLIK BAY BASIC-Ul TRABASIC DYKE SWARM 
--- -----~------- - ·-- ~- -- ·- -
3.1 Introduction 
Several distinctive types of post- tectonic ultrabasi c to 
basic intrusive rock.s 5 are recognized in tht:> Ail l ik. Bay area, 
viz; horn-bl.ende-bearing peridotites, minettes. monchiquites, 
carbonate-rich monchiqu i tes, aln·o·ites, kimberlites, (sensu 
sJ~r_i_c_t_<?_), micaceous kimber l 1 tes, carbonate-rich kimberl ites, 
and c arbonatites. Field, petrol ogical and geochemical studies 
indicate that the lamprophyres (i.e. aln"o"ites and monchiq ui tes ) 
• 
together wit~e k.imberl ites and carbonatites are apparentl y 
genet1cally~ted whereas the hornblende-bearing peridotites 
and minettec; are apparently not consanguineous, alld are pre-
sumably related to an earlier magmatic event. The llld j ority of 
the following discussion relates to the former suite. 
The lamprop.hyres. lcimberlites and carbonatites clearl y post-
date a major suite of diabase dykes which have a potassium-
+ 
argon age of 956 - 16 m.y . (Gandh i ~t__!l - , 1969). Leech et al. 
( 1963) in a potassium-arqon s tudy of micas from three lamprophyres . 
. 
- - - - . - . - .. ---- - -· 
5 A reviewof the terminology used is given in Appendix.2and 
Chapter 4. 
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in the Aillik area concluded Ulat the dykes have an avera ge in-
trusive age of 570 m.y. In a more recent study, King and 
McMillan ( 1975 ) suggest that the lamprophyre suite may have a 
mid-Mesozoic age. This sugges ts that the earlier age determi-
nations of Leech et al. (1963) were possibly influenced by ex-
cess argon in the micas and are therefore aberrant. 
3.2 Fi eld Settlnq 
The ultrabas 1c to basi c dykes ( lamprophyres, kimberlites and 
carbonatite s) in the Ai l lik Bay area compr ise a well exposed 
north to northeast trend_ing swarm (Fig . 3.1 ). They are petro l o-
gically similar t o lamprophyriC dykes found to the north and s outh 
along the Lab rador coa s t ( Krane~<., 1953) and are also tentatively 
correlated with lamprophyric and kimberlitic dykes ~~ ic h intrude 
Archean gneisses and Proterozoic supracrustal rocks in Wes t Green-
land (Andrews and Emeleus,-1971; Escher a~ Watterson, 1972; 
Walton, 1966; Walto n and Arnold, 1970). 
, 
The hornblende-bearing peridotites are poorly exposed and 
probably co rrelate with simi ~ar rocks in Southwest Greenland 
(Upton and Thomas, 1973) . 
3. 3 Dyke Orientations 
It is c lear f rom Figures (3.2a and 3.2b) that there is a 
c l ose corre s pondence between t he attitudes of individual dykes 
I 
• 
( 
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See Map 2 
In Bad_ · Pocket 
) . 
Figure 3.1 Oyk~ orientations of the Aillik Bay basi c -ultrabasic 
dyke swarm. 
:. 
/ 
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Figure 3.2 Joint {A) and dyke (B) orientations in the Aill i k Bay area . 
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and the orientations of prominent joints in the area. Both 
:> 
dykes and j oints di p a;arly vertically and strike directions 
are contnonly between 340- 360, although significant nodes do 
occu r between 035 - 045, 055 - 065 and 075 - 085. Throughout 
most of the a rea the dykes appear to have bee~ emplaced along 
the most penetratiYe joints although in areas where joint s a re 
poorly developed, forceful features such as b rit tle fractu r i ng, 
xenoliths dnd net - Yeining r esults. 
( 
i ~, 4 Jnt r us iYe Relations Between Different Compositional Groups 
·- -r'rom a study of i ntrusiverelations between the dif ferent 
membe rs of the lamprophyre - kimberlite-carbonatite suite, it is 
c ledr that the minettes were emplaced first as t hey a r e cut by 
~imberlite dykes. Most o f the monchiquite dykes were al so 
emplaced prior to the kimberl ites; onl y a few exa~ples were seen 
where they wye intruded intermittently. At such locali t ies, 
. r . 
monchiquites postdate the kimberlites. 
This intrusive sequence from minettes to carbonatites re-
fl eets a trend of i ncreasinq alkalinity and decreasing s i l ica 
s aturatiot'l and is discussed in detail in Chap ter 5. 
No hornblende - bearing peridotites ·have been observed to 
' intrude dykes o f the above suite; howeYer, King (1963 ) on the 
bd sis of the ultrabasi c c hdracter o f the peridotites correlated 
t hem" wi t h the " lamprophyre suite" . Results from this study 
• 
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sugges t that the peridotites are unrelated to t~e lamprophyric-
l<irnberlitic suite. !Flstead they are tentatively correlated with 
the a~pinitic suite of hornblendites and hornblende-gabbros wh ic h 
intrude the Hopedale Complex on East Turnavik Island (Fig. 2.1 ). 
3.5 Detailed Field Charac te r istfcs 
3.5.1 Hornblende Peridot i tes 
3. 5 . 1 . 1 Litho) ogy 
Hornblende-bea r ing peridotites are the least widespread of 
a l l the intrusive rocks in the Aillik Bay area. They are.medium 
(' 
to coarse grained, nave a black to brown color and con tain a bu ndant 
poikilitic amph i bole crystals ranging from . 8 to l em in d i ameter 
(Fi g. 3. 3) . 
3. 5 . 1.2 Contact Re l ati onships and Internal St r uctu re 
The hornblende-b~ar i ng peridotites occur as dykes that range 
in wi d t ~ from 1 t.tf"z m and in stri k.e length f rom 5 to 10 m. They 
display sharp i ntrusive contacts which are invariab l y ch i l l ed aga i ns t 
the country rocks . Most dykes have a massive habit and in cont rast 
to some of the lamprophyres, kimberlites and carbonatites show no 
evidence of textural or mineralogical varia t ion a l ong str tke ~ 
3.5.2 Minette s 
3 . ~ . 2 . 1 L i t ho 1 ogy 
Dy kes classifi ed as minettes are composed of phenocrysts of 
- 32 -
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Figure 3.3 Large porphyritic hornblende crystals in a horn-
blende-bearing peridotite. 
Figure 3.4 Nonbanded carbonate-poor monchiquite intruding granophyre 
near Cape Makkovik. 
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biotite, clinopyroxene and minor o}iv i ne in a groundmass of 
alkali feldspar. They are medium to fine grained and are ~lack 
to brown in color. The minettes locally conta i n carbonate-
/ 
bearing O~<t=lli which are ellipsoidal to circular in shape and 
range in ~iameter from l 
I 
to 3 mm . 
__ J.2.2 Cootact Relationshi ps and Emplacemen t Features 
The mine fte dykes have sharp regular contacts wh ich are 
corrmonly chilled agai"nst the country rocks. The chil l margins 
, 
range i-n width from l to 2 em and are characterized by a cons ide-
rable decrease in grain size. 
The minettes a l ways follow prominent j ointing directions 
and rarely show any variation in thickness or attitude along strike. 
Small angular xenol i thic s li vers of country rock are present in 
s ome dykes . 
3.5 . 2.3 Contact Alteration 
The contact rocks of the minettes rarely exhib i t any altera-
tion except for mi nor ~arkening ~n a few cases. 
3. ,. 2.4 Internal Structure 
The chill margins COITIIXlnly grade outward i~to a marginal ban~ 
ed zone COI!l>OSed of alternatinq layers of ocelli-rich and oce l l i - '-.• 
poor material on a scale of l to 3 em wide. The ocelli-poor bands 
are finer grained than the ocelli-r ich ones and common ly resemble 
:. 
\' 
...... -
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the chill marginal phase . Contacts between individual bands 
are sharp or gradational. In many dykes, the banded morpho logy 
is discontinuous along strike and in some dykes it is complete ly 
. 
absent. The banding is s.i.mi lar to that observed in t he carbonate-
rich monchiquites and is interpreted to have-a similar ori~ . 
3. 5. 3 Monchiquites 
3. 5. 3 . I Litho 1 ogy 
The monchiqu i tes form two di s tinct groups viz; a carbonate-
poor group and a carbonate-rich grOup. The carbonate-poor 
monchiquites a re -porphyritic and contain phenocrysts of clinopyroxene, 
biotite , olivine and opaque oxides up to 1 em in diameter in a 
groundmass composed of very fine grained clinopyroxene, mica and 
opaque oxides . The carbonate-rich group are either porphyritic or 
nonporphyritic and c ont~in atiundant carbonate-bearing ocelli 1 to 
8 mm in diameter . The ocelli commonly ' decrease in size and/ or 
concentration toward dyke margins (a feature also noted in the 
monchiquite dykes at Callander Bay, Ferguson and Curr~, 1972 ). 
' ~ 
Maximurr c"oncentrat ions of oce 11 i observed in indi vidua 1 dykes 
range f rom 3 to !0 percent . 
3 . 5. 3. 2 Contact Relationships and Emplacement Features 
(A) Carbonate-poor Monchiquites 
The carbonate-poor monchiquites have sharp regular contacts 
and well developed chill margins . Most dykes are nonbanded ; 
(Fig. 3.4); however , one dy.ke was seen to have a pronounced flow 
, 
. ' 
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lineation defined by the alignment of clinopyroxene phenocrysts . 
(B) Carbonate-rich Monchiquites 
The carbonate-rich monchiquite dykes have sharp, straight or 
irregular contacts and well developed chilled margins which range 
in width from 1 rrrn to 2 em. In some dykes the chill margin e x-
hibits a distinct mi~eral lineation which paral l els the tlykes 
margin. Individual dykes range in width from '4 em to 1m and 
in strike length from 15 to 270m . 
These dykes commonly display evidence of brittle frac tur ing 
(cf. Watterson, 1968) which implies that the monchiquite dykes 
were forcefully emplaced resulting in the rotation of blocks 
(Fig. 3.5) or s livers of country rock fragments . into the dykes. 
Most of tne monchiquite dykes are ve~ically dipping (Fig . 
3.2b) and have been emplaced i n areas where jointing is well 
developed as...,continuous tabular bodies. In poorly jointed area~ 
the monchiqujtes commonly terminate abruptly, bi furc ate or become 
net-veined along strike . Dykes which terminate commonly reappear 
along strike in another coplanar joint p_J)ne _giving the dykes 
a stepped appearance. Each segment of tne stepped dyke has two 
termination heads (Fig. 3.6) which are similar to those des-
cribe by Kaitaro (1953), Watterson (1968), Currie and Ferguson 
( 1970. 3.7) and Pollard (1973). The tennination heads have 
~ , ....... 
the country roc't '"'from the 
each part of the dyke across the line of offset giv ing 
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Figure 3.5 Brittle fracture development in a carbonate-rich monchiquite 
dyke near Cape Makkovik. Note the horned appearence of the 
apophyses and the concentration of country rock xenoliths 
within the core of the dyke. 
Figure 3.6 A horned offset dyke from the east side of Aillik Bay. The 
dyke exhibits a distinct migration across its strike 
direction which is accomplished by several stepped sections. 
Each stepped dyke head contains a horned apophysis which 
extends across the line of offset. 
.') 
'~ ~- - -
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them a horned appearance (Fig. 3.6). 
The stepped dykes are considered by the author to hdJ\re,.. 
sulted from forceful ~mplacement of the monch iquite into dis-
continuous JOint systems and are not considered to hdve formed 
by comtemporaneous faulting with dyke injection (cf . Watterson, 
-1968). The propagation of apohyse~ at the head of each paired 
termination structure ( Fiq . 3. 6 ) ind icates that the stepped i n-
trusions were emplaced s i multa neously and that latera l mi grati on 
towards one another occurred along the offset but parallel joi nt s 
(Po l lard, 1973) . 
Dyke intrusion wa~ probably preceeded by a volatile and/ or 
fluid phase {Currie and Ferguson, 1970) which resulted i n j oint 
extension by a process of hydraulic fracturing (Philljps; 1972 ) . 
The extension of discontinuous joints mdy account for the per-
s istance of certain dykes in areas where joints are poorl y de-
"' veloped . The occurrence of a flu1d phase before intrus ion is 
s upported in the AL~lik dykes by the presence of carbonate 
selvages in dykes which show no evidence of post or synemplace-
ment carbonatization . 
Some of the stepped dykes with small off-sets are inter-
connected by the ~apophyses, others are displaced by 10 em to 1 m 
and no i nterconnection. is apparent . 1"4ost stepped dykes with 
major of fs et s also exhibit a characteristic banding (Type II 
banding, s ee below, Pd~e 53 ). 
, 
/ 
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Figure 3.7 Geometric forms of the monchiquite termination structures 
(modified after Ferg~son and Currie 1972). 
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Lobate or amoeboid termination structures are COITJTlOn in some 
of the monchiquite dykes (i.e. those whi ch display Type II bandi ng ) . 
In these s t rue tures, the banding apoea rs to be f o lded around t he 
termination. These · oseudo-folds" (r:ig. 3.8) pl unge at 40 t o 80 
• deqrees (Fig. 3 . 10). In SOf"€ dykes, t he "pseudo-folded" l ayering 
is ,o t restri c ted t o the term i niltion area but can al so be found i n 
areas where a c onst r·ic t ion ef the dvkes wall oc c urs . Some o f t he 
':>seudo-fol ds · ex hi bit weakl .v developed c leava ge fans defined by 
f racture s whi ch rad iate fro ;n t he oce l li - ric h co re . 
~ 11 term i nati on struc t ures regardless of shape' di s pl ay a core 
zone i n wh ic h xen ol iths and / or ohenocrysts are concentrated. In 
nany ':ases . the elongate xenol i th s or phenoc rysts are oriented 
wi t i-J the i r lon g ,His Pclrallel to t he dvkes margin, produc i ng a we l l 
~ined f low 1 i neat ion . 
\_, 
~;nl'y of the mo nchiquite dykes are c haracterized by the de-
ve loDment of a strong lineat ion i n a finer grained, nonocelli -
bear in'1 l">ands whi c h compr ise t he marginal banded zone (Fiq . 3. 9 ) . 
The 1ine'au,ons ~ lunge between 0 to 90 degrees to either t he nor t h 
\. 
or sout h and :-s how no appa rent correlation between location or 
a tt i tude (FiCJ. 3. 10). These li nea tion s are consi dered to be re-
1-i te<l':to t he emplacement of these dykes, although t heir e~<act 
nature is not f u l ly unde rstood. 
(C) Ca rb ona te -bea r i nr. Mochi quit e Pipe 
\ 
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Figure 3.8 Pseudo-fold within an amoeboid termination structure. 
Figure 3.9 Lineation development on the fine-grained nonocelli-bearing 
bands within the marginal banded zone of a carbonate-rich 
monchiquite dyke. 
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Figure 3.10 Orientation of lineation and pseudo-fold directions within 
the carbonate-bearing monchiquite dykes. 
e "Pseudo -fo 1 ds" 
• "Lineations'' 
• 
• 
b 
.. 
On West Turnavik Is1and .a rod-shaped mo~e i ntrusion 
(1 to 2m in diameter) ptu·~ing at 45° to the northeast intrudes 
i 
Archean gneisses of the H5J?eda1e Complex and also cuts an ear l ier 
kimberlite oy-l<e. It has/ a sharp -intrusive contact and is partially 
chilled resulting in a Perpendicular growth of dendritic clino-, 
pyroxene. The core o.y' the intr~sion contains abundant pheno-
crysts of cl inopyrox~ne and country rock xenoliths. (Fig . 3.11) 
f 
(D) Carbonafe-bearing Monchiquite Diatreme 
:/ 
i 
A carbonate.fbearing oonchiquite and its associated breccia 
- ~~· 
f 
intrudes amphi~lite west of Banana Lake (Fig . 2 . 1r The breccia 
r/ 
occurs as an'jnlargement of an extensive carbonate-bearipg mon-
chiquite dy~ as shown in Figure (3.12), and it contains numerous 
1 1 
.. 
fragments 6f the surrounding country rocks (Fig. 3. 13} i.e . 
amphibol\les, metasedimentary units, intrusive rocks and acid 
i 
i 
metavolcanics. Clasts range in diameter .from 1 rrm to several centi-
meter~1 and have angular to rounded outlines. 'The breccia has 
gradational contacts with the carbonate-rich monchiquHe dyke and 
the clasts are cemented by a monchiquitic matrix. The occurrence 
appears to be similar to the Ford's Bight Breccia described by 
King and McMillan (1975) . 
The Aillik monchiquite di~t'remic breccia is interpreted to be 
· either the base of a monchiquite diatreme (representing the contact 
between diatreme and hypabyssal facies; ~wson, 1971) or a blow on 
- ' 
a dyke (l~ixon, 1973) 
I 
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Figure 3.11 A rod-shaped intrusion cutting a kimberlite dyke on 
West Turnavik Island. The intrusion contains Type 
II banding and the dendritic pyroxene growth forms 
the chill margin. 
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D ••o 0 , 58 00 
Figure 3.12 Location and shape of a carbonate-bearing monchiquite 
and its associated breccia to the west of Banana Lake. 
- 45 -
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Figure 3.13 Subangular to subrounded xenoliths in the monchiquite 
diatreme west of Banana Lake. 
• f 
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3.5 . 3. 3 Contact Alteration 
No marginal alteration was observed at the contacts of the 
carbonate-poor monchiquites . In contrast the carbonate-rich 
dykes commonly exhibit thin alteration (hematization or feni-
tizaeion) halos (3 11111 to 1 em) in their contact rocks. 
3. 5, 3. 4 Interna 1 Structures 
(A) Carbonate-poor Monchiquites 
Carbonate-poor monchiquites ~h~ no internal te~turaJ arrange-
' ments except for a mineral lineation in rare cases. 
(B) Carbonate-rich Monchiquites. 
The carbonate-rich morichiquites are charact€rized by varying 
concentrations of carbonate-bearing ocelli. The ocel~are con-
sidered by the author to have formefl as a res~lt of liquid im-
miscibllity (Ferguson and Currie, l971; Phtllips, 1973; Philpotts, 
1972; Philpotts and Hodgson, 1968; Koster Van Groos and Wyllie, 
l968b). It is consider~d unlikely that the Aillik. ocelli are 
amygdules, late stage segregations or nucleation centres for 
leucocratic minerals (cf. Ferguson ' and Currie, 1971). Instead, 
the. ocelli are considered to be of primary igneous origin, forme-d 
before the emplacement of the dykes . A mare detailed account 
for their origin and texture is given 1n Chapters 4 and 6. 
The carbonate-rich monchiqui tes ·exhibit three different varieties 
.. 
j 
i ) 
, · 
f 
' : 
~) 
.... 
/ 
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of banding: 
(1) Type I Banding 
_ ·J 
Dykes with Type I banding exhibit a bilaterally symmetrical 
C· 
marginal banded zone (between the chill margin and the core of 
the dyke) which ranges in width from 5 to 25 em, depehding on the. 
thidness of the dy~e . . 
The marginal banded zones consist of alternating layers of 
ocelli-rich and ocelli-poor bands between 5 ~to 5 em and 2 mm to 
1 c~ 1n width respectively. The ocelli-poor bands are generally 
of unifonn thickness; however, the ocelli-ric:h bands ,conmonly 
increase in thickness towards the centre of individual dykes 
/ (Fig . . 3.14) . 
Five distinct variances are present in dykes with Type 1 
b~nding (Fig. 3.15) viz; 
la. Dykes that are poorly banded and contain ocelli-bearing 
bands in which the ocelli may or may not increase in s-ize and/or 
concentration t~ards the dyke's core (Fig. 3.15a). 
lb. Dykes that display a poorly developed marqinal banded 
zone, each band displaying sharp contacts with material on either 
side. Each ocelli-bearing band ~hows increasing ocelli size to-
wards the dykes core (Fig. 3.15b). 
lc. Dykes that exhibit a well developed marginal banded 
zone. The ocelli -bearing bands may or may not shQw increasing 
i 
~ 
·I { 
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Figure 3.14 Type I banding in a carbonate-bearing monchiquite 
on the west sid~ of Aillik Bay. Note the perfection 
of the banded arrangement and the increased size of 
the ocelli-bearing bands towards the core side of the 
dyke. 
•7 
,· 
.. 
Fi qu re 3 . 15 
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Schematic diagram showi~q variation in Type I band ing. 
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size towards the dyle<; core (Fiq. 3. 15c) . 
,., 
ld . Dykes that have a well developed ~arginal banded 
zone, each fine grained band has gradationa l contacts with 
ocelli-bearing bands on the core side but has sharp intrusive 
contacts with the ocelli - bearing bands on the chill marg in 
side. The oceJ l i size and/or concentration increases from each 
fine grained band into the acel}i-bearing bands on the core 
side of the dyke (Fig . 3. 15d) . 
le. pykes with poorly developed m<~rginal banded zones 
in which the fine qra i fled bands have grada qpna l contacts with 
ocelli-bearing bands on either side (Fig. 3.15e ). 
These marginal ba~ded zones require the multiple or pul-
sating intrusion of magma (Bhattacharji. 1966. 1967; Simk in, 
1967) containing dispersed carbonate-rich ocelli to expla irr 
their origin. The absence of ocelli in the finer grained bands 
may be a result of flowage. di'fferentiation (Bhattacharji, 196-6); 
., 
however, the effect of such a process upon an ocelli-bear ing mag-
mas isn't known. These bands may also be interpreted as individual 
chill margins formed during multiple intrusion; however, they 
lack textures indicative of quenching and ·in contrast have a strong 
lineation defined by acicular minerals (see Chapter 4) pOs~ibly 
i n d i cat i ng .. rap i d f 1 OW . 
The distribution and size configurations observed in the 
) 
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ocelli-bearing b~nds (Fig . 3.1 5) are interpreted by the author 
to have fo"rmed either undf;~ periods of flow differentiation and/ 
\.f . 
or increasing ocelli si~_,with each major magma pulse. The 
. ) \ 
banding observed in Fi,~~ 13.15a) is considered to have formed 
--,, . ; 
by a process of flow diff~entiation upon emplacement of each 
successive ocelli-bearing band. The sharp contacts observed 
betw,een the fine grained and ocelli-bearing bands are not easily 
explained by a simple flow differentiation model hence, slight 
chill1ng and/or increasing magma viscosity in this area is re-
quired to•produce the extreme textural distinction. The banding 
present· in Figure ( 3. 15b) requ i res increasing ocelli size within 
each ocelli-rich layer towards the dykes ~ore. There is no 
well documented evid,ence that ocelli decrease in size with cool-
ing; however, Ferguson and Currie (1971) suggest that ocelli 
can increase in size provided there are gradually increasing 
periods at which temperatures · are lo~; enough for accumulation and 
coalescence of the ocelli. Thus, the increasing ocelli size in 
the ocelli-bearing bands may indicate that each pulse of ocelli-
bearing material occured at greater time intervals (therefore 
allowi ng the ocelli to increase in .size towards the dyke's core). 
As in the above case. the fine gra 1 ned bands are cons ide red to 
· :.> 
be the res ult of flow \lifferentation. The banded arrangement show!') 
1n Figure .( 3 . 15c,d) is considered to represent the combined effort's 
of flow differentiation qnd incre>asing oce11i size with time . 
,-
\ .. " 
\ 
'(~ ---. 
-! 
.. 
\ 
I 
I 
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(2) Type II Banding 
Dykes with this type of banding are similar in many respects 
to dykes with Type banding, displaying a well developed marginal 
banded zone. Type II banding is'recognized by the presence of a 
band of skeletal pyroxene growth l - 3 em wide iR which the 
' pyroxene elongation is perpendicular to the contact- o~_ the dyke 
·· (Fig. 3. 16). i · ~ 
-. 
/ 
The skeletal pyroxene bands are coiTillOnly present on both 
sides of individual dykes at appr'oximately equivalent distances from 
the edge of the dyke. Three varieties of perpendicular pyroxene 
growth are recogn i zed: 
(i) As a band within the marginal banded zone (Fig. 3.17a) 
(ii) As a band within .the chill margin (Fig. 3.17b) 
(iii) At the chill ma~f the dyke (Fig. 3.17c) 
I 
The contact between the perpend i cu 1 a r growth zone and ttle 
adjacent monchiqui te dyke is either sharp or gradational . 
Similar shaped crysta-ls have been observed in layered basic 
intrusions (Donaldson, 1974), kimberlite sills (Dawson and Hawthorne, 
1973), picritic sills (Wyllie a~ Drever, 1963) and in feldspathic 
dolente dykes (Platten and ll(~erson, 1969) . They are inter-
preted to have ~eveloped by supersaturation during periods of 
supercooling (Preston, 1963; Lofgren and Donaldson, 1975). The 
development of the pyroxene growths at the chi 11 margin in cer.ta in 
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Figure 3 ~ 16 A band of skeletal pyroxene growth in a carbonate-
bearing monchiquite near Cape Makkovik. The growth 
forms a band within the chill margin. (Photograph 
courtesy of K.D. Collerson). 
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Figure 3.17 Schematic diagram showing variation in Type II banding. 
0 o C! ocelli, ::::··.":.: finegrained, /t'l'1t1 skeletal pyroxene 
crvstals. 
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Ailllk dykes implies that rapid heat loss during intrusion 
(Drever and Johnston, 1957) was responsible for the super-
coo I i ng ( F i 9. 3. 17 c) . 
The occurrence of skeletal crystals in band~ within the 
.. 
marginal banded zone (3.17a) implies. that supercooling may not 
alw~s be ascribed to thermal cooling u~on dyke jnjection . The 
case out\ ined above has been attributed to a sudden los.s in 
vapor, either b) deformational opening of joints or by pressure 
' ~hanges due to magma motion (Lofgren and Donaldson, 1975).· "Blow" 
and/or diatreme formation may have been an important releasing 
mechanism in some of the Ail1ik dykes . The location of these 
pyroxene growths within the marginal banded zone implies that a 
supercooling event coincided with the fonnat i pn of 'the margina 1 
band (see above} . 
The formation of skeletal crystals (a structural analysis 
of acicular crystal growth is given by Fleet, 1975a, 1975b). are 
considered QY Lofgren and Donaldson, (1975) to originate in a 
I . 
hydrost~tic environment; however, Platten and Watterson (1969) 
conclude that such textures originate froo rapid crystal growth 
in magmas undergoing flow . 
./ 
Fl ow during preferred skeletal pyroxene growth is consid-
ered by the author to be an important feature as several bands 
containing such growths were observed to grade along strike into 
/ 
/ 
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I "--fine grained (nonocelli-bearing) bands which display a strong 
mineral lineation. 
Dykes with Type I and I I banding coiTillon ly exhibit oce 11 i 
and phenocryst-rich cores .that range in width from 1 to 30 em . 
The carbonate-rich ocelli range from 3 - 5 l1lTl in diameter and 
are present in concentrations ranging from 20 to 40 percent. 
Phenocrysts (oliv.ine, biotite, clinopyroxene and opaque oxides) 
range in diameter from 3 rm1 to 2 em . 
In most cases the· textural and compositional banding in the 
carbonate-bearing monchiquite dykes can be traced laterally for 
s everal meters without disruption; howe~er, some dykes ~isplay 
bands which pinch, swell, divide or termina-te along strike (Fig. 
3. 1 Sa ·and e) . 
3. · Type Ill Banding 
-
These dykes are characterized by a brecciated core composed 
I . 
of lobate (Fig. 3. 18) to subrounded (Fig. 3. 19) fragments of 
monchiquite in a fine grained matrix. The core is bounded by 
either a marginal banded zone (a~ in Type I dykes) or it grades 
directly into~ chilled margin : 
The origin of these rounded and lobated structures cannot 
be ·explained solely on the basis of field .evidence; a more de-
ta..;i led description of their origin is given .. in Chapter 4. 
' 
s 
'.! 
I 
.; 
f , 
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Figure 3.18 Lobate shaped arrangement in a core of a dyke with 
Type II banding. 
Figure 3.19 Rounded fragments in a dyke with Type III banding. 
(Photograph courtesy of K.D. Co1lerson). 
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3.5.3.5 Carbonatitization 
Marginal selvages of carbonatite 3 to 12 .em wide and 30 to 
40 em in length are conmon in the dykes characterized by Type 
banding and more rarely in those characterized by Type II and 
\ 
III banding. ~e selvages occur as semi-continuous bands, 
\ I 
isolated pods (Fi~ 3.20) or as anastomosing veinlets. 
\ 
. The dykes are also intruded by narrow transgressive vein-
let~ of carbonate 1 - 2 I11Tl in width and 5 to 30 em in length. 
In some cases, these veinlets are apparentlY related either to 
carbonate-beraing ocelli or the carbonatite selvages; however, 
I 
in other examples they are apparently unrefated to any observable 
lacal source of carbonate (Fig. 3.21) . 
3.5.3.6 Nodule~ and Xenoliths 
Gl iiTJTleritic nodul~ are rarely observed in the carbonate-rich 
monc~iquites. On the other hand, xenoliths and xenolithic slivers 
of the country rocks are not uncommon an9 range from 10 to 70 em 
long and 1 mm to 5 em wide. None of the carbonate-poor dykes 
contain •enoliths, 
3.5.4 Ki mberl i tes 
3. 5. 4. 1 L i tho logy 
Kimberlite dykes and sills .are the youngest intrusives in 1 
the Ai 11 ik Bay area. · They a~e po~hyritic containing 
' \ 
. ' 
----· 
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Figure 3.20 Carbonatite selvage in the marginal area of a 
carbonate-rich monchiquite, East Turnavik Island. 
Figure 3.21 Carbonate veinlets cutting a monchiquite dyke near 
the Tidal Flat area. 
/ 
/ 
I 
I 
,· 
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megacrysts 6 of olivine, phlogopite~i.Jmenite 
fine grained matrix consisting of~arbonate, 
and magnet i.te in a 
phlogopite and 
opaque oxides . ·Carbooate is also present in ocelli (cf . Clarke 
. ) 
and Mitchell, 1975) . On weathe red surfaces they range in color 
from yellowish brown to black depending on the amount of carbonate 
present . 
.( . 
The K\mberlites have been divided on the basis of minera logy 
I 
and rnodef convosition into a number of different petrological types 
v iz; / 
(1 ) Kimberlites tsensu stricto) (Dawson, 1971 ) 
(2) Micaceous kimberlites (Dawson, 1971) 
( 3) Carbonate-rich k.imberl i tes 
(4) Carbonate-rich micaceous kimberl ites 
Each type appears to be genetically related in both space and 
time and they are commonly found within the same dyke-gradi ng i nto 
one another along strike. Figure (3 . 22) shows the relat ionship 
between carbonate and mica within the Aillik dykes. The -gradation 
of kimberlite into micaceous kimberlite is a common feature (Dawson, 
1960, l967a, 1971) and is usually attributed to the differentia1 
concentration of olivine or mica within individual dykes or sil l s . 
The dis tine t i qn between the carbonat i tes and ext r eme 1 y 
6 For terminology see Appendix 2. 
( 
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Figure 3.22 Relat i onsh ip between mi ca and carbonate in t he Ai l lik ki mber li tes . 
(T 
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carbonate-rich kimberlites is not always possible. Dykes that 
remain carbonate-rich for most of tneir length are classified 
as carbonatites and those that alternate between carbonatite and 
kimberlite are classified as carbonate-rich kimberlite. The 
carbonate-rich kimberlites have a recognizable kimberlitic 
mineralogy however, they have been subjected to the effects o f 
syngenetic carbonatization. 
) 
3 . ~ . 4.2 Contact R(,'tionships and Emplacerrent Features ~ ') 
The AillH kimberlites show many features typical of hypabyssal 
kimberlite intrusions (DaYJSOn. 1962, 1967a, 1971; Dawson and 
HawthornP.,l970, 1973) and occur either as small discontinuous . 
veinlets 1.0- to em in length or as dykes and sills greater than 
40 m in length. Dyke widths are corrmonly proportional to their 
length, ranging from less than fTI11 to greater than 1 m. In genera I , 
the kimberlite dykes appear to be narrower than dykes of other 
compositions occurring in the area. Many of the kimberlite dykes 
are net-veined (Fiq. 3.23). In contrast, the micaceous kimberlites 
tend to be more regular in form. 
The kimberlites (sensu'"' lato) (i.e, micaceous and carbonate -
r1ch varieties) have sharp intrusive contacts with the country 
rocks . Some dykes are characterized by the development of a 
semicontinuous marginal chilled ~one ranging in width from 1 ll'ITl 
t o 1 em (Fig . 3.24). Similar contact effects are described in 
o South Afric1 (Dawson and Hawthorne, . 1970, 1973) and Russian 
' , . __ ) 
• 
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Figure 3.23 Extremely net-veined kimberlite dyke on the east 
shore of Aillik Bay. 
Figure 3.24 A kimberlite dyke on the east shore of Aillik Bay 
which exhibits a chill margin. (Photograph courtesy 
of K.D. Collerson). 
• 
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(Khark.iv, 1967 quoted by Dawson and Hawthorne, 1973) kirnberlites. 
Many of the carbonate-rich dykes exhibit discontinuous to 
continuous flow banded selvages of carbooatite (5 mm to 13 em 
wide) in the marginal zone. T~ey show no evidence of chill 
I 
rnargins, _and are conmonly, transgressed by small veinlets of car-
bonatite which emanate from the marginal carbonatite selyages. 
The contact zones have been divided on the basis @f compo-
sition and texture into four distinct varieties vis~ 
(I) Carbonate-free dykes which have a well developed chilled 
margin. 
(2) Carbonat~-free dykes with no chilled ITlclrgin. 
(3) Carbonate-rich dykes which display a ITlclrgirial f low banded 
carbonatite selvage but have no obvious chilled margin. 
(4) / Carbonate-rich dykes which have a chilled and flow banded 
1l1argin. 
In the fi~ldr all gradations between these four main . types have 
been observed . 
Int~nsi~y of jointing commOnly increases near dyke margins 
(Andrews and tmeleus, 1975) and brittle fracture development is more 
widespread than in the monch iquites. Both features ari believed to 
be related to forceful emplacement of gas ~nations whi ch preceed 
thelkimberlite magma (Andrews and .. Emel eus, 
, _ 
]975). The areas of jointing 
i 
~--
) 
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Figure 3.25 Brittle fracture development within a carbonate-rich 
kimberlite on east shore of Aillik Bay. 
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and brittle fracture development (Fi.g. 3.25) coiTITIOnly contribute 
loose fragments that become incorporated into the dykes as xenol i ths 
or xenolithic s.,..ivers. 
The discontinuous nature of joints in certain lithologies 
colllllOnly results in the formation of termination structures . These 
structures, usually occur in pairs (Fig. 3.26), allowing the · 
emplacement of a dyke along a neighbouring joint plane to ·g i ve it 
a stepped en echelon configuration. These structures di ffer gr.eatly 
from those described for the monchiquites (see above, page 35), as 
they ·are more irregular and contain apophyses on both sides of the 
termination head. 
' Single dyke intrusions conmonly bifurcate to form two or roore , 
separate dykes. · In some cases, this results in self-intrusion when 
' 
one of the subsidiary veins re-intrudes the main dyke. 
3. 5.4 . 3 Co.ntact Alteration 
The deve 1 opment of narrow f.eni te zone'S 0. 5 to 1 m ~ide adjacent 
to the carbonate-rich dykes is a conmon feature, especially where the 
. . . 
rocks are .... quartzo-feldspathic c0111position. The fenitized zones a.re 
. . / 
. dark in color and are composed of riebecldte, aeg1jrine and alkali 
feldspar. Xenoliths also show fenite halos (Ftg. 3.27) and many are 
• cciq>letely fenttized. Hematized zones are also COtilliOn, but are 
restri cted to carbon~te- poor dykes. 
r ··' ·~ ) 
·· .. , 
' . 
r 
' ! 
1. 
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Figure 3.26 Horned termination structures in a kimberlite dyke 
on the east shore of Aillik Bay. (Photograph cour-
tesy of K.D. Collerson). 
Figure 3.27 Dark fenite halo surrounding a subangular xenolith 
in a carbonate-rich micaceous kimberlite. 
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3.5 . 4.4 Internal Structures 
The ~illik kimberlites (sensu Jato) shaw considerable varia-
tion in megacryst concentration~ many dykes have megacryst-rich 
cores and finer grained margins. A similar texture was observed 
in the DeBeers mine, Kimberley (Wagner, 1914~ Dawson and Hawthorne, 
1970) however, it was interpre~ed to be a result of marginal quench-
ing (Wagner, 1914). Bhattcharji (1966) has shown that a flowing 
.. ' 
magma containing·solid and liquid phases segregates to form a 
., 
concentration of solid phases toward the centre of the flowing 
magma (by flow differentiation) and marginal concentration of. 
f1~ids and smaller solid phases (and not by margin~ chi 11 ing of 
a hot kimberlite ~gma). This flow differentiation model is 
considered by the author to have operated in the Aillik dykes 
producing the above textural arrangements. This mechanism po~sibly 
accounts for the marginal concentration of carbonate in some of 
the carbonate-rich kimberlites. 
The most common banding present in the Aillik dykes is pro-
duced .by the segregation of megacrystic bands and finer grained 
nomegatrystic bands {Fig. 3.28). The fine grained bands have • 
snarp_ conta.cts with the megacrystic bands and consist mainly of 
a matrix material which in some cases is carbonate-rich. The 
megacrystic bands are' generally wider and ~re continuous than 
the finer grained bands wh.ich s.eldolt exceed l - 2 Clll ~n width. 
The finer grained bands are usually developed parJHel to the dykes 
" 
.r..:: 
.. 
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Figure 3.28 Photograph of a kimberlite dyke showing banding produced 
by the segregation of megacrystic and finer grained non-
megacrystic bands where the latter pinch, swell and 
encompass thin xenolithic slivers. (Photograph courtesy 
of K.D. Collerson). 
Figure 3.29 Large lensoidal ocelli which are connected by thin carbonate 
veinlets within a carbonate-rich micaceous kimberlite. 
_) 
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marg i n; however, they are commonly not paired as in the monchiquite 
dykes (see page 35). In some instances, the finer gra ined band~ 
, 
display delica~ layering which ma:x be developed oblique to the 
margin of .the dyke; however, such instances are confined to layers 
having a high carbonate content . Similar textural arrangements 
have been observed in the ·Franspoort, Zonderwater, Kleinzonderhout, 
Wesselton, Byrnes, Benfontein and Roberts Victor intrus ions in South 
Africa (Wagner, 1914; Dawson and Hawthorne, 1970, 1973). According 
to Dawson and Hawthorne (1970) the finer grained bands are not chill 
marg in as the groundmass in the porphyritic layers i ,s no finer than 
in the fine grained bands. The model proposed by Bhattcharjf 
(1965) i.e . repeated inject i ons (or pulsating magmatic flow) within 
c1 solid-liquid material to produce successive porphyritic and 
nonporphyritic layers lllcly account for the textural variation present 
c 
in both the African and Aillik kimberlites. 
Carbonate-rich ocelli are present in lllclny dy~es. In some 
dykes these ocelli aJ:"e concentrated in nonmegacrystic layers, a 
feature which accentuates the lAyering. Contacts between the 
ocelli-bearing layers and the ocelli-poor megacrystic layers 
ar:e either sharp or gradational. In the carbonate-poor k fm-
....... · 
berlite dykes, the ocelli occur as randomly oriented ellip-
soidal t'o rounded masses (Fiq. 3 .. 29) which are interconnected 
by thin carbonate veins. The ocelli do not occur in specific 
bands and their size appears to be independent of their location 
, 
• 
. . 
· . .. , ' ·. 
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within the dyke. 
The carbonate-bearing ocelli are considered to have formed 
during a period of liquid iii1T'Iiscibility (cf. Ferguson and Curr.ie, 
1971} and most carbonate is regarded to be of primary origin. A 
more detailed explanation of the textures and origin of the carbonate 
are given in (hapters 4 and 6·. 
Flow structures formed by the alignment of megacrysts, ocelli, 
xenoliths or more rarely nodules are conmon in many of the Aill i k. 
kimberlite dy~es (cf . . Walton, 1965). The flow structures have 
cresent or arcuate shapes (Fig. 3.30) which are usually concave 
towards the intrusion direction. In some dykes these structures 
are found trendin~ in opposite directions along a dyke'~ length 
or they may be joined to form concentric rings. These features 
indicate close proxtmity to a flow cell (Clark, 1974) and maybe 
taken as evidence that the dykes were intruded al~g specific 
·locations within the fractur~s and were not emplaced along the 
whole length of a fracture system during one· ~nagmatic e_pisode. 
3.5.4.5 Serpentinization 
Serpentinization is not always observable in hand specimens 
and in many c1ses fresh olivine coyld .be seen protruding from 
weatheted.s.urfaces. -One ca.rt>onate-rtch dyke near At111k Vill,age 
did; however, contain discontinuous c:hysot11e veinlets 11111 to 
. . 
· ...  
I 
.• ·-~ 
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Figure 3.30 Cresent shaped flow structure produced by the alignment 
of ocelli in a carbonate-rich kimberlite. The dyke was 
emplaced from left to right. Note the thin carbonatite 
selvages along the marginal area of the dyke. 
Figure 3.31 Serpentine veinlets cu t ting a carbonate-rich kimberlite 
near Aillik Village. Note the sharp contact between the 
nodular core and the marginal banded zone. 
( . 
f 
l 
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5 em wide. These serpentine veinlets are regarded as a post con-
•. 
solidation effect as they cut both the margin and nodular core 
of the dyke (Fig. 3.31). 
3.5.4.6 Carbonatit\zation 
The ~rbonate content as well as its behaviour during intrusion 
has greatly gover~ed the textural and/or structural features ob-
serve~ in the Aillik ki~erlites. The most carbonate-rich kimberlites 
eithe~ display a relict megacrystic text~re or in other cases the 
carbotlate-rich areas resemble carbonati tes. Most of the carbonate 
appea11.s to be syn-intrusive with the kimberlite magma. The 'higher 
r· 
mobili~y of the carbonate-rich fraction relattve to the megacrystic 
kimbedite fraction has resulted in its segregation or pa·rtfal 
segregation producing COIJ) 1 ex banding. vei Pii-ng and anastomosing 
relat~onships . . The carbonite ap~ars to have migrated laterally 
along the ~rgins of the dykes. This migration probably continued 
after the consolidation of ,the ldnt>erli te as many carbariate-rich 
veins brecciate and engulf fragments of kimberlite. 
Tbe 'transition fr011 killlber11te to carbonate-rich kimberlite is 
<;ORIIIOOly observed in the field .and results from the local con-
centration of carbonate . The gradation usually occurs within a 
·strike length from lO c111 to 1 11 and NY occur any n_.er of time~ 
. along the length 'of a dyke. The transition is often related to 
obstruclfons wt·thin ~kes and frequently occurs in areas where the 
dykes narrow rapidly (t.~. ter~~inat.1on structures). 
I . 
. 
.\ ~· 
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3.5.4.7 Nodules and Xenoliths 
Glimmerite and phlogopite-bearing pyroxenite cognate nodules 
are widespread in the Aillik Bay kimberlites. They are spherical 
to ellipsoidal in shape, range in diameter from l nm- 4 cm and 
have polished outer surfaces (Fig. 3.33 and 3.31) . The core 
zones of some dykes are extremely rich in nodules {up to 80 percent 
of their volume, Fig. 3 . 34).- In addition to the cognate no4ules, 
most kimberlites contain variable concentrations of xenolithic 
s 1 i vers and/or fragments which were rafted from the exposed country 
' rock walls. These fragments are angular to subangular in shape and 
range in length from .5 mm to 10 em and in width from -1 f!lll to 1 em. 
,. 
The co~centration of these country rock xenoliths is quite variable, 
however it seldom exceeds 5 to 10-percent. 
3.5.5 Carb9natites 
· 3. 5. 5. 1 L i tho 1 ogy ._,. 
'.:) 
The carbonatites are composed of between 60 to 70 percent 
primary carbonate ·wi ttl minor amounts of_ phlogopite, opaque OJddes. 
and occasional olivine pseudomorphs. They have been divided into 
two distinct ,varieties on the basis of their carbonate composi-
tion {Von Eckennann. 1948) viz; 
7 OJ t •• . 
\.' . : .. 
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Figure 3.32 Carbonate-rich marginal zone of a carbonate-rich micaceous 
kimberlite on the east shore of Cape Makkovik. Note the 
flow banding in the carbonate-rich area and the abundance 
of ocelli. 
Figure 3.33 Spherical glimmerite nodules within a carbonate-rich 
micaceous kimberlite near Aillik Village. 
- I I -
/ 
Figure 3.34 Nodular core of a carbonate-rich kimberlite on the 
west shore of Cape Aillik. 
j. 
t 
I 
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(1) Sb~ites, tonsisting principally of calcite . 
(2) Beforsites, consisting principally of dolomitic 
carbonate. 
The sbvites are commonl~ light grey to pinkish grey in color 
while the beforsites are generally cream in color . 
3.5.5.2 Contact Relati-onships and Emplacment Features 
The carbonatites have sharp intrusive contacts which are 
sinuous and irregular· along strike. The beforsites co111110nly 
display chill margins; however. the s"o"vites are usually devoid 
of such features . . 
The carbonatites are typically net-veined and highly frac~ 
, I 
tured contact zo~es are commonly developed . The dykes sometimes 
display termination structures and like the _kimberlites shOw in-
tensification of the regional joint direction! next to the dyke's 
margin-. Soeveral carbonatite dykes grade into kimberlite i n the 
termination structures. 
3:5.5. 3 Contact Alteration 
• 
Tbe develo~nt of fentte in na~row zones .adjacent to tbe 
dykes .~rgins ts a common feature. 
( 
The fenittzed zones ~ange 
from f"'" to 5 em but increases to 15 - 20 em tn dykes which are 
strongly net-veined. 
.I 
• 
I 
\ 
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3.5.5.4 Internal Structures 
The carbonatites are generally flow banded an~ some dykes 
near Cape Makkovik grade between s·o'vite, beforsite or kimberlite 
along strike. A few of the sovites are megacrystic and the 
-~ 
segregation of .megacrysts in certain bands parallel to the 
dykes margin commonly enhances their flow~banded character . 
3.5.5 . 5 Nodul&s and Xenoliths . 
The carbonatites rarely cohtain nodules and on ly one glim-
<;;_;, 
merite has been recovered. Host dykes contain abundant xenoliths 
whose dimens1pns are similar to those recorded for the kimberlites . 
I , 
I j 
~ ·, 
:.· 
, . 
4.1 Introduction 
CHAPTER 4 
PETROLOGY 
A genetic relationship between kimberlites, carbonatites and 
some varieties of lamprophyre has been postulated from field, petro-
logical and geochemical evidence by a number of petrologists (Dawson, 
1960, 1966, 1967b; Nikishov et al., 1972; Gold, 1963; Geiser, 1928 
and Von Eckermann, 1967). Although this relationship has been vig-
oursly criticized by Mitchell (1970), recent studies have indicated 
that such associations do exist, and all have possibly evolved from 
a common parent (Cornelissen and Verwoerd, 1975; Gittins et al., 
1975; Robinson, 1975; Ferguson et al ., 1975). 
Genetic relationships between kimberlites and carbonatites have 
been described by Von Eckermann (1948, 1966, 1967), Dawson (1960, 1966, 
1967), Egorov (1970), Saether (1957), King and Sutherland (l960a, l960b), 
Garson (1962, 1965), Heinrich (1966), Tuttle and Gittins (1966), Marshin-
tsev and Balakshin (1969), Kovalsky and Egorov (1966), Nikishov (1970), 
McGetchin et al. (1973), Watson, (1967a, 1967b) and Griffin (1973). 
The occurrence of kimberlites containing high concentrations of primary 
carbonate as a matrix phase also suggests that a possible link exists 
between kimberlites and carbonatites (Dawson and Hawthorne, 1973; 
Mitchell and Fritz, 1973; Ferguson et al., 1975; Janse, 1975). This 
suggestion is supported by recent experimental studies (Irving and Wyllie, 
1975; Wyllie and Huang, 1975; Wyllie, 1966; Eggler, 1973, 1974, 1975), 
I 
-· --
• 
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-which ha ve emphas i zed t he significance o f co
2 
as a c o nstituent of 
the mant.le, and a s an important vo latile involved in the empla~ement 
~ ' 
of kimberlite magmas . 
Occurrenc es of kimber1ite and / or carbon a tite whic h are s patiall y, 
tempo ra l l y and ( ~ossibly) gene ti ca l l y related to the emp lacement of 
larnprophyre dykes (mi nettes , monchiquites) have been described by Allen 
and Balk ( 195 4 ) , McGe tc hin and Si lver ( 19 70) , Kay and Gas t (1 9 70 ) and 
~cGet ch in et al . ( 19 73) . C arbonate ~ ri ch r.1onchiquites genetical l y re-
lated to ca r bonatites are a l so described b,y Curr i e ( l97t) and Ferguson 
and Currie ( 197 2) from the S t . Lawrence rift system at Cal l ander Bay 
and Brent Cr a t er, Ontari o . 
Alno if ic l ampro phyres whi ch co nta i n xenocrysts of pi.c r o - i l men i te, 
ch rome-d iopside and pyrope c lose ly resemble some va ri et i es of kimberlite 
(Arlen and Dean s , 196 5 ). Alno i tes are often spatially rela ted t o k i m~ 
ber l ites (Wa t.son , ' 1967b, Von Eckermann·, 1948; Koeni g , 1956, Brachvogel 
and Kovalsky, 19 70 ) o r they di sp lay a gradat ionaJ mi neralogic-a l rela -
ti o n s hip with them ( Bowen, 1922; Harvie, 1909; Martens, 1 9~4 ) . More 
rec ently me .l ilite-bearing kimberlites have bee n described i n" Green l and 
{Escher and Watters o n, 1972) , hence ' th.e tenn a l noite m~y be superfl uous 
to the geological literature . 
. -
The basi c and ultrabasi c dykes whi c h outc rop in t he Ai l li k Ba y 
area are c l ose ly related ~ n time and space : They are therefore an ideal 
assoc}ation in wh ic h to e"'ami ne the genetic .'re l ationship bet~en kim-
. f-berli tes , carbonatites and l a mprophyres . The fol lowing Chapter presents 
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'the results of a detailed petrographic stu.dy aimed at providing 
mineralogical and textural data rel_evant to a comparative investi-
gat io n of the•different composit i onal groups . 
.. 
'\.._ All compositional vari.Ants were thin sectioned and examined 
petrographically. Modal analyses determined by point countirtg are 
presented in Chapter 5. 
4 ., 
.<: 
< -t .. .. ' 
Petro l ogy 
4. 2 .1 Hornblende Peridotltes 
-:-he hornblen de-bearing peridotites are mineralogi c a l l y dis tinc t 
frorr the othe_r dyke suite :. and are not considered by the autho r to 
belong to the consQnquinou s basic to ultraba sic suite. They are por-
phyritic rocks composed of l<Jrge xenomorphic poik i litic cr-ystals of 
hornblende (50- 70 ;; ) ( 10 X 7.5 to.0.25 X 0.20 rrm in Size) enclosing 
smaller rounded crystals of olivinEf (20 - 30 : ) augite (1- sn and 
hyp~rsthene (0 - Z: ). The hornblende is strongly pleochroic in two 
c on t ra s ting schemes : a- light green t o ligh t brownish green, (?. -
o live green, y - green; and a - col or less, 6 - pale green i sH br own 
and\- light brown, and it appears to rep lace i rregular gra i ns of 
c linopyroxene (Fig. 4. l) which display embayed crystal boundaries . 
Thi s replacement i s considered by the author to have ' occurred at a late 
s ta ge in the crystal lizat ion history of the dykes when an increase i n 
P favoured .the crystallization of hornblende . Although 'the horn:.. HzO 
b l e nde i s us ually fr es h, some late - s tage chloritic alterat i on (0.5 -_1 
2 ·· } ha s been obs erved . 
., 
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,Olivine occurs a~ xenOJ'lorphicto id i omorphic cyrstals: wi.th 
. --... 
err.b.ayed crystal bouhdaries - (Fig . 4)) which ~re interpreted. to ,pave · 
formed by reaction during the early stages of crystal l ization of the 
( . _..~melt (Cawthorn, 1975 pe:sonal communicat io n )'. Many crystals a l so 
.... 
show ffidrginal alteration to ant i gorite and / or chl orite . 
Other mi nor phases include s l ightly pleochroic xenomorph i c 
crystals of hypersthene (a- pi nk, e>.- yellowish brown, y -pa l e 
green) and xenomcirphic to hypidiomorphi c crystals of apati'te ( 0 - 3~) 
and opaque oxides' (magneti.te ) (0 .5 - 5 ) w_hich 'occur as randomly 
.. 
distributed crystals or as lenticul _q;-·s trin gers along amphibole 
c leavages. 
4 .4 .2 Minettes 
The mi nettes have a med _ium·grained pan i diomorphic-granular te"xture 
- i 
wh ic h is def i ned by idi'!morphic cry#tals of olivine (5- 10~). augite 
( 30- 40' ), biotite (15- 25 -~). and opaque .oxide'l in a matrix of fine 
gra {ned orthoclase (30- 50~) . bioiite, opaque oxide~ and augite. 
Minor concentrations of carbonate-.bearing ocell.i are also present . 
Xenomorphic to idiomorphic grains of olivine occur eHher as. 
microphen·ocrysts. mcire rarely as a matrix ptiase or as glomeropor-
phyritic c lusters _ Many crystals exhibit antigor ite pseudomorphs 
and several are mantled by coroTlas of biotite. 
Prismdtic crystals of brown to greenish bro~n au<]ite occur ei.ther 
~ 
as a relatively fine gra)ned matrix phase .( Fig . 4 .2) or more r a rel y as 
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Figure 4.1 Photomicrograph of large poikilitic hornblende crystals which 
enclose embayed olivine and augite crystals. Note the opaque 
oxides along cleavage traces in the amphibole. Plane light. 
Scale bar is 0.5 mm long. 
Figure 4.2 Photomicrograph showing augite, opaque oxides and poikilitic 
biotite crystals in a matrix composed of orthoclase and augite. 
Note the dark rim around mica in the upper centre of the photo-
graph. Plane light. Scale bar is 0.5 mm long. 
• . 
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idiom1rphic phenocrysts. The matrix crystals are COITIIlOnly surrounded 
/bf a ~arrow mantle of aegirine which is interpreted to be an altera-1 
tion ~rodu<:t rather than comp.os~tiona\ zoning df primary origin (cf. 
Wilkinson, 1957). 
Biotite is present either as small lath to microlite-shaped 
crystals in the ·matrix or as large idiomorph1c:_ to hypidioroorphic 
. ) 
tabular crystals which are often poi~~ to augite cclnd{or opaque 
) . 
oxides . It has a normal pleochroism ·wit'h a- yellow to yeliowish 
brown, G = y- a . dark rustj br{}wn. The matrix crhtals gerrerqlly -----~ 
exhibit a thin incomplete rim of a mica with a dark, al'fst opaque, 
. ~- -
absorbance (Fig-; 4.2);·a feature' corrmonly observed in minettes 
(Williams et al~. 1955; N~mec, 1973.). Some phen<M;rysts displ,ly 
evidence of mechanical deformation, i.e. kinking of the (OtJl)
1
cle'!vage 
'traces. · 
' \ 
\ I~iomorphic to xenomorphic grains of opaque oxide (magnetite, 
i .lmeni te) occur as a matrix phase. 
Interstitial medium to fine grained xenomorphic crystals of cloudy 
i'rthoc' lase c"ontlining finely disseminated granular opaque oxides, kaolin 
and small flakes of sericite are an impo.rtant matrix phase . 
' 
' Carbonate f.s.. present either as a.component of irregular ocelli 
' 
or more rarely as ~'{11atri x phase or in thin cross-cutting veinlpts . 
ocelli exhibit sharp c~tacts, are circular to lensoidal in shape and 
contain fine grained anhedral crystals of calcite (0.8 x 0 .6 to 
., 
0 . 1 x ·0 .05""' in size). More rarely granular crystals of zircon are 
The 
•,. 
( 
' ! 
•. 
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concentrated along the ocelli walls .. .Matri x carbonate (cal c ite )• f.orms 
interstitial grains to the larger hypidiomorphic to xenomorph i c or t ho-
., 
clase crystals . The cross -catt i ng calcite veinlets (0- .10 ntn .wi de) 
· emanate either ,'from the dykes margin or carbonate-beari ng ocel l i. 
4 . 2 . 3 Monchiquites 
tne monchfquites. ?S described above (Chapter 3, page 34) have 
been ct' 1vided into two varieties vit; a carbonate-rich grQup and a 
carbonate-poor group . Each will 1~e described separatel y in the foll ow-
ing section ; however, ~ considerable ' overlap i~ mineral compositions 
<. · 
exists . Similar i ntrusives have been described by Ferguso n anc;t Currie 
( 197 2), Woodland ( 1962), Strong a nd Harris ( l 9-74) · and Wa.lker and Ross 
( l%4) . 
4.2 .3 .1 Carbonate- r i c h Dykes ' 
The carbonate-rich monchiquites are porphyritic and contain r a n-
doml y arranged i diomorphic to hyp i dioni<?rphic phenocrysts of ol i v i ne 
(i- so:, ) biotite no- 30:t L augite (30- 70~ ) a'l"'dopaque oxides ( 10 ,. 
30·) in a, fine grained matri x composed of the above minera l spec i es 
toget he r with calcite (0 - 5~ ) anal c ime (0 - 2't ) and apatfte (0 - 5%). 
I,~ addition, they contain abundant carbonate-bearing ocel l i (10- 40%) 
which. are ' considerttd to represent an i11111isc .ible 1 iquid frac ti on (Fe( -
\ 
guson and Currie,, l971~Strong and HarrB, · l974~ Phillips, 1973) ( se.e 
also Chapter 3, page 46) . 
. • 
Olivine occurs as xeno~hic to i diomorphi c c rystals, rang i ng in 
I 
.... 
' 
• 
I , 
' · 
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size from 5.0 x 2.0 mm t~ 0. 10: mm in diameter and forms either a 
'i . 
;. 
seriate or hiatal textu~e ~~rhouse, 1959J . Crystals rarely s4ow 
evi .denc~- o~ mectlanicalJe'f'~-rmatio~ •. al thqugh several dyk~s ... contain 
, · 
-olivine with undtrl'ose extinction, subrounded gra i n boundaries (Wa)ker 
and Ross, 1954) or r~crystallized crystals with granoblastic textures ~· 
(Fig. 4.3). The above mechanical deformation is con-s i dered to be the 
resul~ of aeformation of crystals during transportation and emplace~ 
ment of the dykes. In c;eneral the fiher grained crystals of olivine 
show a greater tendency toward alteration; how~ver, a rel~t i onsh!P Is 
also considered to exist between this alteration and the presence of 
ocelli. which suggests that it may be related to volatile release . from 
the ocelli during their crystallization. 
, 
;_ 
Brown to green-brown augite and more rarely purpl~ titan-augite 
is the most commQn ferromagnesian mineral in the Aillik monchiqu i tes 
(cf. Ferguson and "currie, 1972) occurring either as pheno(Lrysts or as 
. a matr:i x phase. Zoned prismatic augite phenocrysts corrmonly fonn a 
·r; 
seriate'texture with large.custals occurring either in fndependent or 
radiating glomeroporphyritic clusters and grade into acicular to cQl-
umnar zoned matrix crystals which co(IITlOnly exhibit a trac_hyt:ic textur e ._ 
Some augite crystals~display undulose extinction and crystals proximal · 
• to ocelli or cross-cutttng_carbonate veinlets show alteration to aegi-
rine . Zoned augite crystal s with aeg i rine mantles are als-o described 
by Ferguson and Currie (1972) and are c<1nsidered to represent . primary 
crystallization features related to fract i onation of the original magma. 
Monc hiquite dykes with Type II banding (Chapter 3, page 53) exhibit 
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Figure 4.3 Photomicrograph of a recrystallized olivine phenocryst which 
exhibits a granoblastic texture. Plane light. Scale bar is 
0.5 mm long. 
Figure 4.4 Photomicrograph of bladed to dendritic augite growths 
which forms Type II banding. Note the curvature of several 
of the crystals. Plane light. Scale bar is 0.5 mm long. 
•• 
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bladed aug i te growths which are interpreted by the author to result 
from supercooling. The augite .. is opt'ically identica l to those des-
' cr1t>ed above and crystal mohhology ranges from acicu1ar~ to b~ad'ed, 
.to dendritic . The : crystals 'w~ ic~ ·occur in subparallel .p r anastamos-
·-· 
ing growths, exh i bit length t o brea~th ratios of 40 :l to 10:1 , 
although they seldom exte~d 6 mm in length ( Fig. 4 . 4 ). 
Biotite fonns' lath; micro lite or xenom6rphic t11bul(l r poiki li tic 
J 
plates ( c f. Fe"rguson and Currie, 1972) ~h. i ch display normal pl eoch- · 
roism with ·a - reddisQ brown to yel1owi~ brown, 8 = y - dark br own 
and commonly enclose matrix aug1te (Fig . 4 . 5) . The biotite c ommon l y 
exhibits an outer ri m with a ~ trong, a}most opaque absorbance (Fig . · 
4.5 ) (cf. Ferguson and Curr i e, 1972), whioh is i nte rp~eted t o be an 
iron- rich mica ( Rimsaite, 1969, l971 )' and possibly the last phase to 
crystal.'i:efron"the monchiquite magma. 
Phenoc rysta1 and matri x opaque oxides range in size f rom 3.25 
x 3. 20' to 0 . 05 ~- in diameter and exhibit x-enomorphic to idiomorph i 
outl-ines . Many of the oxides exhibit atoll development s imi )ar t o 
that des cribed by Stewart ( 1970) and Dawson and Hawthorne ( 1973 ) 
bawson and Hawthorne (op. cit . ) consider these textures to have re-
s ulted from two period5 of opaque ox i d~ crystallization . 
· aci cular o xide growths are also pre'sent and are inter pr eted 
c r_y s tallized in response to rapid cooling (or supercooling) 
.. 
the occ ur rence of many of these crystal s between acicul a r 
crys ta\s may imply that their morphology was controll~d the acicular 
.;.' 
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F1gure 4.5 Photomicrograph showing a poikilitic tabular plate of 
biotite which encloses acicular needles of augite. Note 
the rim of dark mica around a lath of biotite just below 
the tabular crystal. Plane light. Scale bar is 0.25 mm long. 
Figure 4.6 Photomicrograph showing the matrix of a carbonate-rich monchi-
quite composed of acicular to bladed opaque oxide growths with 
biotite and opaque oxides. Plane light. Scale bar is 0.5 mm long. 
~. 
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int~rstitial spaces between ·the au~ite crystals (Fig. 4.6) . Grains of 
magnetite are corrrnonly altere-d and disp·lay a narrow incomplete rim 
of biotite; ilmenite in contrast is commonly altered to leucoxene . 
• 
Circular to lobate carbonate-bearing ocelli, 10.0 x 4.5 mm to 
0.15 mm in diamet~r. are widespread in the monchiquites and contain 
var~ing proportions of calcite, siderite, ana l ~ i me and chalcedony . 
" The ocell1 are characterized by .either sharp of d1ffuse contacts, 
and elongate matrix minerals :often proj ect into them (Fig. 4 .7). 
Xenomorphic to i diomorphic ca lcite crystals are clear, in contrast 
to siderite which is yellow i n color and occurs in bladed or radia-
ting growths which display spherulitic extinction. 
Isotropic to weakly b.irefringent analcime (cf . Walker and Ross, 
1954 ) occurs as xenomorphic grains which are usually associated with 
either siderite or bladed to radiating spherulitic chalcedony. Many 
of the -ocelli are zoned (cf. Ferguson and Currie, 1972) with either 
a carbonate or chlorite rim and a silicate core . 
!n ,dykes exhibiting Type I banding (Chapter 3, page 47 ) .i.e. 
a margi nal banded zone fanned by the alteration of ocelli-rich and 
ocelli - poor bands, the ocelli -poor bands are nonporphyritic and ex~ 
hibit either a trachyiti c arrangem€nt of acicu l ar augite crystsls 
or an increased content of opaque oxides . In contrast, the ocelli-
rich bands are porphyritic containing olivine and opaque oxides al-
though their matri~ may be compositi onally equivalent to the oce lli -
poor bands . This confirms ear .li er conclusions that the nonocelli-
\ 
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Figure 4.7 Photomicrograph showing the diffuse boundry of a carbonate-
rich ocelli. This diffuse boundary is caused by the pro-
jection of augite and biotite across the ocelli wall. 
Plane light. Scale bar is 0.5 mm long. 
Figure 4.8 Photomicrograph showing olivine phenocrysts with concentric 
rings of augite, biotite and opaque oxides. Plane light. 
Scale bar is 0.5 mm long. 
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bearing bands are not chill margins and were produced by flow 
differentiation (Chapter 3, page 51). 
In thin section , dykes with Type III banding (i.e . a core 
zone composed of lobate to circular fragments, (Chapter 3, page 57) 
show a slight variation in matrix augite and carbonate concentra-
tion where the variation occurs in subcircular patches 0.5 to 2 mm 
in diameter. No evidence for autobrecciation has been seen in thin 
section studies, thus this texture is considered to have resulted 
from differential weathering of the above patches. 
Several dykes studied contain phenocrysts (usually olivine) 
which are surrounded by concentric rings, 0.5 to 0.25 mm in diameter, 
composed of circular aggregates of augite, with interstitial opaque 
oxides and poikilitic biotite (Fig. 4.8). The outermost augite 
layers display a trachyitic texture which form shells around the other 
phenocrysts. These textures are interpreted to be the result of 
the nucleation of groundmass phases around olivine phenocrysts as the 
magma was undergoing rapid flow and possibly fast crystallization. As 
such, they closely resemble textures observed in autoliths from kim-
berlite (Ferguson et al., 1973) . 
4.2.3.2 Carbonate-poor dykes 
The carbonate-poor monchiquites are also porphyritic and except 
for the absence of carbonate-bearing ocelli, contain similar mineral 
phases to those described in the carbonate-rich dykes . They contain 
... 
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phenocryst s of augite, hio tite. opaque o xides (maqne'tite, pero v-
~ ~ite and pos s ibl y ilr.)enit e ) i n il matrix of the above ohases and 
apatite. F' erovskite, a major mineral pha se Til t he carbonate- IJOOt 
dvk es 1'> r·are to at> c,e nt i n r ilrhonate-ri ch dyke s and occurs as 
square to c ubo- oc t<~hedral crys tal <. whi c h forf' ' a seri a te texture . 
4 . :' . 4 Ki r11berlitrs 
4 . ? . 4, l I n t r· o du c t i on 
Thp kir,berlitP <. .~ rf> divided into f our di stin c t types (see 
Cha pt e r l . paqp 6~, however, they wil l tw dis cussed collec t i ve.J.v 
i 'l thi s Cha pter a ..:, t hPy differ only in modd l proportion. Most dykes 
.1 re :JO r onyriti c ( Fi o . 4.9 ) and c ontain me(j acrys t / o f o l i v1ne (5 -
1:: i . ;Jhl o rJ opite ilnd / or hi otit e ( 2 - 80 ) . opa que oxides (picro-
1lr•1enitt', il menr t e, rna qneti te , c hrome: s pinel and perovskite ) ( S -
10 ; , apatltP ~ 0- 17 ) and more rarely auoite (O- ~ J : ) and car -
bnnrl te-beannq ocelli (0 - 20 ) . Most dykes exh i bit an inequigra-
11 tll il r· tP .x ture and are med1 un' t o fine qrained . They al so c ontain abund-
,Jnt llnc1tdes (C ha pter 3, pa oe 7':> ) which are c haract~rized by hi gh con-
(Prttr'dtl o ns of phlooopite and / or biotite. A compositional comparison 
ll f Sl• t y-Plqht nodule s f rom the Ail l ik. kimberlites e xamined in th is 
<> tudy 1 '> r; lVe n in Table 4. 1. The classifi c ation of these nodu l es 
i c, ba s e d nn that o f Frallt<,e c; son ( 1970) and they are regarded as part 
nt thp "1 A P: D ( r1i ca, drnphiMle. rutile, ilmenite, diops i de ) suite 
'·,Pf' Append 1 • ? 
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of Smith et al. (1975) and Dawson and Smith (l975b). In thin section, 
the glimmerite nodules range in size from 5.0 x 6.0, to 0.5 mm in diameter 
and have elongate, pear-shaped or circular forms (Fig. 4. 10). They are 
medium to fine grained and exhibit xenomorphic crystals which range in 
size from 3.0 x 1.5 mm to 0.05 mm in diameter. Besides containing high 
concentrations of mica they also contain olivine (not found in the M.A.R.I.D. 
Suite), apatite, opaque oxides (ilmenite and possibly magnetite), diopside 
(possibly chromium-bearing) and amphibole (possibly richteritic). A 
detailed microprobe study of these nodules is currently being carried out 
by K.D. Collerson. Results will be presented in a joint paper with the 
author. It is clear that peridotites are a relatively minor component 
of the suite which is in contrast with other nodule populations in 
kimberlite (cf. Nixon, 1973). The occurrence of glimmerite nodules 
in kimberlite is relatively rare and has been previously recorded 
from South Africa (Wagner, 1914; Williams, 1932; Erlank, 1973; Aoki, 
1974; Dawson and Smith, l975a, l975b; Smith et al., 1975) and Russia 
(Frantseson, 1970; Sobolev et al., 1973). Electron probe studies 
(Dawson and Smith, l975a, Aoki, 1974) have demonstrated that most 
nodule micas are of similar compositions to megacrysts (i.e. micas in 
kimberlite) and are unlike primary or secondary micas in peridotite 
nodules (cf. Carswell, 1975). The chemistry of these micas (Chapter 5, 
page 156) suggests that they crystallized from the kimberlite magma 
either in the upper mantle or lower crust (Aoki, 1974; Dawson and Smith, 
l975a). Amphibole-bearing nodules (Erlank and Finger, 1970 ; Erlank, 
1973; Aoki, 1974; Dawson and Smith, l975b; Smith et al., 1975) which 
• 
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are known to richterite (Erlank and Finger, 19 70; 
Aoki. 19 74) are not considered to be stable below 110 km (cf. Kushiro, 
J.-I,U.O and Nishikawa et al., 1971). Recent experimental studies o(1 · / l 
..... --- \ ' 
the;stability of richterite (Kush i ro and Erlank, 1970 ) ; however. have 
'de~s~rated that th i s amphibole· is stable to depths between 70- 9 0 
/m in the absence of garnet or sp i ne l. It therefore has a re l a tivel y 
~ited held of stabi l ity and is, possibly restricted to nodu l es in 
kim~ r l ite . S imilar depth s- of formation probab"ty apply to the whole 
r-1\.A_.j . r.o . suite. The Aillik glirrrnerite s are interpreted to represent 
cognate xenoliths wh i ch crystallized from a kimberlite magma; all 
mineral phases preser;t in these nodu,l es are therefore regarded as fi_r st 
8 generation crystals Me~acrysts from the kimberlite whic h show evi-
dence of mechanical deformation, abras.ion and / or c oros i on are a l so 
ascribed to first generation c~ystalli~ation as they have clearly 
been transported from dept h. They are regarded as hav i ng crystallized 
duri~g an early stage of the consolidation of the IT\dglllil, poss i b l y du r ing 
the fonnation of the glin1Tlerite nodu l et( or alternatively they may re-
~u lt from fragmentation o f nodules during their transport to the surface . 
4 .2 .4.2 First Generation Mineral Phases 
(A ) Nodules 
Phloqop1te and / or biotite occur as xenomor.phic to idiomorphic laths 
H The author considers. first generation c rystals to ·be those mineral · 
phases which were the first crystallization products from the kim-
berlite magma. A-ll megacrysts which exhibit idiomorphi'C outlines and 
matrix cryhtals have been ascribed to sec9nd generation c rysta ls as they 
appear to have crystallized close to their prese,nt location and show 
no evidence of mechanical defonlldtion. 
\. 
f ( 
.. 
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TABLE..!:_!, 
Mineralogical Variation in the Aillik Bay GliiTITlerite Nodule Suite 
Nodu 1 e Type . 
( 
01 iv i ne g 1 iiTJTleri te 
Olivine- ilmenite glimmerite 
Olivine- apa·tite gl immerite 
Olivine- apatite - ilmenite glfmmerite 
Olivine- c linophyroxene -' ilmenite- amphibole 
glirrmerite 
Gl irrmeri te 
Oiopside gli~eri te 
Apatite glimmerite ~ 
l lmen i te gl irm~eri te 
Ilmenite- apatite glimmerite 
Oiopside - ilmenite glimmerite 
Diopside - apatite glimmerite ·.f 
Oiopside - apatite ilmenite gli~erite 
Opaque oxide dunite ' 
Mica duni te 
Opaque oxide - mica dunite 
Mi ca - opaque oxide - amphibole nodule 
No . of Observa t ions 
3 
7 
' 2 
21 
5 
8 
5 
3 
3 
z · 
2 
2 
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Figure 4.9 Photomicrograph of a micaceous kimberlite containing large 
subrounded megacrysts in a matrix of olivine, serpentine, 
opaque oxides, phlogopite and carbonate. Note the anti-
gorite mantles around the olivine crystals. Plane light. 
Scale bar is 0.5 mm long. 
Figure 4.10 Photomicrograph of a glimmerite nodule (Group V mica) within 
kimberlite. The nodule is subrounded and contains inter-
stitial granular diopside. Plane light. Scale bar is 0.5 
mm long. 
' 
, 
• 
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which r ange in size frofT' 0.5 x 0.35 to 0 .1 0 x 0.05. rrrn and coiTITlOnly 
~~ 
exhibit a granoblastic to dec~sate texture. Larger de fo rmed laths of 
mi ca (uo to 3.0 x 1.5 TTJT1 in size) with strongly kinked (001) cleavage 
traces are present in some nodules. These larger laths are corrmonl y 
surrounded by an extensive development o f fine g rained decus~ate mica 
with i ntri cately sutured gr'a i n br und..Jries (Fir:;. 4.11) and are regarded 
as a recr ·;sta l lization ;Jroduct- of an earlier more extremely deformed 
.. 
'IT'i ca. The deforllldtion observ~d in the ftillik Bay 'g lirrmerites i s con-
s idered by the author to haye occurred d-uring nodule incorporation into 
the kimberlite hos.t and subsequent deformation dur i ng transportation 
' . 
to thP surfa c e. Although the rec rystallization textures are super-
ficia l ly s ini'ilar t o those found in granular and some sheared mantle-
derived ::-er idotite nodules frofT' kimberlites (Nixon and Boyd, 1973; 
Boullier and Nicolas, 1973, 1975; Cox _et al., 1973), the Ail l ik text ures 
I 
are never t heless consi dered to be the result of thermal metamorphism 
by the hot kimberlite ho s t ilfter incorporation of the nodule, rather 
• th;Jn rndntle deformation processes . 
Five varieties of mica (phlogopite. arrd /o r biotite) have been 
recogni zed a s the basis of color and pleochroism9 in the Aillik 
j l irrrner i tes . 
9 Pleochroism as us·ed in this thes.is refers to nonnal .• reverse or non-
oleochroic micas . Normal pleochroism in micas reslJ'lts from the elect -
roni c interac tion between d - orbitals centered on transition metal 
ions and/or from a cation of low oxidation number to one of high number 
(~='aye. 1968\ Faye and Hogarth, 1969). [n biotite and some phlogopites 
th-i s results from the Fe 2:.... Fe)• interaction (Faye and Hogarth, 1968) 
in t he octahedral layers which lie parallel to (001) . Reverse pleo- . 
c hroism, however. cannot be attributed to Fe 3+ i n the octahedral layers 
and is found to be related. to Fe 3• occupa~cy in tetrahedral sites as 
1 3+ 3+' ' we 1 ilS substitution of Al for Fe iri the layers. 
/llr" 
/ 
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Figure 4.11 Photomicrograph showing large deformed phlogopite crystals 
in a glimmerite nodule core. The large crystals grade to-
wards the nodules margin into recrystallized micas with de-
cussate texture. Plane light. Scale bar is 0.5 mm long. 
Figure 4.12 Photomicrograph showing granular olivine crystals in an 
olivine opaque oxide glimmerite. Note the decussate text-
ure displayed by the mica crystals. Plane light. Scale 
bar is 0.5 mm long. 
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Group I micas exhibit reverse pleochroism (a > S = y) and can be 
divided into two subgroups on the basis of color. The first variety 
varies in pleochroic scheme as shown in Table 4.2. These micas are 
possibly titan-rich phlogopites and the variance in their color of the 
. 3+ 2+ 
a ray is related to varying proportions of 1ron (Fe , Fe ) to titanium 
in the mica structure (Deer et al., 1971; Rimsaite, 1968). The second 
variety (Group Ib) also show reverse pleochroism and exhibit a- greenish 
brown to dark reddish orange, S = y -green to light greenish brown 
schemes. Group II micas display normal pleochroism and their color 
variations are shown in Table 4.3. Group III micas display both normal 
and reverse pleochroism; a = S -a dark reddish brown to reddish green, 
y - a dark greenish brown to green. The absorption of a and y is moderate 
to high and in some cases a = a = y. Group IV micas are nonpleochroic 
but may grade into reverse or normal pleochroism with slight change in 
absorption. The pleochroic scheme ranges from a- a light reddish brown 
to clear, a- a light brownish green to clear, y - a light green, light 
brownish to clear color. Group V micas are confined to two nodules 
(specimen numbers 10 51 - 1, 13- 4) and are characterized by a distinct 
pleochroic mica with a= S- a pale yellow and y- a brown to greenish 
brown. Specimen (13 4) contains a mica with a Group Ia core and a rim 
comparable to that observed in specimen (51 - 1). In summary, three 
important trends are seen in the mica suite. 
(i) The distinct trend in color from clear to either brown 
green or orange is interpreted to indicate varying concentrations of 
10 Specimens housed in the Department of Geology, M.U.N. under the 
Labrador collection. 
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TABLE 4 ~2 
Pleochroic Schemes for Group Ia Micas 
() 
(Absorption moderate to high ) 
• 
- (Absorption Low) 
', ' 
Light reddish to orange brbwn, dark :~ 
reddish to oranqe brown 
Light yellow to light green, l ight 
reddish green to light reddish brown 
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TABLE 4.3 
, ~ (Absorption Low) 
(Absorption moderate to high) 
clear to yellow, light greenish 
yellow to brownish yellow, light 
· greenish brown to brown ' 
light qreen to green, light greenish 
brown. to greenish brown, brown to 
dark brown 
, 
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" FeO, Fe 2o3 , Ti02, and Al 2o3 in the mic~ .... ~ tructure (Deer~-, 
1971 ; Rimsaite, 1969). 
"'· (ii) The distinct gradation from nonpleochroic micas to those 
with either normal or reverse pleochroism in t he suite i s attributed 
to composit ional changes within the ~arious qroups (Faye ~nd Hogarth, 
1969; Hogarth, 1964 ; Faye, 1968). 
(iii) Zon'ing relationshi ps indi cate that mi cas wi th reverse 
p1eoc~roism . c rystallized before those wh i ch dis pl~y normal . pleoch roism . 
In th i n sect i on, xenomorphic olivine rangi n11 in si ze from 1. 0 x 
0. 9 mm to 0 . 10 x 0. 10 mm occ urs as optically continuous granu la r c ry-
s tals ( Fig. 4. 12 ). which may forni partially connected interstitial 
chains . Fresh olivine c ryst~ls often exhibit i ncreas i ng serpentiniza ~ 
t i on towards the nodule margins and severa l carbonatit i zed nodu l es onl y 
cont3in antigorite . Several dunitic nodules s tud ied ·exhibi t a grano-
bla stic texture (Fi g. 4.13) which is considered to have formed by re-
crys tallization from larger strained crystals . 
Xenomorphi c green diops ide (possibl y chrome-bear i ng) ranges f rom 
l . 0 x 0. 7S to 0 .1 0 x 0.05 mm in size and occurs either as sma l l granular 
c ry sta ls (Fi q. 4~1 0 ) or lenticular c ~ain s which are in opti ca l con t i n-
uity (Fig. 4.14). Most c ry s tals are interstitial to the mfc as , however , 
po i kiliti c cry stals were al so observed . 
Nonpleochroi c to pleoc hroi c amphibole (ri chterite i ) with a - a 
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Figure 4.13 Photomicrograph of a granoblastic dunite nodule. Plane 
light. Scale bar is 0.5 mm long. 
Figure 4.14 Photomicrograph of a diopside glimmerite nodule which 
contains interstitial chains of diopside. Plane light. 
Scale bar is 0.5 mm long. 
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co l o rless t o light brown, B - colorless to l i llht bro'wn andy- a 
colorless to brown occurs as xenomorphic t n hy rid iomor ph i cc rys t al s 
{Fig . 4. . 15) . Most nonp leochri c crystal s are st ra ined and e x h i bi t 
undul·ose extinc tion while the p l e oc hroic crysta l s occ ur a s ;JO i ki-
l i tic gra1ns with i nc lusions of ol ivine, mi ca and par-tial. l y re-
absorbed clinopyroxene . 
Xenomorp hi c apat it e fo r ms i nter s tit i a l crys tal s wh ic h range i n 
si ze from 0. 75 x 0 . 20 to 0. 10 x 0.05 mm . Opaque oxi des (il men i te, 
and po s s ibly maqnet1te) usua ll y form xenomorphic crysta ls wi t h either 
an interstit i al or more rare ly a po ikili t i c texture ( Fi q . 4.16 ) . 
Alt ho ugh mo 5 t magnetite c rystal s are fre s h, i l meni t e corrmon l y exh i b i t s 
margi nal coro nas of l eu c oxe ne or perov s~ 1 te . 
\B ) "'leqacryst s in Kimber] i te 
0 1 1v i ne meg a c r ys t s wh 1c h are reqarded a s f i r s t aenerat 1o n occ u r 
d'> xenomorph1 c r ounded · t o s ubrounded uystal <; ranqi nq i n s1ze from 4 . 0 
~n ~ . '; rrfT' i n d iame ter \Fiq . 4.1 7) . ~hey are us ua lly e)\tensi ve ly fr a c -
t ur·ed i!nd c orrrnonly exhib i t und u l ose e xtin c ti on and / or deformat i o n bands 
( F1q. 4..1R}. Althouqh 'llOSt c r ysta l -; ilre f res h, thin corona s of an t i -
oo nt e are c orrrnonly developed. 
... 
i 
• 
Gro up i a, I I. I l l and JV mi c a s of the nodule s u ite are f ound ei ther 
as l ath to tabular shaped rne q il c r ys t s or more rarel y a s mi crol i t i c ma tr i x ' 
crys t al s , and range in s i ze from 4.0 x 1. 25 ~ o 0 . 10 x 0.05 111Tl . They 
exhib it comparable p leochroi c sc heme s t o those desc ribed in the nod ule s ; 
however, Group lll rn i c d cry s ta l s i n the kimberlite qrilde into Gr oup I I ; 
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Figure 4.15 Photomicrograph of an amphibole- biotite- opaque oxide 
glimmertie with nonpleochroic amphibole (richterite?). 
Plane light. Scale bar is 0.25 mm long. 
Figure 4.16 Photomicrograph of a poikilitic opaque oxide crystal in an 
opaque - olivine glimmerite. Plane light. Scale bar is 0.5 
mm long. 
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Figure 4.17 Photomicrograph of a micaceous kimberlite containing large 
subrounded megacrysts in a matrix of olivine, serpentine, 
opaque oxides, phlogopite and carbonate. Note the intense 
fracturing in the megacryst. Plane light. Scale bar is 
0.5 mm long. 
Figure 4.18 Photomicrograph of a first generation olivine crystal 
showing deformation bands. Crossed polars. Scale bar is 
0.5 mm long. 
.. 
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a feature not o~rved in the nodules. Most crystals show mechanic;d 
defo rmation fe a tu res ( i . e . kln~ed and/o rfolded (001) cle!lvaqe (F i q. 
4 . 19 ) or r ounded tabular plates ) which are attributed t o deformation 
durin<J transport :ct. Reid et __ a.l., 197£ ). 
Xenomorphi c apatite crystals are also pres ent and range i n size 
f rom I . J x 0. 5 to 0 . 35 x 0. 20 rrrn . 
In thin section opaque oxi des (il men i te, magnesium-rich i l men i t e , 
perovskite and possibly magnetite) occur as xeno(Jl()rphic c rystal s wh ic h 
range in size from 6.0 x 2.0 ,to 0.05 x 0.05 rrrn and coiTIOOnl y exhibit 
rounded (Fig. 4.20), subrounded "Of', fractured grain boundari es. They 
commonly contain inclusions of apatite, augite, phlogop i te, olivine 
and carbonate . 
·' 
4. 2 .4.3 Second Generation Min~ral Phases 
I 
Second generation o 1 i vines are pres~nt either as 1 a rge xeno-
morphi c to idiomorphic megacrysts (4.0 x 3.0 rrrn) or small hyp}dib-
morphic matrix crystals (0 . 25 x 0.10 m) which conmonly exhibit a 
seriate or more rarely a hiatal texture. The larger megacrysts may 
show evidence of mechani cal deformation and a complete gradation 
possibly e xists between first and second generation .c rystals . Most ~ 
megacrystic olivine grains display antigorite mantles. and ~ny are 
completely pseudomorphosed by calcite (Fig . 4.21). antigorite and/or 
.,, ' 
•. 
talc. Matrix c rystal s are always partially (Fig .· 4.U) or completely 
replaced by anti gori t e . 
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Figure 4.i9 Photomicrograph of a first generation mica which exhibits 
a slightly bent (001) cleavage. Plane light. Scale bar is 
0.25 mm long. 
Figure 4.20 Photomicrograph of a first generation perovskite megacryst. 
Note the rounded grain boundry and the inclusions of 
carbonate. Plane light. Sca.le bar is 1 mm long. 
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Figure 4.21 Photomicrograph of a second generation olivine megacryst 
which is completely replaced by calcite. Plane light. 
Scale bar is 0.5 mm long. 
Figure 4.22 Photomicrograph of a xenomorphic olivine crystal belonging 
to second generation. Note the mantle of antigorite. 
Plane light. Scale bar is 0.25 mm long. 
• .
) 
... 
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Olivine, regardless of generrttion,may"exhibit mantles of lath-
like aggregates of phlogopite whikh display reverse pheochroism; 
I 
(l - dark oranye brown to redd1~h brown, e = y - ) ight brown to 
I 
reddish yellow. ·similar phlogop~te occurrences have been desc-
ribed previously in kimberlites /from South Africa (Dawson, 1962 ) 
I 
and also in lamprophyres (Mukhe r jee, 1961). They are tnterplted to 
represent ~ither reaction .. betwe~n the kimberlite magma and t h 
I 
first precipitated olivinl (Luih, 1967) or possib~y ,be_tween alka.l i -
a h"'i num- bear i nq f1 u i d's an.d stpent i ne ( !Mwson, 1962) . 
Micas belonging to secont generation exhibit normal pheochroic 
schemes (Table 4.4) and occu1 either as megacrysts or more c~nly 
I 
~s matrix crystals. The idir10rphic to hypidiomorphic IJlE!gacrysts 
are commonly poik}litic and j enclosed grains of olivine, opaque 
oxides, augite and apatite ) Prismatic matrix crystals connonly 
exhibit a trachytic textur/ and form anastamosing layers around the 
larger crystals. / 
I ~ 
Megacrysts an~/or ~trix crystals displaying kinked and/or 
folded (001) cleavages are regarded as having been abraded during 
transportation" Second generation 111ica is also found as r ims around 
first generation· micas of Group Ia, II, III and IV producing zoned 
. 
crystals (Fig. 4.23) exist" independantly of the first generation mega-
crys\s and are present either as megacrysts or matrix phases" 
""'( 
Both first and second generation micas contatn inclus~s of opaque 
oxi.des either along the (001) cleavage or as mantles (cf. Oa~son, 1962 ) . ( i i 
• r . • 
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TABLE 4. 4 
Pheochroic Schemes for Second Generation Micas 
a= a (absorption low to moderate) -light brown to yellowish brown, 
light brownish yellow to Hght reddish brown, yellow to dark 
brownish yellow, pale ;brown to light greenish brown, green to 
to 1 i ght green. 
Y = (absorpt1on moderate to high) reddish brown to dark reddish 
brown, brown to dark brownish yellow, yellow to pale brown, 1 ight 
greenish brown to. green, light green . 
\ 
• 
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Figure 4.23a Photomicrograph of a zoned mica megacryst which contains 
a core of Group Ia mica and a rim of second generation 
mica. Plane light. (Parallel to analyzer). Scale bar is 
0.25 mm long. 
Figure 4.23b Plane light. (Perpendicular to analyzer). Scale bar is 
0.25 mm long. 
'· 
I 
/ 
... 
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Similar oxide mantles on kimberlite megacry~ts have been described 
by Mitchell (1970), Mitchell" and ijritz (1973) and Dawson (1962, 
1967a) and are regarded as either reaction p.roducts (Mitchell, 1970) 
or exsolution phenome,.a (Dawson, 1962). In 'carbonate-rich dykes, 
micas are commonly fenitized and are replaced either by opaque oxides 
(Fig . 4.24) or by aggregates of carbonate, chlodte and opaque oxides . 
Other crystals exhibit bleached outer rims that ranges in width from 
0.5 to 0 . 15 rrrn, and have normal pheochroic schemes with ' l = 8 - a 
1 ight yellow and ~ -a light gree~~ These •leached zones have been 
identified as vermiculite; a phase coiTJTlOnly found associate with kim-
.. 
berlitic phlogopites (Mitchell, 1970; . Smirnov, 1959; Dawson, l967a)·. 
Many matrix micas display thin incomplete rims ·of phlogQ:p,ite with :. 
reverse pheochroism ( . ·~ - orange to reddish bTown, o = y - green / 
to yellow) which are similar to micas previously described as mantles 
around ol.ivine megacrysts {see above, page 112) . Zoned micas have 
also been described by Emel.eus and Andrews (1975) and are interpreted by 
the adthor to be either the r~action product between mica and the 
carbonate-rich matrix or the last mica to crystallize from the kimberlite 
magma. 
Augite, salite, diopside or more rarely titcin-augite \occurs either as 
zoned xenomorphic to idiomorphic megacrysts or as matrix crystals which 
range in size from 1.5 x 0.5 to 0.10 x 0.05 mm and exhibit a hiatal texture. 
The xenomorphic megacrysts are often fractured or subrounded and comonly 
exhibit undulose el!.tinction. Many megacrysts display mantles of· 
opaque oxide (Fig. 4.25) which ar.e considered by the author to 
~: 
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Figure 4.24 Photomicrograph of a second generation mica megacryst 
which contains abundant opaque oxides along the (001) 
cleavage. Plane light. Scale bar is 0.5 mm long. 
Figure 4.25 . Photomicrograph of a second generation titan-augite mega-
cryst. Note the diffuse boundary which is rich in opaque 
oxides. Plane light. Scale bar is 0.5 mm long. 
,_, 
•., 
. 
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have been produced by reaction of the clinopyroxene with·the ca r bonate-
rich matrix. A complete gradation exists between idiomorphic to xeno-
morphic crystals, however, all are class i fied as second generation, 
as augite is rare to absent in the nodule suite. Matrix aug i te has 
a green, greenish brown to pale yellow color and forms s~_a l l ac i cula r 
to columnar needles (0.20 x 0.15 to 0 . 10 x 0 . 05 rrm in size ) (Fig. 4 . 26 ) . 
Most crystals are zoned and form either radiating clusters or discrete 
crystal;; . The extreme zoning observed in the megacrysts c1-nd matrix 
) . 
crystals indiCates di f ferentiat ion prior to emp lacement and/or c rystalli-
zation over a wide temperatur~ interval . Se r veral carbonatitized ki m-
berlites contain augite crystals that exhibit phlogopite mant l es (Fig . 
. 4. 27) which are similar to those observed around olivine and ma t rix 
~ica c rystals (see above) . 
Cj rcular to lobate carbonate-rich ocelli a re found to occu r 
individually (Fig. 4 . 29) or in carbonate-rictlbanc,ts or veins. Yhey 
are either monominerallic (carbonate-bearing) or contain varying 
concentrations of calcite, siderite, mica, opaque oxides, augite ·or 
quartz (cf. Dawson and Hawthorne, 1973). The calcite occurs as aci~ular 
to granular crystals, in contrast to the siderite which forms granular 
to blade,d radiating growths. • Se~eral carbonate-rich dykes contain vugs 
. ' 
consist.ing of quartz which occurs e•fther as radial spfterulitic growths 
or as xenomorphic crystals with un<lulose extinction. Calcite, siderite, 
and chlorite are also found. The ocelli are regarded as liqu i d i ~is­
cible fractions which developed prior to, and also contemporaneous with, 
dyke emplacement. Features in kimberlites attributable to l iquid 
. ' 
. 
. 
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Figure 4.26 Photomicrograph of the matrix of a micaceous kimberlite 
which contains small acicular needles of augite. Note the 
idiomorphic to xenomorphic nature of the opaque oxides, 
biotite and calcite. Plane light. Scale bar is 0.25 mm long. 
Figure 4.27 Photomicrograph of a second generation titan-augite megacryst 
with a narrow phlogopite mantle. Plane light. Scale bar is 
0.25 mm long. 
• . 
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in-m isc ibility which result in the fonna~ion of a carbonatit ic re-
s1due have been described previously by Dawson a nd Hawthorne 
Clement (197)); and Clarke and Mitchell (1975) . 
Xenomorptlic calcite and/or dolomit-e is coi1Jllonly present as an 
interst i tial matrix phase and ranges in size from 0 . 50 x 0.25 to 0 . 05 
x 0.05 m. Calcite also occurs either as xenomorphic po!kili t ic pa t cr,£>s. 
or as randoml y oriented and/or trachyti c microlites. Lath-shaped 
crys tal s are also present (Fig. 4. 28) and exhibit l ength to breadth 
ratios of 15:1 t~ 5 : 1. These are considered by t he author to ' be 
p rimary in origin (cf . Watson, 1955; Dawson and Hawthorne, 1970, 1973; 
lhabin and Cherepvskaya, 1965; Johnson, 1961; Gi.ttins , 1963, 197 3; 
lolyllie and Boettcher, 1969) and do not rep l ace an ear l ier phase (cf . 
Dawson and Hawthorne, 1973). 
Dendritic to acic~ l.~r skeletal calcite crystals exhibiting length 
to breadth ratios 'of I : 45 tG l : 2~ occur in several dykes (Fig. 4.29 ) 
(cf . Dawson and Hawthorne. 1973) and are interpreted to be quench 
features . (cf . Lofgren and Donaldson, 1975; Wyllie and Boettcher, 1969; 
Dawson and Hawthorne, 1973) . Carbonate-rich dykes are commonly cut 
either by bands (fonmed by flow differentiation; see Chapter 3, page 62) 
or veins of carbon,ate, which clearly postdate kimberlite intrusion . 
, 
One vein studied exhibited flow cellsoutlined·by smal l aclcu l ar 
needles of apatite and' xenolithic slivers of country rock (F i g. 4 . 30). 
ld~omorphic to ~ypidiomorphic opaque oxide (magnesium-rich il-
men lte , ilmenite, magnetite and perovskite) megacrysts and matr i x 
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Figure 4.28 Photomicrograph showing lath to microlithic shaped growths 
of calcite in a carbonate-rich kimberlite. Note the 
acicular interstitial opaque oxides. Plane light. Scale 
bar is 0.5 mm long. 
Figure 4.29 Photomicrograph of a carbonate-rich micaceous kimberlite 
showing the development of long acicular crystals of 
primary calcite. Plane light. Scale bar is 1 mm long. 
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crys tals (F ig. 4 .3 1) range in size fron: ?.0 x 1.5 to 0.05 x 0.05 
,:.~~. 11111 and conll10n1.Y ex.hil;lit a hidtal texture. Rldded to ac icular growths 
are al so corrrnon (Fiq . 4 .28) but are restri~ted to crys tal s which form 
· an interstitial phase to carbonate laths Atoll deve lopment (Fi g . 
., 
4.32) is widespread in this generation and consists of opaque oxide 
crystals with an i nterna l ring or core of carbonate. Sirnilu ar range-
rnents to those ''in the A('l l ikdykes ha"~ been described . in South 
Afri can kimberl ites ( Dawson and Hawthorne , 1973) and are in terpreted 
to have formed as a result of two stages of opaque oxi de growth. 
Ilmen i te (either megacrysts or matr i x c rystals ) comilorily exh ibit 
perovskite-rich mant, les (c_f . Hilggerty e!.__a_l., 197_5: -Mi t chell, 1970; 
Dawsvn, 1971 ~ Haqqerty, ~973) and are taken as evi dence that a reac-
tion occurred between ilmenite and carbonate. Leucoxene i s dlso a 
colll110n alteration product and forms greyish coa tings around the 
i ·' 
crystal marg it~s. Mdgnesium-rich il men i te i s an important kimberlite 
i ndicdtor minera l . (Dawson, 1967a; Mitchel l , 1970 ) ~nd its abundance 
in the Aillik dykes pro\lides a positive link with other · ki mber l ite 
occurren ces (Hagge;rty et al . , 1975). 
) 
~ . ? . 4 . 4 " Crustal· Nodules 
A sma ll suite of nodules derived from the basement gne i sses and 
as soc iated ,intru s ive rocks ha s a.lso been recognized in the Ai llik kim-
berlites . ; The anel<;c; fragments are quartzo - feldspathic and i n add ition 
t o quartz ;and pli!qioclase, tl'ley contain bi otite, amph ibole and more 
rarel y pouas s ivm feldspar or qiopside . Al l nodules studied i n thin 
sec t.ion.!e~hi b it a wel l developed mineralogi cal banding produced by 
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Figure 4.30 Photomicrograph of a flow cell in a carbonatite vein which 
intrudes a kimberlite. Note the concentric arrangement of 
acicular apatite and country rock fragments. Plane light. 
Scale bar is 1 mm long. 
Figure 4.31 Photomicrograph of a second generation opaque oxide 
with an idiomorphic outline. Plane light. Scale bar is 
0.25 mm long. 
123 -
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Figure 4.32 Atoll development in a fractured opaque oxide crystal . 
. Plane light. Scale bar is 0.25 mm long. 
J 
• 
' . 
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alternating feldspathic and ferromagnesian layers. The gra.de o f 
metamorphism represented by the gneiss fragments is bel ie'w'ed to, be 
amphibolite facies. The intrusi'w'e rocks are medium to coarse 
grained ~nd contain major concentrations of blagioclase and/ or 
microcline together with hornblende, biotite, and smal l er amounts 
of quartz, opaque oxides , apati~e and seconda ry aegirine . 
Unaltered nodules are uncommon; most show moderate to extreme 
' effects of either fenitization and/or carbonatitization. The fresh :: 
podules are similar to the basement gheiss exp6sed elsewhere · i n the 
map are~ (the Hopedale Complex) and are not considered to represent 
deep crustal levels (cf. Nixon, 1973) in which granulites and ecl o-
gites are an important component. 
Although initial alteration proceeds along 9rain boundar i ~s • 
.. 
microbrecciatton is ~lso COIT1TIOn in many nodules and the fra.ctures 
are usually filled with small needles of aegir~ne and grains of car-
. . . 
bonate . Plagioclase and/or microcline usually show the earl i est 
effects of alteration, becomi~g cloudy arid displaying the crysta l l i -
zation of aegirine, sericite, and carbonate . Ma gnetite mantles are 
comvonly developed on the micas and original amp~ibole jppea r s dark . 
Aegirine which first occurs in _fracture . fillings, ~ventually fonns 
s tatic growths or develops as mantles around biotite and amphibole. 
Several nodules show the extensive growth of phlogopite aggregates 
as interstitia'! layet""s between feldspars . With increasing intensity 
of alteration, the small aegirine needles increase i n grain siz~· to 
~· 
form larger prismatic crystals, and carbonate becomes more common . 
) 
.. 
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Plagioclase and/or microline are eventually completely pseudomor-
phosed by carbonate and/or sericite and several nodules develop 
• a carbonatitic aspect. The original gneissic banding i s almost 
totally obliterated in the most highly altered nodules. 
The fenitiz~tion observed in the highly a l tered nodules is 
interpreted by the author to have been produced by the carbonat i tic 
fraction prese~t in the matri~ of the Aill~k kimberlites and i s 
similar to fenitization effects desc~ibed elsewhere in associat ion 
with carbonate-rich kimberlites (Ferguson~- , 1973 ; Ferguson, 
etal., 1975) . 
4 . 2 . 5 Carb6natites -~ 
4 . 2 . 5.1 Introduct i on 
The distinction between carbonate-rich kimberlites and carbona-
tites is not always obvious in the field nor under the microscope, 
It has been made by some Russian p·~·trologi'sts (cf . Frantsesson, 1970 ) 
on the occurrence of pyrochlore, baddeleyite and rare earth~bearing 
carbonates; however, this mineral ocj1 ca 1 dis t i net ion has been shown to 
be invalid, as some diamond-bearing carbonate-rich kimberlites also · 
contain the above phases {Frantsess.on, 1970). · Frantsesson (1970) con-
siders that the distinction should be b~sed upo~ th~ presence of 
absen.ce of rJHct textures. Those intrusions which 'can be seen to 
ha .ve con.tained kimberlitic phases regardless of the state Of preserva-
tion. s hould be clas!.ified as carbonate -.rich kimberlites or metaso-
' ' 
matic carbonatftes . The authLlr has followed the gu idelines· 
I 
1· 
.. 
. 
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es·tablish~_d by Frantsesson (1970) and has outlined several varie-
ties of metasomatic carbonatites and carbonatites (sensu s··tricto) . 
4. 2. 5.2 Carbonati tes '. / 
The carbonatites are fine grained rocks which contain 50 to 
90 percent calcite and/or do)omite with minor amounts of barite (0 
- 25'!'-), opaque .oxides (0- 15%) and apatHe (1 - 10%). In th in 
.f 
f l 
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'/ section they have a conspicious allotrimorphic·granular texture (Fi g. 
4. 33} and many exhibit aligned lensoidal or platy carbonate crystals f l ., 
{I 
whic'h produce a distinct mineral lineation. Mass i v~ xenomorphic j' 
, . // 
to idiomorphic opaque oxides (magnetite, and possibly ilmenite) ~rr.?·-; 
common matrix phases and exhibit an interstitial texture. 
4 
Atoll dfj. 
.1 
. velopment is not unconmon (Fig. 4.34) and resembles similar textu~s 
,; 
, \. . II 
observed in t~e kimberlites (see above, pagel21). 
Xenomorphic pleochroic barite ( a- clear, f3 
yellowish brown) was observed in a dyke at l.occi'tion 3. 
back poeket), occurring either as vein-like structures deve sub-
parallel to the. dykes margin or as poikilitic interstitial growths . 
Other phases in the carbonatites include apatite, which 
megacrysts or matrix phases. xenomorphic quartz and 
morphic chlorite patches . The chlorite is s.l ightly 
., 
a pa 1 e brown and f3 = y - green . 
4 . 2 . 5.3 Metasomatic Carbonatites 
T~ metasomatic carbonatites contain a nt carbonate (40 - 80%) 
, ; . ;. .. , \ · ... ..-..... . . . 
;· 
. 
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Figure 4.33 Photomicrograph of an allotriomorphic-granular texture in 
a calcic-carbonatite. Plane light. Scale bar is 0.5 mm 
long. 
Figure 4.34 Photomicrograph of atoll development in an opaque oxide 
crystal. Plane light. Scale bar is 0.5 mm long. 
;' 
./ 
/ 
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with biotite and/or. phlogopite (0 - 15%), opaque oxides (5 - 20%), 
relic~ olivine (0 · - 10%) and apatite (0- 10%). These carbonatites 
are cha.racteri zed by replacement. textures and carbonate occurs either 
as a matrix or more colliTIOnly as a secondary alteration phase. The 
carbonate occurs in a variety of habits, but most .are closely com-
parable to those described in the kimberlites or carbo~atites. Ocelli-
like structures with fine grained carbona~e-rich cores and opaque 
oxide mantles are present in one dyke (specimen 364). These are re-
garded as irregular shaped ocelli or a'l ternative'ly as carbonati te 
xenoliths transported from depth (Fig. 4.35). 
() 
Phtogopite and/or biotite occurs as either lath to microlitic 
shaped megacrysts or matrix crystals with pleochroic schemes compara-
ble to second generation crystals in the kimberlites; .implying ~hat 
several of these dykes may represent mica-bearing carbonatites. Most 
mica is chloritized and/or fenitized (Fig. 4:36) and COQtaihs abundant 
carbonate or opaque oxides along cleavage traces. Atoll textured 
opaque oxides and prismatic apatite crystals similar to those observed 
.. ' ' in the kimberlites are preseRt in many of the metasomatic carbo~atites. 
Acicular green to greenish brown crystals of sec~ndary aegirine occur 
as static growths in the metasomatic carbonatite matrix (Fig. 4.37) 
and also in country rock xenoliths. 
'· 0 
4, 2.6 AlnOites 
4.2 .. 6. 1 Introduction and Petrology·, 
Mel .ilite-bearing intrusions are rare in the Aillik area and have 
..-- ----oaly been recognized at one loca,;tion (specimen 513; Map 3, back pocket). 
- lL~ -
Figure 4.35 Photomicrograph of an ocelli-like structure within a 
metasomatic carbonatite. Note the oxide rim. Plane 
light. Scale bar is 0.5 mm long. 
Figure 4.36 Photomicrograph of fenitized micas in a metasomatic car-
bonatite. Plane light. Scale bar is 0.5 mm long. 
· ' .. 
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Its alnoitic nature was not obvious in the fie1d and it was previous-
ly classified as k1mberlite. The dyke is composed of olivine,<.phlogo-
pite and/or biotite, opaque oxides, augite and apatite as well as 
melilite . Olivine is only present as second generation megacrysts 
. and/or matrix crystals which are seriate in texture. Phlogopite and/ 
or biotite occurs in two gener'ations with the first occuring in glim-
/ 
merite nodules and as megacrysts . 1hese micas are comparable to those 
in the ldmberlites and belong to .Groups !, II or III (see pagelOl). · 
Second generation crystals are present as megacrysts and flldtrix crystals 
but are also found in rims on zoned crystals like those on the kim-
berlites (see pagellZ) . Clinopyroxene is present both aos first and 
second generation phases and has similar textures and composit ions to 
kimberlite clinopyroxenes. Melilite occurs as small clear to yellow 
crystals which range from 0. 75 x 0.20 to 0.20 x 0.10 mm in size. They 
form a band of perpendicular growth (Fig. 4.38) and are found on both 
sides of the dyke and at equal distances from the margin. · The melilite 
i~ this band occurs both as fresh crystals and as crystals pseudomor-
phased by carbonate .and an unidentified phase. Mineral phases belong-
ing to the spinel group, phosphates and carbonates show similar texture, 
alteration and composition to tbose present in the kimberlites. 
-..___/ 
Although early defin,tions of kimberlite \ncluded melilite as a 
primary and essential phas (Shand, 1g34; Williams, 1932) recent defini-
tions have excluded it (Michell, 1970; Dawson, 1967, 1971, 1972a) and 
it has been~regarded as a indicator mineral of alnoites (M;tchell, 
1970). Recent stud;es on kimberlites from Greenland (Escher and Watterson~ 
f. 
' 
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Figure 4.37 Photomicrograph of aegirine occurring as static growths 
within a dolomitic carbonatite (beforsite). Plane light. 
Scale bar is 0.5 mm long. 
Figure 4.38 Photomicrograph of melilite which occurs as a band of 
perpendicular growth. Plane light. Scale bar is 0.5 mm 
long. 
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. 1972) however, have shown' that kimberlites may contain melilite . 
Therefore. further studies of alnoites are necessary to more 
accurately document their petrological affinity. 
., 
' \ 
-
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CHAPTER 5 
Geochemistry 
5.1 Introduction 
A chemic_al relat ionship implyi~g a possib le genetic connec t ion 
' \ between kimberlites , carbonatites and some lamprophyres has been sug-
gested by a number of authors (Dawson, 1960, 1966, 1967b ;- Ferguson 
et al . , 1975; McGetchin et al., 1973) . These findings suppor t .s imi la r 
conclus ions which are b~sed on field and petrological ev idence (see 
,Chapte r 4, page 80) . Field and petrological da ta (Chapters 3 and 4 ) 
indicate that a genetic and/or co-magmatic r elationshi p may exist 
between the various dyke groups mapped ih the A ~llik area. A geochemi~a l 
.. 
study of these dy kes has been undertaken in an attempt to conf irm th i s 
. 
interpretation . The study has enabled the chemical vari_at ion wi thin 
, 
the individual dyke suites to be assessed and a more complete c lassi f i-
cation of the dyke swarm has been made. 
Seventy-four specimens were analysed; 38 kimber l ites, 21 monchi-
quites , 5 minettes, 7 carbonatites, 2 hornblende-bearing peridotites 
and 1 glimmerite nodule . Major elements were determined by a tomi c 
absorpt ion spectroscopy. x-ray fluorescence, titrat ion, col ourimetry, 
loss on ignition , by fusion and trace elements by x-ray fl uorescence . 
Deta i ls of the sample preparation. analytical methods. prec isi on 
and accu racy of the analyses are given in Appendix 3. 
. ' 
I 
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5. 2 Major and Trace Element Geochemistry (Elemental Abundances) 
5.2. 1 Hornblende-bearing Perido~i tes 
·~ 
Representative chemical· analyses and C. I .P.W. nonns of t he horn-
blende-bearing oeridotites are given in Table 5. 1. A compa_r i son of 
these data with data presented in Tables 5.2, 5.3, 5 .4. and 5.5 conf i rms 
the earlier conclusions (see Chapter 3 and 4) that the hornblende-
bearing peridotites are unrelated to the basi c-ultrabasic dyke swarm . 
ihe two peridotites studied . .show a l arge variation in ~oO , CaO and FeO 
(Table 5.1) which is related to variation i n ol iv ine and hornblende 
. T I . . . F 2• F 3+ b concentrat10ns . he. arge vanat10n 1n e and e e~ween these two 
dykes is related to the highly chloritized nature of dyke 449. 
5.2.2 Minettes 
The minettes display little variat ion in major element chem is t r y 
(Table 5. 2) ; a fe ature which ma? be related to t he relatively small 
number of these dykes analysed. Most dyk es are of bas ic composi t i on 
{Si02 40-45 ~ ) (Fig . 5.1 ) a~~ , exhibit only sli~ht va r iation in K20 (5-
7 ); T i 0 z ( 3-5 • ) , A 1 2 0 3 ( 2-6 • ) , Mn 0 ( 0 . 1 - 0. 2 : ) , P z 0 5 ( 1. 0- 1. 5 . ) , Hz 0 
(nd.-3.5 ) and co2 (nd.-15.0 ~ ) which reflect variations in the moda l 
abundances of opaque oxides. biotite, augite, olivine, and carbona te in 
the minettes. 
The average chemical fOmp?sition of the Aillik mi nettes (Table 5.3) 
differs significant l y ~rom average values presented by Metai s and Chayes 
(1963), which are lower in Sio2, A1 2o3, H20 anjl higher in Ti02• t otal 
Fe. MgO , CaO and H20 compared to the Aillik dykes . 
TABLE 5.1 
Representative Geochemical and Petrographic Data for the Hornblende-bearing Peridotites 
Sample No. 
SiD2 
Ti02 
AJ 2o3 
Fe2o3 
FeD 
MnO 
MgO 
CaD 
Na 2o 
K20 
P2o5 
Co2 
H20 
Total 
Ira~e (PPM} 
Zr 
Sr 
Rb 
Zn 
Cu 
Ba 
Ni 
Cr 
Nb 
C.I.P.W. 
N_o_rm_ 
Or 
Ab 
An 
Ne 
Ca 
Dp 
Hy 
Ov 
Mag 
11 
Cr 
Ap 
Modes 
Hornblende 
01 ivine 
Biotite 
Ore 
Caldte 
Chlorite 
449 
42.22 
0.33 
5.92 
l. 07 
10.61 
o. 19 
28.53 
4.62 
0.55 
0.43 
N.D. 
0. 7l 
4.93 
100.11 
47 
160 
21 
B4 
40 
210 
3Hl 
1329 
10 
4.19 
2.64 
12.39 
6.52 
2.00 
27.62 
35.07 
7.95 
0.96 
0.42 
0.24 
336 
41.48 
0.49 
7.95 
5.34 
4. 56 
0.18 
23.21 
10.55 
l. 69 
0.69 
0.10 
0.86 
3.23 
100.33 
61 
381 
20 
60 
56 
284 
455 
1900 
12 
2.66 
4.88 
13.01 
1.69 
5.10 
17 .Ol 
53.05 
1.63 
0.66 
0.30 
66.5 
25.7 
4.3 
1.4 
0 .4 
1.7 
TABLE 5.2 
Re(!resentative Geochmeical and Petrogral!hic Data for the Mi nettes 
Sam!!le No. 210-2 324-A 224-1 221-A 209-1 
Si02 45.01 43.65 44.47 41.43 44.89 
Ti02 4.06 4.13 4.12 3.68 4.12 
Al 203 9.29 8.88 9.25 8.49 9.55 
Fe2o3 4.13 4.88 4.28 3.67 3.53 
FeD 7. 50 6.85 7.20 7.03 8.01 
MnO 0.12 0.17 o. 14 0.12 0.13 
MgO 10.43 9.82 11.08 10.25 11.09 
CaD 7.35 8. 71 7.28 6.66 7. 54 
Ha 2o 2 . 15 1.28 1.60 2.66 1.34 
K20 6.68 6.04 6.44 5.60 6.60 
P205 1.06 1.09 1.04 1.04 1.12 
C02 1. 55 2.21 1.49 10.03 1.71 
H20 o. 76 3.22 2.44 0.12 0.83 
Total 100.18 lOO.:d3 100.80 100.78 100.46 
Trace (PPM) 
Zr 530 451 540 657 547 
Sr 936 946 1412 1748 1075 
Rb 113 113 101 94 116 
Zn 121 114 114 111 123 
Cu 29 34 31 32 34 
Ba 1839 1832 1849 1914 2123 
Ni 193 223 189 203 191 
Cr 168 373 169 262 159 
Nb 75 86 79 82 85 
C.I.P.W. 
Norm 
Or 29.88 36.45 38.60 39.07 29·.60 
Ab 6.24 1.10 2.19 
An 0.66 0.55 5.93 
Ne 5.76 2.61 5.85 4.97 
Lc 7.65 
Na-Carb 12.32 
Ca 3.54 5.13 3.44 3.90 8.77 
Dp 16.34 17.81 16.63 15.54 14.59 
Ny 0.88 
Ac 6.72 1.62 
Ov 17.21 13.19 16.86 18.18 9.69 
Mag 2.64 7. 23 5.48 5.13 4. 76 
IL 7. 74 8.01 7.94 7.84 6.25 
Cr 0.04 0.08 0.04 0.03 0.05 
Ap 2.47 2.59 2.45 2.61 2.16 
Modes 
01 ivine 8. 7 4.4 
Augite 37.3 33.8 
Biotite 25.5 30.1 
Orthoclase 22.0 2S.o 
Ore 5. 7 3.7 
Carbonate 0.8 0.0 
. 
:. 
Figure 5.1 Histograms showing 
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variation in major and trace 
element s ih the A i 11 ik mi nettes. 
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TABLE (5.3) 
Average Com!!Qsition of the Aillik Dlkes C!!!!!!ared to Other D~ke Suites 
No.cf llnalyses 64 ~~ 2~ 33§ 25 :m 1~0 2M 
Element 
Si02 51.17 43.91 40.68 37.56 32 . 26 31.10 35.20 27.81 33.21 22.16 10.~9 9.14 13.52 
Ti02 1. 36 4.02 2.34 3. 75 4.96 2.03 2.32 1.63 1.97 3.07 o. 73 0.62 1. 33 
Al 2o3 13.87 9.09 13 . 20 10.40 6.14 4.90 2.32 3.40 4.45 3.47 32.9 2. 77 3.03 
Fe2o3 3.27 4.10 4.87 4.86 5.10 N.D. N.D. 5.40 6.74 5.07 3.46 4.13 2.02 
FeO 4.16 7. 32 6.47 7.24 9.09 10.50+ 9.80+ 2.82 3.43 6.84 3.60 4.17 5. 27 
MgO 6. 92 10.53 9.17 9.56 12.47 23.90 27.90 25.53 22.78 16 . 53 5. 79 6.39 12.95 
CaD 6.58 7.51 11.02 12 .42 14.93 10.60 7.60 12.21 9.36 20.59 36.10 32.52 27 .30 
Na 2o 2.12 l.Bl 3.06 1.64 1.27 0.31 0.32 0.33 0. 19 0.36 0.42 0.97 0. 69 
K20 5.49 6.27 2.16 3.64 1. 76 2.10 0.98 0.66 0. 79 1.84 1.36 1.40 1.12 
MnO N.D. 0.14 N.D . D.96 0.22 0.10 0.11 0.12 0.17 0.28 0.68 0.69 0.36 
H20 2.42 1.47 3. 52 3.32 2.29 5. 90 7.40 N.D. 10.70 2. 36 1.44 1.37 2.01 
P2o5 N. D. 1. 07 N.D. 0.20 1.65 0.66 0.72 0.50 0.65 1.89 2.09 1.77 2.02 
..... 
C02 13.0 3.40 1.38 4.70 7.56 7.10 3.30 N.D. 4.58 15.50 28.52 27.96 27.59 
Reference 
Meta is and Chayes ( 1963) A Minette H Siberian Kimberl fte Ferguson and Currie (1972) B Aillik Minette I Lesotho Kimberlite Dawson ( 1961) c Monchiqui te J A ill i k Kimber! fte Davidson ( 1967) D Callander Bay Carbonate-Rich Monchiquite K Carbonatite Nixon (1973) E Afll fk Carbonate-Rich Monchiqufte L Carbonatite Heinrich (1966) F Micaceous Ki!Tberl ite M A ill ik Carbonatite Gold (1966) G Basaltic Kimberlite 
N.D. - Not Determined 
-
Total Iron as FeO 
¥'' 
•• • 
t I 
• 
' 
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Trace element variations tend ·to be wider than t hose of the major 
oxides (Fig. 5.1). They contain sign i ticant _ a~unts of Sr (800 -·zooo 
. . 
ppm). Zr ( 400 - 700 ppm). Ba ( 1600 - 2000 ppm) ·. Ni ( 1500 - 2000 ppm) a nd 
• I 
Cr (nd. - 400 ppm). Nb is invariably less th~n 200 ~pm and i t appears 
to be highest in dykes containing carbonate-bearing ocelli. 
5. 2. 3 Carbonate-Rich Monch i qui tes 
Chemical analyses, C,I.P.W . norms and modes of the carbonate- r i ch 
monchiquites ·are presented in Table 5.4. Most dykes are ultrabasic 
(Si0~2o-.40%) and contain Fe2o3, A1 2o3, no2 , Na2o, FeO, Hi) and -~02 
concentr · ans which are comparable to those observed in the minettes 
' 
(cof11>are Fig. S.l .and 5.2); however, the range of each oxide may be 
slightly higher or· lower . . MgO (5-25%), CaO (5-20~) and , P2o5 (nd.-4% ) 
_ - ~~-~-ur in h_igherc~centr~tions than ' i~ the mi~ette~! _tl~~-ver, K2o ~-~~~ __ _ ... _ 
3%) is lower . The large variation in Ti02, total Fe, MgO, A1 2o3, co2 • . 
. 
and P2o5 is. regarded as reflecting modal variations in opaque oxides. 
olivine, biotite, analcime, carbonate and apatite. 
Histograms showing major oxide concentrations in the carbonafe ... rich 
monchiquites from Callander Ba1· and Bre~t Cr~ter, Ontario (Ferguson ~nd 
Currfe, 1972; Currie. 1971) are given in Figure 5. 3, for comparison with 
the Aillik dykes. It is clear that s;o2• Fe;o3, CaO, Ti02 • MnO and H20 
..i~ concentrations are comparable to those in the Aillik dykes . K
2
0 (nd.-
.St ), Al 2o3 (nd. - 12~) and co2 (nd . -35%.) are distinctively higher in 
' .... ': .. 
· ·~ 
,· 
j. 
~--~ 
~le No. 
SiOz 
Ti02 
AJ 2o3 
Fe2o3 
FeO 
MoO 
MgO 
Total 
Trace (PPM) 
Zr 
Sr 
Rb 
Zn 
Cu 
Ba 
Ni 
Cr 
Nb 
Ab 
An 
Ne 
Lc 
Na-carb. 
Ca 
Op 
Hy 
Ov 
nag 
11 
Cr 
Ap 
Kp 
~ 
01 iv i ne 
Augite 
Bioti te 
Ore 
29 
32.37 
5. 79 
6. 46 
3 . 53 
11 . 49 
0 . 20 
12 .34 
12. 42 
1. 65 
1 .48 
1. 31 
10.07 
2.84 
227 - 1 
33.01 
4 . 74 
5. 27 
4. OS 
10 . 42 
o. 21 
13 . 60 
12. 10 
1. 67 
0.88 
0 . 99 
11.49 
1.88 
101.95 100 . 31 
362 
794 
44 
111 
69 
594 
222 
316 
196 
12.09 
6.25 
3.25 
17.56 
24.58 
18.46 
4 . 67 
10.03 
0.06 
2. 55 
21.7 
39.7 
11.9 
15.5 
364 
793 
44 
88 
75 
564 
445 
642 
72 
10.52 
3.64 
6.34 
17.35 
29 . 96 
16.73 
5. 24 
8.04 
0 . 12 
2.05 
Carbonate-bearing 
ocel l i 11.2 
TAjlLE 5 .4 
Repr~_s_e_n_ta_t_i ve_ Ge~.c.h em ic a_l_ and Petr!>n •·aphic _r,a_ta fo r th_e_ Ca_t:_bo~a_t_~.R i!'._h_ ~o~c h1g_u i_tes 
269 
34 .!!6 
5. 77 
7 . 34 
4. 61 
9.96 
0 . 21 
10 . 40 
12 . 02 
1.83 
1. 65 
1.02 
7.30 
2. 74 
307 
33. 40 
5. 51 
7 .4 2 
5. 55 
!l. Sii 
0.22 
8 . 71 
16 . 01 
1. 82 
2 .21 
1. 74 
7.16 
1. 8 7 
32.23 3 1.04 
4 . 1R 5 . 46 
5.78 7. 41i 
4 . 13 4 .34 
9.74 ' 8. 96 
0.20 0.22 
16.30 9 . 20 
11.09 19 . 04 
1.1 8 1.43 
1.47 1. 70 
1 . 12 2.01 
11.33 6 . 63 
1. 7 2 3 . 33 
91,_66 100.20 100.47 100. 84 
374 
850 
48 
92 
69 
661 
265 
499 
73 
10.04 
15.95 
17.10 
0.29 
20.88 
7 . 97 
6.88 
11.19 
0.11 
2. 44 
10.1 
53.3 
10 . 9 
17.9 
7.6 
713 
2805 
48 
104 
90 
951 
135 
172 
125 
13.24 
13.25 
5.63 
1.28 
16.51 
14.73 
12.44 
8.16 
10.61 
0.04 
4.10 
578 
833 
54 
93 
68 
699 
372 
U37 
756 
10.29 
6.13 
8.04 
15.60 
18.65 
26 . 25 
5. 39 
7 . 15 
0 . 16 
2. 34 
545 
1179 
53 
96 
117 
1024 
97 
132 
126 
10.14 
9.18 
6. 71 
0.11 
15.43 
25.27 
11.28 
6.44 
10.62 
0.03 
4 . 78 
32.00 
5 . 27 
7. 77 
6 . 93 
7. 66 
0 . 26 
lUlO 
19 . 46 
1. 24 
2.25 
2 . 33 
3.15 
2. 34 
99.46 
1393 
2678 
68 
90 
123 
902 
114 
62 
301 
9 . 51 
6 . 01 
11.03 
7 . 58 
28 . 99 
9.92 
10.63 
10 . 59 
0 . 01 
5 . 73 
30.94 
4 .09 
3.H2 
4 . 04 
9.24 
0. 20 
11-1 . l6 
13 .1 0 
o. 55 
l. 09 
1 .33 
11 . 50 
1. 52 
99 . 58 
363 
1139 
44 
95 
56 
641 
450 
H13 
106 
6.65 
4.66 
5. 56 
18.89 
15.29 
33.34 
5.41 
7.17 
0.16 
2 . 85 
34. 711 
3 . 56 
4 . 15 
3. 62 
72 
0 .17 
21 . 29 
7.59 
D. 51 
1. 1! 5 
0. 23 
10.57 
1. 74 
9_9. 78 
176 
347 
67 
81 
57 
568 
613 
739 
43 
5.25 
7.68 
10 . 39 
11.73 
20.60 
32.95 
4. 70 
6.06 
0.14 
0.48 
33.5 
31.1 
12.7 
12.0 
10 . 7 
32.74 
4 . 92 
5.96 
4 . 70 
7 .H6 
0 . 21 
10. 66 
16. 25 
l. Bl 
l. 11 
2 .19 
B.95 
2. 27 
32 .41 
6 . 21 
6 . 48 
6 . 33 
R. 22 
0 .24 
8. 00 
19 . 73 
1.12 
1. 29 
2. 35 
4 . 18 
2 . 97 
29 .13 
4. 68 
4 . 68 
4 . 14 
10. 47 
0 . 19 
13. 18 
15 . 84 
0.63 
1. 13 
1.46 
7.86 
2.96 
3-l 
3 1 . 26 
3. 74 
5 .8 7 
4 . 95 
9 .01 
0 . 24 
12 .95 
14. 8 1 
1. 01 
2. 27 
2 . 15 
8.54 
1. 54 
268 -A 
35 . 10 
6. 31 
7 . 53 
6 . 07 
9. 4 3 
o. 22 
9 . 70 
13.40 
1. 47 
2 . 6!! 
1. 26 
5.63 
1. 59 
76 
32 . 85 
3. 75 
4. 74 
4 . 20 
9.12 
0. 2 1 
19. 8 2 
13 .65 
0 . 40 
1. 75 
1. 42 
5 . 13 
3. 32 
-------------- - -
99 . 69 
918 
3352 
30 
94 
97 
911! 
161 
423 
131 
6. 71 
16.18 
4. 70 
20.82 
5.26 
17 . 28 
7. 24 
6.97 
9.56 
0.09 
5.20 
99.53 
423 
619 
39 
81 
140 
932 
72 
6 
224 
7.88 
0.05 
9.15 
5.28 
9.83 
38.50 
1. 97 
9 . 49 
12.20 
5 . 65 
99 . 35 
238 
453 
75 
95 
54 
573 
226 
276 
72 
7.14 
5. 70 
7.06 
19 . 12 
11. 17 
8 . 67 
21.53 
6 . 42 
9 . 50 
0.06 
3 . 63 
98 . 34 100 . 39 100.36 
640 
1940 
69 
118 
62 
952 
247 
237 
110 
13 . 82 
8.81 
4.93 
20.01 
1. 32 
10.54 
20.65 
7.40 
7 . 32 
0.05 
5.15 
450 
1177 
63 
115 
96 
942 
147 
220 
116 
16.00 
12.57 
6.10 
12.94 
13.71 
1.20 
13.48 
8 . 89 
12.11 
0.05 
2.96 
8.3 
50.6 
17.3 
16 . 7 
7 . 1 
396 
1119 
61 
91 
71 
535 
450 
78 9 
100 
9.09 
6.14 
1.88 
1. 21 
11.99 
16.73 
35 . 81 
6. 26 
7. 23 
0.17 
3. 39 
318-3 491-1 470 204-1 204-2 
Si02 22.22 30.77 33.29 35.57 35.22 
Ti02 3.45 3. 75 5.65 5.94 6.41 
A1 203 3.82 3.95 9.25 8.34 7. 72 
Fe2o3 7. 57 6.49 6.46 4.51 5.68 
FeO 8.69 6.15 7.88 9. 76 9.44 • 
~lnO 0.30 0.23 0.26 0.20 0.22 
MgO 10.93 20.25 7.08 7.98 10.14 
CaO 19 . 95 14.44 18.26 15.47 14.03 
Na2o 0.86 0.39 1.83 2.32 1.53 
K20 1.49 2.03 2.67 1.84 2. 37 
P205 3.83 1. 35 2. 78 1.08 1.14 
C02 13.02 7.14 2.96 5.18 3.46 
H20 1.45 3.67 2.88 1. 51 1. 57 
Total 97.58 100.61 100.25 99.70 98.93 
Trace (PPM) 
Zr 1045 503 867 380 471 
Sr 1524 2267 2428 1240 1079 
Rb 38 54 76 43 66 
Zn 134 81 109 96 97 
Cu 49 65 . ).47 90 107 
Ba 925 2065 1160 728 688 
Ni 135 442 63 112 172 
Cr 17 577 13 500 321 
Nb 316 151 243 73 94 
~ 
Norm 
Or 12.33 11.05 14.36 
Ab 1. 53 9.08 2.38 
An 5.93 3.12 6.61 7.05 7.38 
Ne 1.01 8.65 5.89 5.90 
Lc 3.93 12.76 
Na-carb. 2. 79 
Ca 26.52 16.69 6.94 11.97 8.07 
Op 12.71 35.67 24.76 27.12 
Hy 
Ov 32.74 32.37 1.99 9.43 11.07 
Mag 10.81 9.67 9.66 6.64 8.44 
11 6.45 7. 32 11.06 11.46 12.48 
Cr 0.13 0.11 0.07 
Ap 8. 76 3.22 6.66 2.55 2. 72 
Kp 2.08 
: < 
Figure 5.2 
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Histograms showing the ,variatio~ in majo'\- and trace 
element abundances in the. Aillik monchiquites . 
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Figuf e 5.3 Histograms showing the variation in major element 
abundances for the Callander Bay monchiquites. 
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several of tne Ontario dykes reflecting higher biotite and carbonate 
contents. Contents of MgO and P2o5 are higher in the Aillik dykes ~d 
reflect increased olivine and apatite. 
. 
~part from lower Si02 and higher CaO and co2 (reflecting i ncreased 
carbonate cont.ents), the 1110nchiquites· at Aillik Bay are of similar 
, 
composition to the average monchiquite analysis'given by Metais -and 
Chayes (1963), Table 5.3 . 
Trace element vcWiation is more pronounced in the monchiquites 
relative to the minettes. Ba (400-2000 p~) and Cu (40-160 ppm) are 
. . 
generally higher in the monchiquites. Rb and Nb occur in simiJar con-
centrations in the ~nchiquites as in the minettes, however·, Zr (100- / / 
1400ppm), Sr (nd .- 3600 ppm), Ni (500-5500 ppm) and Cr (100-1400 ppm), 
may be comparable or distinctively higher in .some dykes . 
5.2.4 Kimberlites 
The kimberlites are distinctly.ultrabasic in composition (Si02, 
10-30%) and exhibit a very wide compositional range (Fig. 5.4). Contents 
of Fe2o3 (2-14%), Ti02 (3-71}, FeO (2-101), ~20 (0~5-4.5S) and HnO (0 .2-
0.4'1) are in similar or slightly higher concentration ttran in the carbonate-
( . . 
rich monchiquites and minettes; h<M!ver, P2o5, ~0, Hg(), A1 2o3, Na 2o. 
and H2o are pres~nt in amounts comparable to v~lues obtained for the 
carbonate-rich monchiquites. CaO (10-35t} and co2 (nd.-30%) are consider-
ably higher in the lcimberl.ites and reflect their high carbonate contents. 
( 
TABLE 5 . 5 
REPRESENTATIVE GEOCHEMICAL AND PETROGRAPHIC DATA FOR THE AILLIK KIM8ERLITES 
Sample No. 205-4 212 211-1-B 211-4-B 205 51-1 25-1 416 496-1 496-2 454 453-2 453-3 453-4 13-1 6-1 258-3 270 
Si02 
Ti02 
Al 203 
Fe2o3 
FeO 
MoO 
HgO 
eao 
20 . 60 24.88 23.97 23 .22 19.94 26 . 60 28 . 92 27.55 13 . 89 25.03 24 . 68 24.23 24 . 45 22 . 11 19 . 29 25 . 29 29.41 25.64 
3.70 3.36 3.14 3 . 00 3.24 2.70 4 . 37 4 . 06 1.79 2.83 2.83 2.98 2 . 75 2.65 3.34 3 . 85 3.07 3 . 92 
3.75 3.63 3 . 80 3.13 2.80 4.19 5 . 72 5.42 2 . 27 2 . 98 3 . 33 3.37 3.37 2.54 3.36 5 . 14 3.68 2.99 
8.16 5.89 5.18 5.32 11.60 3.15 4 . 07 6 . 12 3.76 5 . 23 5.34 6.49 13.42 7.17 7.69 2 . 22 4 . 73 5.49 
7.02 7.01 7.23 6.53 7.36 7 . 74 7.26 6 . 55 4 . 70 8 . 92 7 . 72 6.92 6.50 4.54 5.68 9.54 7 . 78 7.92 
0.30 0.26 0 . 29 0.24 0 . 27 0 . 21 0.26 0 . 29 0 . 27 0.39 0 . 31 0.28 0.26 0.28 0.30 0.29 0.24 0.24 
16 . 36 18.85 19 . 61 17.85 17.60 16.90 14.05 15 . 30 12.35 23.79 24 . 82 25.37 20.63 13.15 12.91 10 . 09 24.00 24.50 
18.80 17 . 79 19.52 21.38 18.85 14.79 19.27 16 . 97 34.77 16.74 17.58 17.31 17 . 42 18 . 15 25.82 21.09 14.91 13.23 
o . 13 o . 14 o.14 0 . 11 o.o7 o . 76 o.11 o.60 o . 28 o.14 o.13 o . 1o o.31 o.39 o:10 0.42 0.20 0.22 
2 . 23 2.21 2.23 2.11 1.95 1.86 3 . 41 2.88 0 . 82 1.18 1.72 1 . 41 1.67 1.59 1.76 1.90 1..{!8 1.52 
2.32 1.84 2 . 21 4 . 05 3.18 1.68 1.64 1.85 1.39 2 . 69 1.94 2.09 2.06 2.03 1.95 2.03 1.29 1.50 
13.27 9 . 47 11.14 9.97 11.35 15.70 9 . 27 10.74 22 . 89 7.96 8 . 17 7.71 15.64 15.45 16.06 16.13 7 . 97 9.68 
2.76 4 . 08 1.53 1.65 1.94 4.12 1.34 2.00 0.66 2.48 1.95 2.38 2.72 5.07 1.19 1.66 2.25 3.59 
Total 99. 40 99.41 99 . 99 99.56 100.15 100.40 100.29 100.33 99.85 100. 36 100. 52 100.64 111.20 99.12 99.75 99.65 100.69 100.44 
Trace (PPM) 
Zr 
Sr 
Rb 
Zn 
Cu 
Ba 
Ni 
Cr 
Nb 
Norm 
Or 
Ab 
An 
Ne 
Lc 
Kp 
Na carb . 
Ca 
Op 
Ov 
Mag 
L 1 
He 
Cr 
Ap 
Modes 
01 ivine 
Phlogopi te 
Ore 
Augi te 
Apatite 
576 
1220 
65 
70 
69 
1681 
181 
192 
266 
3.57 
18 . 37 
1.83 
618 
2198 
65 
81 
81 
1265 
353 
763 
176 
2 . 91 
0 . 68 
707 
2795 
62 
75 
74 
1097 
323 
681 
195 
3.24 
0.66 
1040 
3137 
62 
61 
79 
982 
278 
554 
232 
1.90 
0 . 53 
10.84 10.60 10 . 23 
513 
1512 
59 
69 
65 
1617 
176 
144 
224 
4 . 21 
1. 59 
0.33 
5 .88 
408 
1441 
40 
87 
47 
902 
449 
589 
165 
5 . 52 
642 
3761 
92 
89 
82 
2262 
151 
155 
277 
2.39 
3 . 32 
4 . 01 16.10 
2.89 
12.77 
571 1520 
1150 10907 
64 21 
81 60 
71 33 
2252 1141 
236 170 
219 192 
200 367 
17.27 
3.83 
3.64 
0 . 72 
2 . 55 
1.37 
5 . 14 
759 
3489 
34 
88 
41 
1540 
414 
414 
388 
4.17 
0 . 67 
2 . 19 
2 . 53 
553 
3432 
48 
88 
41 
1350 
385 
425 
223 
3.58 
0.62 
9 . 56 
27.84 22.80 25.98 23.72 26 .22 21.10 21.49 24 . 78 53 . 73 18 .80 19.41 
5. 76 0.16 4 .17 0.35 14 .28 1. 24 
39.82 36.52 29.89 35.46 31.08 ~ 40.97 24 . 03 27.30 27.87 51.61 53.18 
11.59 
6.88 
.04 
5.28 
9.04 
6.75 
0.17 
4. 53 
7. 70 
6.12 
0.15 
5. 51 
22.9 
23.5 
12.1 
8.07 15.42 
5.96 6.25 
0.12 
9.85 
l. 15 
0.03 
7. 51 
4.24 
4. 76 
0.12 
3.63 
6 .01 
8.46 
0.03 
3.88 
9 .00 
7.82 
0.05 
4.36 
5 . 63 
3. 51 
0 . 04 
3.33 
7 .87 
5 . 58 
0.06 
6 . 49 
39.3 
21.2 
12 .7 
6.1 
0. 5 
8.09 
5 . 62 
0.10 
4 .71 
Matrix (mainly carb.) 
3 . 7 
1.5 
36.4 20.2 
711 
3548 
41 
90 
67 
1240 
416 
474 
204 
38.5 
17.3 
15.5 
7.0 
1.7 
20.0 
354 
1602 
51 
76 
59 
1307 
400 
220 
192 
430 
2162 
44 
78 
48 
1292 
375 
258 
186 
614 
1466 
59 
121 
72 
1289 
158 
158 
236 
4.40 
0.46 
8.27 
613 
1199 
47 
92 
63 
857 
170 
124 
184 
7.97 
1.50 
4.95 
3.58 
359 356 
1523 1903 
59 44 
84 ' 83 
56 34 
1155 871 
530 462 
595 584 
173 187 
3.03 
3.64 
0.93 
6.45 
37.04 31.37 18 . 36 
7.29 7.01 
20.66 36 . 15 44.56 
90.81 
6 . 43 
1.11 
0.03 
4.60 
21.6 
18 .3 
10.4 
0.1 
7. 5 
42.5 
3.05 
6 . 93 
0.03 
4.47 
6.95 
5.91 
0.13 
3.04 
---------. ---------
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28 38 21. 91 23.10 21.17 21.71 26.43 25.66 17.86 20 . 22 19.63 18 .44 19.97 17.75 16.86 13.23 18 .03 22.80 15 . 68 
3.18 2.75 3.25 3.04 4.34 3 . 26 3 . 61 3.45 3.38 3 . 32 2.83 2 .25 1.84 2 . 56 . 58 2. 80 3.69 2.22 
3.ll 3.14 3.50 3.39 3.93 3.10 3.77 3.59 3 . 03 4.18 3.47 3.06 3 . 28 3.10 1.92 2.63 2 . 99 2.91 
3. 26 3. 19 3. 79 2. 71 5. 27 4. 08 2. 50 4. 63 3. 66 3. 72 3. 88 3 . 55 3. 19 4 . 25 2. 52 7. 13 5 . 92 6. 08 
7.76 6.46 7 . 82 5.77 6.27 8.39 8.63 6.26 7.49 7.87 7.68 6.26 4.52 6 . 09 4.91 5.88 6.21 6.95 
0.21 0.27 0.27 0.30 0 . 24 0.22 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.28 0.36 0.35 0.36 0.27 0 . 26 0.28 0.27 0.26 
23.40 12.63 16.00 8 .19 15,03 21.02 21.88 14 . 00 14.00 14.66 13 . 63 12 . 77 8.07 9.94 9.33 15.43 19.00 20.70 
12.40 21.33 15.65 26.52 22.00 12.91 12.35 24.30 20.78 19.27 19.15 22 . 49 30.06 30.33 32.23 24.43 20.52 26.63 
0.30 0.38 0.58 0.14 0.84 NO 0.31 0.32 0.49 0.40 0.61 0 . 76 0 . 72 1.04 0.63 O.Jl 0 . 10 0.06 
1.84 1.66 2.28 0.91 2.32 1.68 2.32 2.19 2.17 2.62 2.44 2.10 1.66 1.08 0.73 1.93 1.70 0.58 
0.88 1.13 1.)] 1.02 1.64 1.51 1.07 1.96 2.15 2 . 03 1.93 1.47 0.84 2.58 2.43 3.35 1.42 2.38 
11.86 22.01 19.69 25.14 15.93 14.48 14.26 20.33 21.14 20.86 21.61 22.46 25.60 20.89 27.)] 14.32 14.96 15.72 
3.77 1.60 2. 89 2.10 1.08 3.56 4.01 1.83 2.22 1.94 2.68 2 . 46 2.85 0 . 90 2.55 3 . 61 1.01 0.77 
100.35 98.46 99.93 100.40 100.60 100.64 100.63 100.98 100.99 100.78 98.71 99.95 100.74 99.89 99.43 99.93 100.59 100 . 94 
325 394 
1271 960 
58 51 
85 68 
44 49 
1163 2106 
539 230 
797 218 
163 295 
2. 94 
). 03 
5. 93 
6. 79 
19 . 57 
52 . 22 
4. 55 
5. 82 
0. 17 
1. 97 
571 
)]50 
64 
81 
71 
2252 
236 
219 
200 
375 
978 
31 
42 
64 
1978 
204 
171 
359 
638 
1759 
71 
64 
81 
1216 
188 
317 
259 
295 
1172 
63 
80 
50 
1035 
541 
1011 
138 
486 
2075 
87 
88 
30 
2374 
494 
194 
202 
752 
1846 
80 
60 
72 
925 
131 
219 
222 
690 
1501 
94 
66 
60 
990 
136 
206 
239 
774 
3460 
76 
86 
43 
2532 
157 
64 
384 
652 
3049 
53 
104 
42 
2574 
154 
35 
448 
325 
2085 
53 
67 
31 
2017 
277 
98 
368 
316 
16Jl 
41 
79 
31 
2395 
226 
65 
317 
690 
2317 
27 
105 
48 
1142 
88 
11 
225 
6.43 
3.23 
0 . 61 
3.06 
47.87 
1. 67 
19.99 
6.21 
4.90 
6.04 
301 
1528 
20 
79 
38 
1757 
216 
203 
196 
730 
3129 
64 
77 
64 
1824 
153 
192 
255 
1.03 
0.53 
8.55 
0.61 
34.19 
30.43 
10.85 
5 . 58 
0 . 04 
8 . 17 
491 
1594 
58 
75 
61 
807 
317 
570 
275 
39.8 
5.8 
11.7 
855 
3830 
28 
63 
42 
1613 
206 
151 
233 
38.2 
13.0 
10.1 
506: 1 
15.3 
25.1 
2. 2 
3.9 0.2 
42.7 34 . 8 57.2 
• 
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·~iqure S.4 Hi~tograms showing the· variations in major and trace 
element abundances for the Ai')llik kimber l ites. ) 
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Histogram plots for the Lesotho kimberlites (calculated f r om analyses 
' presented by Nixon, 1973) ar~ shown 1n Figure 5.5 for comparison with 
the Aillik data. The values of Fe2o3 , K20, Al 2o3, MnO and Na2o are 
cofl1)arable t9 the Ail.lik dykes however Ti02 , P2o5, CaO, FeO, and co2 are· 
distinctively lower in the Lesot~o dykes and s;o2 is higher (compare 
Figs. 5.4 and 5.5). MgO exhibits a s~milar range for both kimberlite 
•. 
suites however a greater proportion of dykes from lesotho, have high MgO 
contents. 
The Aillik dykes differ significantly from average kimberlite 
analyses presented in•Table 5.3 as they have .low Si0
2 
and MgO and highet 
Ti02, T.otal Fe, CaO, and co2• Concentrations of Al 2o3, . Na2o. K2o and 
H20 fall within the range of kimberlite compositions. The major differ-
ence in the major element chemistry between. these two kimberlite occur-
rences appears to be the ' increased carbonate and opaque oxide conte,nts 
of the A ill i k dykes. 
Trace element contents observed in th'e·Aillik kimberlftes are 
extremely variable. Zr (200-1400 ppm), $r (nd:-4000 ppm). Ni (500-4500 
ppm), Cr (nd.-1200 ppm) and Cu (20-100 ppm) are similar ·to the variations 
observed in. the carbonate-rich monchiquites; however, they are .distinc-
tively higher :..than those in the minettes. Values for Rb (nd.-lQO ppm) 
arid Ba (600-2000 ppm) are comparable to those obtained frem the 
carbonate-rich monchiquites and minettes. Nb ( nd. -600 ppm) is 
significa~tly higher in the kimberlite$ 
. 
reflectjng the carbonatitic 
nature oLthe matrix (Heinrich, 1966). 
\o 
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• 
Figure 5.5 Histograms showing the variation in the major ele~nt 
abundances for the Lesotho kimberlites. 
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5.2.5 Carbonatites 
Geochemical and petrographic data for several carbonatites and 
metasomatic carbonatites are presented in Table 5.6 They are charac-
terized by low amoUnts of Si02 (nd.-2.5%); the higher concentrations 
being from metasomatic carbonatites (Fig. 5,~). Values ~or P2o5 
(nd.-4t), FeO (nd.-10%) and H20 (l-3.5%) are comparable with con-
centra.tions observed.within the kimberl ites; ho~er Ti02 (nd. -3%) 
and Fe2o3 (nd . -8%) are slightly. lower in the carbonatites . Ca0,' Af2o3', 
Na2o, MnO and co2 ex~ibit a similar range as in the kimberlites; however 
C02 (10-40%) and CaO (nd~-401) ~re usually higher (reflecting their 
carbonat it i c nature). 
The A;llik carbonHites fall within the range for a.verage cat"bon-
' 
atitecompositions (Gold, 1966) (Table 5.3); however, the Aillik dykes 
exhibit higher s;o2 .and lower CaO which reflects higher concen~rations 
of silicate phases. The average analysis has also been affected by 
the addition of metasomci tic carbonat ite compositions. 
Values for Ba, Zr, Rb, Ni, Cr and Cu are generally present i n 
concentrations lower than those obs~rved in the kimberlites and reflect 
decreased .contents of opaque oxides, olivine and mica. Sr (nd.-5600 
ppm) and Nb (nd.-lOOO' ppm) are higher than in the kimberlites and are 
similar to those observed in other carbonatites (Heinrich, 1966; 
Tuttle aad Gittins, 1966). 
., j 
... 
TABLE 5.6 
Representative Geochemical and Petrographic Data for the Aillik Carbonatites 
Sample No . 
5102 
T102 
A1 2o3 
re2o3 
FeO 
MnO 
MqO 
CaO 
Total 
Trace (PPM) 
Zr 
Sr 
Rb 
Zn 
Cu 
Ba 
Ni 
Cr 
Nb 
Or 
Ab 
An 
Ne 
Lc 
Kp 
Co 
Na-Carb . 
Ca 
Hy 
Ov 
~1ag 
11 
He 
Cr 
Ap 
Modes 
Calcite 
Ore 
Chlorite 
413 
18.71 
2.58 
4.36 
5.54 
3.50 
0.25 
11.11 
29.54 
0.31 
1.40 
1.59 
20.77 
1.03 
100.69 
598 
3467 
35 
77 
54 
1310 
126 
23 
338 
8.28 
2.62 
6.34 
.01 
47.25 
1. 78 
18.14 
4.61 
4.90 
2.36 
0.01 
3. 70 
365 
6.45 
0.74 
1.66 
0.03 
4.67 
0.28 
7.63 
37.90 
0.40 
0.68 
3.93 
33 . 19 
1.04 
98.60 
500 
4572 
11 
83 
33 
1551 
53 
961 
100.0 
325-4 349-1 
11.27 11.00 
0.69 0.11 
1.45 0.88 
2.27 0.61 
5.00 2.56 
0.30 0.38 
12.05 11.90 
32.58 37.00 
0.09 0.10 
0. 33 ND 
4.33 0.61 
28.09 33.37 
1.41 2.04 
99.86 100.56 
543 
787 
6 
41 
21 
1806 
77 
10 
252 
1.03 
0.53 
8.36 
0.39 
34.21 
30.32 
10.86 
5.59 
0.04 
8.18 
470 
5464 
N.D. 
94 
12 
829 
44 
260 
364 315 332 231-1 
23.48 18.05 4.11 13.50 
1.64 2.63 0.01 13.0 
6.29 6.08 0.01 3.67 
2.06 0.94 0.70 2.68 
8.13 9.85 1.13 4.65 
0.23 0.23 0.59 0.50 
14.98 15.45 15.20 10.07 
16.60 15.80 32.75 26.59 
0.88 0. 90 0.47 1. 24 
1.97 1.10 0.15 1.98 
1.58 1.61 0.08 2.96 
18.36 26.77 39.14 27. 9B 
3.46 1.35 2.83 1.87 
99.66 100.86 97.17 98.99 
376 
2594 
25 
142 
33 
300 
150 
678 
424 
596 
2073 
71 
99 
35 
826 
336 
578 
187 
282 
2632 
N.D. 
119 
16 
493 
36 
72 
97.0 
2.0 
1.0 
518 
4366 
18 
114 
15 
819 
51 
3 
963 
' . 
' 
Figure 5.6 
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Histograms showing~ the variation in major and trace 
element abundances ~or the Ailli~ carbOnatites. 
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5.3 Variation Diagrams 
5.3.1 Introduction 
Variation diagrams ar~ presented in Figures 5.7 to 5.11 to depict 
'1 
chemical variations within the. individual compositional grad'ps of dyk.es 
· and to demonstrate a .possible co-magmatic relationship between the suite 
as a whole. 
5.3.2 Harker Diagrams 
Harker variation diagrams constructed fr<;M11 analyses given in Tabl es 
5.2 · and 5.4 to 5.6, are presented in Figures 5 . 7 and 5.8. A correlat ion 
matrix 1 isting Pearson correlation coefficients for all dyke compos ·;-
tions is given in Table 5.7. This statistical investigation has enabled 
a detailed tnalysis of stgnificant variations within the dyke swarm. 
Ar
2
o
3 
(+0.86) and C02 vs CaO (+0.73) (Fig. 5.7) show a positive correla-
tion for all dyke suites, althoU9h a significant incre~s~ i'n the Al 2o3 
occurs within the c~r.bonate-rich monchiquites. The co2 vs CaO variation 
implies that these elements are mainly confined to calcium carbonate and 
occ.ur •in increasing conce~trations from the minettes to the carbonatites. 
Ti0
2 
(+0.57) and FeO (+0.59) show a positive correlation for the kimber~ 
lite,s, carbonatltes·, and carbonate-rich monchiquites ; however, the · 
minette analyses lie below the trend outlined by the above dykes (Fig . 
5.7). Negative correlations are exhibited by'CaO, C02, an,d MnO 
(-0 .87, '-0.84. and -0.70 respectively) and the fields out.Jined by the 
chemical analy·ses of the kimberlites, carbonatites and . ca r bonate-rich 
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Figure 5.7 Harker variation diagrams for Aillik major element 
ana lys·es. 
• mi nettes-,---- - · • monchiqt~i tes, 
• killt>erlites, o'carbonatites 
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figure 5.U Harker variation diagrams for Aillik trace elell)ent- analyses . 
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monchiquites are distinct in the MnO and ~o(s' but overlap in the 
co2 (Fig. 5.7). _ Diagrams depicting concentrations of Fe 2o3• H20, Na2o, 
K20, MgO and P 2o5 show no corre 1 at ion for the dyke suite although K20 
and MgO exhibit a positive correlation for the minettes a11d the kimber-
lites respectively. 
Nb vs C02 (_+0.50) exhibits a positive correlation (Fig. 5.8) for 
the m1nettes, carbonate-rich monchiquites and kimberlites; however, the 
carbonatites show a irregular distribution and a marked division is 
apparent between the carbonat ites and metasomatic carbonat i tes. The 
carbonatites exhjbit high Nb contents whil.e the metasomatic carbon-
atjtes have lower values 9Jtd are comparable with the kimberlites. Ni.vs 
. ~ 
Cr (+0 . 66) (cf. Frantsesson, 1970) also shows a positive correlation but 
cons i derab 1 e overlap occurs .between the various dyke groups. Most 
carbonate-rich monchiquites are characterized by normal ultramafic 
ratios Cr/N.i : 1 (OI!wson, 1967b, Fesq et al., 1975); however, several 
kimberlites exhibit low ratios. Rb vs K20 (+0.79) sho~s positi ve corre-
lation for the carbonate- rich nionchiquites and kimber l ites; however, t he 
~//~~nettes plot below the other dykes. 
The c_orrelations observed for MnO·, A1 2o3, CaO and CaO vs co2 
indicate 'that the carbonatites, kimberlites and carbonate-rich monchi-
qu1tes form a consanquineous series. The offset of the minette analyses 
in respect to some elements in certain diagrams (C02• FeO and Ti02 ) possi~ly 
implies that the minettes are not relat~ to the bulk of the ultrabastc 
· .. 
-
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suite. The carbonatites and kimberlites usually exhibit a good correla-
14 
tion (plot gn a straight line) although anal-9tes may overlap. The above 
results are in~erpreted to suggest that the carbonatites have evolved 
from a kimberl~tlc magmit either as a result of liquid iliiTiiscibility (c;f. 
Dawson and H~wthorne, 1973; Mitchell and Fritz, 19!3; Clement, .1975; 
Ferguson et al., 1975) and/or fr-actional crystallization of a magma of 
kimberlitic composition (cf. Janse, 1975; Gittin.s ~. 1975}. In 
general the kimberlites and carbonate-rich monchiquites also show a good 
correlation with respect to major and trace element chemistry and exhibit 
a considerable degree of O¥erlap with respect to their chemical compost-
tlon suggesting that they too are co~magmatically related. 
5.3.3 FMA Diagram 
Ana 1 yses of the four majot- groups of dykes in the A i 11 i k a rea are 
plotted in a ternary FMA diagram in Figure 5.9. The carbonatites, 
kimberlites and carbonate-rich monchiquites plot on an Fe enrichment 
trend which differs from that 4isplayed by the minettes. The fields of 
kimberlite, carbonatite and carbonate-rich monchiquite also show a 
. / . . 
considerable degree of overlap which suggests that they may form part of 
a consanquineous series which differentiated from a c0111110n parent~ The 
location of the m1nettes in ' the diagram implies that they may be unrelated 
to the otherv dyke groups. AlsQ shown in Figure 5.9 are the analyses 
(or Lesotho k imberl i tes. They are character1 zed by higher concentrations 
of MgO compared to the Ai111k dykes; however, they do exhibit. a trend 
towards iron enrichment and overlap with the Alll1k dykes. 
' . 
!~. 
~ 
' 
' 
·,
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Figure 5.9 · FMA- ternary diagram showing Ail Hie. and Lesotho dyke 
analyses. 
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5.3.4 {~i02 + Al 2o3 +Alkalis) vs Volatiles vs (CaO + MgO + reO+ 
Fe2o3 + T102) Ternary Diagram 
This ternary diagram was f1 rs t used by Dawson { 1960) to 
show tha~ by increasing the CaO/MgO ratios and/or decreasing s;o2, 
kimberlites grade either into. alnoites or carbonatites. It was 
intended to exhibit the genetic relationship between kimberlites, 
carbon~tites and alnoites~ hQwe~er, Mitchell (1970) criticized its 
use on the basis of the following arguments: 
. 
1. The rocks plotted by Dawson (1960) do not represent a c.on-
sanquinous sedes produced by fractional crystallization of 
2. 
a conmon parental magma, and · 
Chemica 1 gradations can be produced between any gfven series 
of rock types if enough seleet1vely of oxides present and 
choice of analysis is used. 
Recent studies (Gittins et 31., 1975; Janse, 1975) however, 
partially support Dawson's {1960) original contention] When plotted 
on a similar ternary dhgram. the Aillik dykes define . broad grada-
tional CqiiP<>Sitional ban~ which truncates ~~~e the carbonatite field 
(Fig. 5.1Da) : The carbonate-rich 1110nchiquites plot within the· alnoite _ 
. .. . . 
field~ however. overlap dOes occur with the k1111berlites . The Jtilllberlites 
and carbonatites also overlap but a diStinct gradation into the carbona-· 
. . . . .. 
tite field is disernable ·and the Njority of the kift)erl.ite analyses are • 
,., . ·, 
restricted to the carbonate-rich ki_,erHte field. The m1nettes lie above 
the kiid)erlite and carbonate-rictlmnchtquite analyses and are apparentl-y 
. . ~ . 
unrelated to the ot~r dykes ; SiMilar trends have been reported in 
c 
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Figure 5 . 10a Dawson's ternary diagram containing Aillik dyke analyses. 
Same symbols as in Figure 5 .. 9, 
Figure 5.10b · Dawson's ternary dfagra11 canta1n1ng Lesotho ldtllber-
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kimberlites and carbon,tites by Gittins et al. (1975) and Janse ( 1975) 
and are interpreted fo1 the A i ll.dykes, by the author to represent a 
differentiation sequen4e from lamprophyre (monchiquite) to carbonatite. 
For comparison, analys,s of Lesotho (Nixon, 1973) and Benfontein kim-
berlites (Dawson and H,~thorne, 1973) are plotted in Figure S.lOb . • The 
Lesotho kimberlites pl~t within the kimberlite and al~oite fields; 
however, they plot abofe the field of the Ai 11 i k dykes (c-are Figs. 
5.10a and 5.10b). The· Benfontein analyses are silnilar to the Ail l ik 
kimberl i tes and their tosition Jn the diagram probably reflects the'ir 
higher carbonate ~ont~nts. Fybm Figures 5.10a_ and 5.10b it i.s clea.r 
that the aln"oi te a~rnber/ite fields outlined by Dawson (1960) 
apparently have littJ'valy"e for dyke classification. T~e d iagrams do; 
however, demonstrate that the ldmberl ites, carbonatites and carbonate-
rich monchiquites probably evolved. from a common parent by some form 
of crystal-liquid fractionation. The moncbiquites were probably the 
first product to cry~tallize from the p'rental magma, with differentia-
'J i 
tion it (the parental ma~a) gave rise to kirnberlites and carbonatites . 
5. 3. 5 K/ Rb RatiOS 
A large number tf the Aillik kimberlites and carbonate-rich monchi-
r 
quites exhibit K/Rb ~atios in the renge 130-300 (Fig. 5 . 11) which corres-
pond to Shaw's (1968) lftlin trend. The renain1ng analyses exhibit slightly 
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Figure 5.11 K vs Rb di;sgram fOl" ·- the Aillik dyke analyses. Symbols · 
same as in Figure 5.9 . 
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abnormal ratios between 300 and 400. Rocks with K/Rb ratios above 400 
include the carbonatites and · the minettes with ratios in the range 400-
3000 and 500, respective i y .. 
• 
Both Taylor (1965) and Shaw (1968~have 'suggested that consan-
quineous igneous rock series display decreasing K/Rb ratios with increas-
ing degree of fractionation. The fact that the Ailli~ kimber l i tes and 
monchiquites show a positive correlation · (Fig. 5.11) with decreasing 
K/Rb ratio implies that these two dyke groups are genetically related. 
The position of the minettes and carbonatites with higher K/Rb ratios 
compar.ed to the kimberlites and monchiquites does not support a simple 
differentiation sequence and the significance of the observed trends is 
· not known at present. 
~· 
The K/Rb ra~ios exhibited by the Aillik kimberlites are unlike 
• • 
- kimberlites from South Africa (Dawson, 1960;' Fesq et al., 1975) as the 
latter exhibit ratios in the :ra:ge of 80 to 250. The Ailli-k dykes show 
no evidence for potassium enrichment relative to other kimberlite dykes 
and their K/Rb ratios is probably related to Rb depletion in the parental 
magma. 
.,5.4 · Mtneral Chemistry 
• 
5. 4 . 1 01 i vine 
• 
Limited p~obe data (Collerson, 1973, personal communation) show 
that they have forsterite contents which range ·from Fo 83.2 to Fo 86.6 . 
These forsterite co·ntents compare with matrh olivine c011pos1tions 
., 
.. 
,. 
. "' . 
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from other k.im~er'lite occurrences (Dawson, 1971; Mitchell, 1970;' Lee and 
'" 
Lq_wrence, 1968~ l-litchell and Fritz, 1973); t'lowever, the elivines pr obed 
• 
are of unknown generation and are probably phenocrysts, not x.enocryJits 
(Dawsqn_.and Hawthorne, 1973). 
' 5 . 4 . 2 Mica 
Probe analysis. for micas of unknown gerieratio~ and several glim-
merite nodule micas ar.~ c~pared with analyses of biotite, ph)ogopite 
and megatrysts from kimberlite in Table 5.8. The Aillik micas are ~ 
. 
titanium-rich phlogopites; however they exhibit' lower s_;o2 and h,igher 
FeO relative to kimberl fte megacrysts. 
Geochemical studies by 'carswell ( 1975.) have .,jndicated that primary 
and secondary peridotite mi£as can be differentiated on the ba~ i s of 
their Ji0
2
, Cr
2
o
3
, Al 2o3 , MgO. Na2o and Si02 contents. Electron probe 
studies on micas occurring as megacrysts and in glilllflerite nodules 
{Dawson and Smith, 1975a) confinn ~he work of Carswell (1975) and show 
that cr
2
9
3
• Ti0
2 
and FeO _contents serve to distinguish many primary mica 
I . 
phenocrysts in ki-mberlite from those which are true xenocrysts ( fraC}'Oented 
· f~ica peridotite (Fig. S.l2a). The data also lndicate that most 
m as t n kimberlite are ~enet i~al .T~ relat.:. ,to glinmerite ,nodules and .' 
ttla · the latter apparently crystall i ze·d from a magma of kimberl~ 
C9'11PQS it ion _eiti)er in the upper mantle or l9Wer crust'·( cf. Dawson and 
~ . ' . . 
Smith, 1975a k Figure s.' 2) is similar to Figure 5. 123; however, i t contains 
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Figure 5 . 12a Cr2o3 vs THl2 and FeO diagrams for micas which &ccur 
.-
in nodules and megacrysts in kimberlite (after Dawson 
and Smith, l975a) . 
• Secondary micas in ~rjdotite xenoliths 
• Primary micas in peridotite xenoliths 
• Mica megacrysts in kimberl ito& 
· .a. Micas in gl iJTillerite nodules 
' \ 
' 
.... . 
>· 
Figure 5.12b Similar variati.on d;agram to 5. ·12a however, conta i ns 
probe analyses for megacrysts in the Aillik kimberlitese 
:· ,f" 
from the Aill H association . and one gl inmerite nodule ·• 
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mfca _analyses from the AillH kimberlites . ~The Aillik micas exhibit ·low 
Cr203 contents whi~h'are com~arable to 
crys ts; howfver. they contain s 1 i gh t ly 
the.Afr ican k}mber l ite mega-
/ . J. 
higher. r;_%/ and F eO values. The 
/ 
glirrme'r i te analyses plot within the glinTnerite-·' field as outlined bY 
I 
Dawson and Hawthorne 'op. cit.) but are 
mega~ryst analyses; ther~fore, implying 
I 
n9--t( si.gnificantly different from 
/ 
a genetic relationship between 
,. 
the Aillik megacrystic and gliritneritic micas. This chemi~al data out-
1 ined above supports the_ earHer observaqon that the gl irrmerite 
ntidules are'cognate in origin ~nd that the micas are phenocrysts whi ch 
cryst.:dl.ized from a kimberli~ic magma . 
., 
5.~.3 Cli~opyroxene 
Probe data (Col1erson, 19'73,ipersona1 'ic0111Tlunation) indicate that 
pyroxenes present in the Ai1lik kimberlites range _in composition from 
salite to diopside . Salitic pyroxenes within kimberlite have been 
describe·c elsewhere (Gittins~. 1975). 'Pyroxenes are not con-
. sidered to be an i~portant mineral p~ase (Mitchel-l, 1970) although 
they have been record.ed in several kimberlite occurrences (Eme1eus -and 
Andrews, 197~; Watson, · 1955, l967a.b).-
l 
I 
I 
5.4.4 Opaqt.fe Oxides 
r;; 
Probe analyses for several kimberlite opaques in the Aillik 
dykes (Haggerty -et al., 1975) "> how that the groundmass spinels exhibit a 
.. 
' 
J 
.. 
' • 
., 
). 
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complex ~oning which is similar td that observed tn Lesot~0 kimbe~lites 
(Haggerty, 1973, 1975) . The earliest fo~med . crys'ral .s are Kg a~ Cr. 
enriche~ ·and grade ' towards Fe2~ a.nd Al 3+ enrichment at their marg.ins. 
They are .then ri1m1ed by TiJ+ an'd Fe 3+_ richtitano Magne-
s~m-rich ilmeni tes -are on~ of the most charac phases 
present in kimberlite and ar..e usua1ly ~sed as· Gn jndica,tor mineral for 
rocks of this compositi"on (,Q.awson, 1971; ~-1itchell, . l970). The matrix 
--also exhibits a high concentration of magnesium-rich. ilmenites which a r e 
t l d. d Mg 2+ d F 3+ . . d . d b . t · ~ rong y zone towar s ~ an e r1 ch marg1 ns an rlllllle y t 1 ana-
magnetite and · second· generatior,1 magnesium-poor ilmenite. 
Reaction mantles are corrmon on the ilmenite megacrysts (spinel-
perovskite) and are similar to those observed in kimberlites from South 
Africa (Dawson, 1962; Hagg~Qrty, 1973, 1975; Mitche11, .. 1973) . 
• 
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CHAPTER 6 
DiSGUSSION AND CONCLUSIQNS 
' 
6.1 · Tectonic Setting of Kimberlite Magmatism and Its Relationship 
to ' the Aillik Occurrences 
. Host diamond-bearing . kimberl i:es are ~d to the interior of 
shield areas (Dawson, 1967a, 1970) where they are related to uplift 
and}or dilatiori of th~ earth's · continental crust_ durin~ epirogen~c 
. : 
. movements .. The presence ~f k imberl ites in rift and/or graben structtlres 
has been disp.uted t:iy.Hi.tchell (1970) a~ most rift zones are c·h~racterized 
.·. 
by alkaline magmatic activity ' (Heinrich;> 1966;0 Kumarapeli and Saull, 
1966; Doig, 1969; Currie, 1970; Darracott et al., 1973; Bailey, 1974). 
Recent geological studies indicate that kimberlites occur in both rift 
systems (Dawson, 1970) and i_n alka_hn~ provinces (Ferguson, 1973}. 
Kimberlites have been described from the St. Lawrence rift sy'stem 
. ~ 
(Lee and Lawrence, 1968; Doig, 1969; Currie, . 1970) and a1noites, which 
appear to be genetically r'elated to .kimberlites (AHen and Deans, 1965; 
/ \ 
Nikishov et al., 1972; Dawsq_n; i967a) are conmon1y tound in association-
..- • "I 
with such structures. f?r example, a suite .of dyke~ whic!h range in 
I 
composition f.rom kim,berlite to car,bonatite have bee1 described by 
Gittins~ (1975) from the St .. Lawrence rift S~f>tem (Kuma'rapeli 
and Sau 11 , 1966; Kumar ape 1 i , 1970~ ' 
• 
I 
~: . 
/ 
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.. 
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// 
lites.from the Bushmanland Pl ateau (Cornelissen and Verwoerd, 
1/975) are sscciate4 with carbonatites, olivine melilite~,_ phcinol ites 
. -
on the southwestern ma~gin of the African conti~ent. ~hey 
extensive group of rocks to have been infr.uded along ·a 
. ' . 
continental warp axis whi_ch is parallel to the rift that eventua l1y · 
I . . 
_ .. - -- ·· 
( 
Atlanti~ Ocean. Janse (1915) conside~s that kimberl i t~s and 
are also related to the same tectonic 
as described by Cornel i ssen and Verwoerd (1975). He con-
kimberlltes are.us.t~ally emplaced during the earliest per i od 
. __ .... 
-
,,,...,..,n.,•nic movements with "the distribution of the magmat i sm around 
of warping . . The alka~ ine magmatism is conf ined to· 
has commenced as many of the channel ways used by the 
by associated nor,mal faults. This mechan i sm 
simplified'tnay partially account for the kimberlite·and assoc-
in certai~ rift structures . 
. 
pi(rites with ki mberlitic affinities h~ve been 
...... 
. 
~ninsula in the Circum-Pacific mobile belt 
' I 
This occurrence of kimberlite-like rocks wi t hin 
~ ge~logi\ts :consider meymech_it~s as an intrusive 
kimberlite; She.inmann·, 1957 ct~oted by Dawson, 1967; ' 
1972) implies t~at . kilnberlite magmatism may not be 'ibn-
platfonnal areas. 
\ ~ 
-· 
{/ 
• 
I' 
.. 
. 
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Th"e Aillik and Greenl'and· kimberlites are con~dered to_ h~ve been 
emplaced in response. to the~eparation of Greenland from North America 
(King and McMillan 1975; Andrews an~ Emeleus, 1971, ,1975; Wa l ton, 1966; 
, I 
Walton and Arnold, 1969) as most occurrences lie on a conti_nenta "bmargin 
. . 
(Fig. 6 . 1) an9 show ages of intrusio,n similar to that for t.he breakup of 
th'e continent (see below). 
The separation of Greenland from North American (Watt, 1969 ) is 
· believed to have been -aided by a mantle plume wh i ch is now cd"nside.,red to 
underlie Iceland (Hyndman, 1973) . The initial rupturing of the North 
American-Europe..an continent is rega,rded as having started in the Ju rass i c 
. (Burke ~nd Dewey, ·1973 ) ; however, significant spreading did not occur · 
I , 
until the late Cretat:eo~s (Hyndman, 1973; Burke and Dewey, 197'3). Mof e 
recent · studies (Van Der Linden., 1975 ) show that ttre separation of Green-
land from . North America may be c~parea to the evolution of the Red 
Sea (Fig. 6 . 2). I t was initiated more than 200 m.y . ago by a major 
• 
updoming presumably related to thermal expan!;ion i n the mantle. . Thi s 
doming probably produced a triple point junction (Bur,ke _and Dewey, 1973) 
which is located south of .Greenland (Hyndman, 1973) and Jat~r becam~ 
the site for the Mid-L,brador Sea Ridge . 
The Greenland kimberlfte dykes were apparently emplaced during t he 
earlies-t epioiogenic movements as their age .dates (Andrews and Eme1 eus, 
1971, 1975) coincide with such movements (Fig. 6.2) : The Aillik dykes 
however seem to be younger than these movements (cf. Ki ng and McM i ll an, 
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Figure 6.1 Locafion of Labrador and Greenland 'kimberlites and lamprophyres 
on a Bullard -et al. (196.5)fit of the continents, (afte r 
Collerson, personal ·conmunication). 
•* 0. kimberl ites . . 
~ lamprophyric carbona t ites 
· undifferentiated kimberl ites l!o 1 amprophyres 
... 
·. 
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Figure 6.2 Evolution of the Labrador Sea (modified after Van der 
Linden, 1 97 5) . 
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' 1975)· arid coinc1de with sp~eading (Fig. 6.2). This discrepancy in age 
between the Aillik and Greenland dyk·es may be a result of the -limited 
' . 
.. ageptes for the Aillik area and it is probable ' that both occurrences 
were intruded at the same time. 
6 . 2 Carbonate: · Its Origin in Kimberiites and CarbonatHes 
Carbonates (calcite, dolomite). are a maj~titu~nt·~ of ·~-~<irbon~ 
a~tes and occurs as a major ground~~s phase in kimb~ites. ~ 
k1mber1ites this · carbonate was regarded as of secondary origin (Frant-
~esson, 1970, Smirnov, 1959) pos~ibly after melilite·(L~is, 1887 ; 
. . 
Wagrrer, 1914; Williams , 1932; Frankel, 1956; Shand, 1934; Dawson, 1967a; 
von Eckermann, 1961, 1967; Stewart, 1970; McCall, 1963). An alternative 
and more plausible 
which crystallized 
v 
explanation is that the carbonate is a pr .i~ry phase ~ \ ... . 
from a magmatic 1 iquid (Watson, 1955, 1967~ · and ' 
1967~;- Mitchell .and Fritz, 1973; Dawson and Hawthorne, , 1973; Zhabin and 
Cherepvskaya, 1965; Dawson, 1962; Andrews and Emeleus, 1971, 1975; 
-\ Johnson, 1961; Walton and Arn.old, 1970; Clement, 1975; Robinson, 1975; 
'\,JOI 
Clarke anct·Hitchell, ~975; McCallum and Eggler, 1971 ). 
The petrological evidence for magmatic carbonates ·is supported by' . 
' 
the presence of a number of experimental studies. Wyllie and Tuttle 
(1960) ha~e shown that calcite can precipitate from melts in the system 
cao-co
2
-H
2
0 through a large pressure range and at temperatures to at 
1'1 •• • 
h~a~t 600° C. Wyllie and Haas '(1965, 1966) in an investigation of the 
/ 
.. 
~--
_.-' ·. 
- l :6 -
sysiem·c:aO-Si02-co2-H20 showed that' only liquids undersaturated with 
Si021could lead to the precipitatio~ of either hydrous and/or carbonate 
p~ases. Wyllie (1966) and Franz and Wyllie (1967) showed that fractional 
• • // crystalliz_ation of a carbonated ultrabasic magma can produce a res idual 
fraction of carbonatite composition. They also showed that monticell ite 
and· forsterite can precipitate with calcite in the system Ca0-MgO-Si02- · 
·co2-H
2
o, thereby provi~ing an~important genetic link between kimbe r lites 
. 
a~ carbonatites as all three phases are found in either rock type. 
Wyllie and Boettcher (1969)' show thatquenched calcite crystals in 
the system Cao-co2-H2o may be regarded as evidence for tlie former exist-
ance of a 1 iquid phase .. They compare their quench textures to those 
" described in carbonatites and kimberlite~ (Zhabin and Cherep11syya 
1965; Dawson and Hawthorne, 1970, 1973; Johnson, 1961), thereby, sup-
plying further evidence for magmatic carbonates which crystallized from 
a (iquid. 
· Ko~ter Van Groos and Wyllie (1963, 1966, 1968b) ha11e demo~strated 
the presence of a wide miscibility gap between silicate liquids and 
sodium carbonate within the· joins ~aA1Si 308 - Na 2co3; NaA1Si 308 
~ 
Na 2co3 - H20 and NaA1Si 308 - CaA1Si 208 -:- r~a 2co3_- H20. This m-iscibility 
gap is found to decrease with pressure and at 33 bars is nonexistant. 
They also showed that the crystallization path can lead to the develop-
ment of ifTilliscible fluid phases of three types; (l) si1icate liqu id 
-· 
.: .. 
\.'" ~. 
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containing Na
4
co2 , co2 and H20, (2) a carbonate liquid containing_ Na 2co3 
' with dissolved H2o and a small proportion of silicates. and (3) a ·vapor 
phase. These pha~s under appropriate conditions (determined by' pr' 
"-, . v 
PCO /H 0 • and bulk iomposit i on of the. orig1'nal magma)-;:an be compared 2 2 
to-nepheline or ijolite magmas, carbonatite melts alll.d t'e.nitiz.ing S()lu-: 
tions , respectively. Their res·ults have important applicat i on to : 
--, 
central carbonatite complexes · where all three of the above liqu ids are ·, 
known to coexisted. It also provides a second alternative to c arbonatHe 
genesis. 
There is now considerable evidence that CQ2 exists in the upper 
mantle.. Mc.Getchin and S.esan~on (·11 descr_ib~~onate inclusions 
within mantle-derived pyropes which ~o tain calcite as we l l as magne-
~ . 
si um-iron carbonates. co2 has also be~ found in i·nclusioos from \ 
basalts (Lezier, 1966 , quoted~ Irving and Wyllie, 1975; Radder, 1965 ) 
.:~nd in olivine megacrysts from lfimberlite and basal .t (Green 1972; Green 
and Radcliffe, 1973) . C0
2 
has also been recoyered duri-ngthe crushing 
of natural diamond (Melton~·· 1972) indicating the presence -of C02 
. . 
at the time of diamond formati'on. All of t,e above data indicattt the 
possibility that carbonates form from 'p'rimary magmas which a-te gerierated 
within. the mantle . Evidence for: such a process has received significant · 
support by the presence of l~erzolite -bearing damkjernite in the Fen 
Carbonatite Complex (Griff i n, 1973; Griffin ' and Taylor, 1975) as we l l 
as sp4ne:l.-lhe_rzolite xenoliths from ·the Lashine Volcatio, Tanzan i a D-
.... 
et al ,; 1970 ) . . . 
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Experimental work by Irving and Wyllie (1973, 1975) indicates 
the possibility that carbonatites may exist independantly of silicate 
melts in the mantle (Boyd and Nixon, 1973). In the system Caco3 -
MgC03 they show that for all mantle pressures there is a range of carbonate 
solid solutions (calcite-magnesite) for which melting occurs at tempera-
tures lower than the peridotite solidus. Thus, if such minerals do 
occur in the mantle, they may form a liquid approaching carbonatite in 
composition. This work also explains the high primary carbonate content 
of many kimberlites. 
Eggler (1973, 1974) during melting experiments with co2 show that 
at mantle depths, basic and ultrabasic magmas contain considerable 
amounts of co2 and rocks of kimberlite composition would have a large 
co2 solubility. The experiments also show that in the presence of co2 
and H2o;co2 mixtures, peridotite melts at higher temperatures than if 
H20 was present independently. Eggler (1973) shows that melting of 
peridotite with a H2o;co2 mixture will produce liquids which are less 
silica saturated than those produced in the presence of H2? alone. This 
has important applications for the genesis of kimberlites and carbon-
atites for by varying the H2o;co2 ratio, one can produce liquids of 
varying silica saturation; a feature noted between kimberlites and 
carbonatites (Dawson, 1960, 1966, l967b). 
Carbon dioxide is considered by Koster Van Groos (1975) to be 
an unlikely vapor phase in the mantle (cf. Roedde~ 1965) under conti-
nental areas but it may occur as such under oceanic plates. He considers 
• ... ':'-. 
- l /9 -
that carbonate under shield areas is in the form of crystalline phases 
(McGetc hin and Besancon, 1973 ) ; however at ' high temperatures ~.hey may be 
partially or completely liqu i d. These liquids may be present as an 
interstital liquid, liquid inc,,lusions or in small pockets and under 
appropriate conditions crystallize to form c arbonatite or c arbonate-rich 
k imber l i te. 
Wy l lie ( 1975) and Wyllie and Huang ( 1975) have shown that partial 
fusi on of a CO.., - bearing ma.ntle can produce l iqu.ids of either cilrbonate 
L 
or hmberlite' composition at depths of between 80 and 100 km. The major 
fatt 0,.. qoverninq maqma compos i tion at this depth is temperature a s the 
fir ~ t melts produce,are carbonatiti c and wi t h progressive fusion the 
·qeJt s are co nverted to kimberlites. Acc ording to Wyllie and Huang( op. 
~ it. ) fractional c rystal l ization of a kimberlite may produce a c a r bon-
illite fra ct ion s imi lar t o that obs erved in the Benfontei n Sill ( Dawson 
dnd Hawthorne. 197 3·) . 
lggler (1976 ) working in t he system Ci10-~g0- S i02 -co2 has shown that 
l1 quids fonned in the pressure range from 26 to 30 kb are kfmberlit ic in 
comJJos i t ion: however, they contain more Ca re 1 at i ve to Mg. He also · 
show~ t hat kl !li.wr·litiL melts do not form the first melts in this system 
nor can differentiation of the first melt give rise to carbonatites. 
ln ac c ordance with the prev i ous discussion, t he carbonate present 
in t hf' minettes. monchiquites , kimberlite, alnoite and carbonatites is 
requded t o be of maqmatic origin. The matrix carbonates in the kimberlites, 
- 180 -
alrioite ·and carbonatite are considered to have crystailized d i rectly 
from a cdl'bonate-rich fluid phase. In the !T)Onchiquites and minettes, 
carbonate is restricted in its occurrence to the ocelli, which are 
interpreted to have resulted by processes of liquid irrrnisc i bi l ity 
' (cf. Ferguson and Currie, .. 1971; Philpotts and HodgsoR', 1968) . Similar 
cartibnate-ri ch ocelli preseot in'the kimberl ites and carbonatites 
further'supports to the role played by liquid imm iscibil i ty in the 
genesis of the suite. 
The matrix carbonate in the Aillik kimberlites and carbonatites 
are therefore considered to have crystallized from a carbonate-rich 
fluid phase whi c h developed an irrrniscible fraction a·t an early s~age 
/ in the differentiation of the parental magma. 
~: 
6 . 3 ~retrogenetJ..s.__Model.for . the Aillik Bay Ultrabas i c to Basic Dyki s 
.I I 
I 
The geographicalwsetting of the Aillik dykes on t he west mar~4 n 
of the Labrador Sea implies thatrthe parental ""'gma. develo'ped wit~in 
~ I 
t he mantle in response to epi rogenic movements which led to the 1eparation 
of Greenland from North America. Fifld. data (Chapter 3) ~nd vaj iation 
diagrams presented in Chapter 6 indicate that the carbonate- rdh ~onchi -
. I ~ 
QtJites were the first differentiation products of the A il lH:/~are n tal 
I 
magma assuming that normal ·d1fferent•iation trends can be d.{)plied to 
{ 
I 
rocks of these compositions); however, the lack of nodul~s .or other 
/ 
petrologi cal indi c ators in the l!lQnchiquite,s precludes J he possibility 
I y 
of determin i ng a parental magma composition . A petr/ logical sub-
tra c tion computer program (Cawthorn and Strong, in/pre~) was applied 
to the Alllik dykes assuming that a'· liquid of mo,t'chiquitic chem1stry 
: . / 
I 
I 
, ...... , 
• 
) 
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. ~ (Table 5 . 3) approached the primary magma composition. Minerals of the 
kimberlite suite were subtracted from the monchiquite,composition 
according to their modal percentages, and to the 1 imited. probe data 
. ~ 
from the Aillik dykes as well kimber-lites from other areas (Nixon, 
1973; Dawson and Smith, 1975a; Frantsesson, 1972; Mitchell, 1973). By _ 
subtracting kimberlite mineral phases from a ;monchiquitic magm.l, a 
residual composttion approaching carbonatite was a,ttained . 
The parental magma of the monchiquites, kimberlites and carbona-
tites is considered to have been generated within the mantle at depths 
possibly exceed i ng 100 km; however, the kimberlites probably evolved 
at depth < 100 km as they c ontain nodules of the M. A.R. I . D. suite ' 
(Dawson and Smith, l975b ). 
It is envisaged that the primary magma began to differentiate 
-
at an early stage w.ithin near the -generation zone during . the i nitial 
, ; fting of th~rador Sea. Deep fcact"res tapped_ this magma so"cce 
and qave rise to the monchiquite dykes. The remaining magma . presumab ly 
underwent further differentiation and.produced a 1 iquid of kimberl itic 
composition which was saturated with co2 . At this stage, explosive 
release of volatiles resulted in the emplacement of the kimberlit i c 
r."ldgm<! into the crust and it was subsequently intruded as dykes and sil\s. 
Carbonatites formed during the intrusion of the kimberlites principally 
as a result of liquid imiscibility and flow differentiation. 
• 
• 
.. ·. 
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6~4 Conclusions 
The main conclusions which have been deduced from . this study are 
a s fo 11 ows: 
' 
1. The Aillik Group in the Aillik. Bay area is composed of meta.-
sediments and metavolcanics . Most dnits are considered t o 
be equivalent to either the Mak.kovik or Big Island Fo rmations 
(as defined by Clark , 19 7 4) . 
2 . The Ailli_k Group is intruded by a suite,of ultrabas ic to 
bas..lc dykes which range in composition from kimberlite, 
mica ceous kimberlite, ca~bonate-rich kimberl i tes (micaceous 
J or nonmicaceous.), mi f")ettes. monchi quites, carbona·te-r i c h 
monchiquites, aln"o'ite~ and carbonatites. 
~ ·• . \._ 
3. · tmplacement of the ultrabasic to basic dy kes was· strongly 
influenced by jointing and hydraulic fracturin g in the Aillik 
' 
Group. The monchiqui tes _are o f ten o.ffset in stepp~d arrange-
ments and djsplay brittle fracture' dev~lopment indicative of 
.. 
forcefu11 emplacement. 
4 . Fl ow differentiation. l i quid irrmiscibility. supercool i ng and 
multipl.e intrusion produced . the;faried compositional and 
textural arrangements in the carbonate-rich monchiquites and 
k i mberl i tes . 
. ;,: 
I . 
I 
I 
• 
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5. The kimberlites contain two generati~ns of olivine, opaque 
oxides, mica and clinopyroxe~. The mica cor!Rlanly .exhibits 
, ..... · 
reverse pleochroism and the clinopyroxenes range ~n composi-
t i on from diopside to salite. The opaque oxides are magnesium-
, 
rich. ilmenites; however. perovskite, magnetite and ilmenite 
also occur . Cognate nodules of the M.A.R.l.O. sui.te are . very 
common in the Aillik dykes and contain mjcas which are composi-
' tionally equivalent to micas from other glimmerite nodules. 
6. The carbonate-rich monchiqui tes are genetically related to 
the kimberlites and carbonatites and appear to have ~een 
derived from the same parent magma . 
7. The minettes are either unrelated to the other dyke suites or 
their genetic relationship may have been n.asked by secondary 
effects. 
8. The emplacement of the Aillik dyke swarm and kimberlites in 
Green}and coincided with the initial yifting phase which 
preceeded the separation of Greenland from North Amer i ca. 
The initial partial melting of the mantle during this 'stage 
in the evolution of the Lab~ador Sea, gave rise to both the 
' Aillik and Greenland dykes . 
9. The c·arbonate present in the Aillik dykes is regarded as being 
of magm.t; c od g~avfng so 1; dfff ed 1 ate fn the uystall; zatfon 
history of the dykJs . 
\ 
(. 
• . 
) 
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The .following appendix is included to augment the brie~ 
description in the text of the thesis (page 14) ~nd contains a , 
more detailed account of t-he geology of the Early Proterozoic ·. \ 
. . \ 
Aillik. Grqup ~ the country rocks into which many of the bas i c to \ 
,; ultrabasic dykes were emp1aced . 
\ 
\ 
. 
. 
!. 
\ 
l. Cross-bedded Arkose and Conglomerate 
Distribution and Contact Relationships 
This is the oldest unit of the A.illik Group mapped in t he 
Ailhk Bay area (Gandhi et al., 1969) and is seen as sporadic 
. . 
exposures from Cape Aillik to an area south of Aillik Village 
(Fig . 2.1) . \ The arkoses and conglomerate have a total .. thickness 
\ 
of 396m in th~ Makkovik area (Gandhi et al., 1969) but at Cape 
Ai llik the bott~m of the ~n is not visible. 
\ 
\ 
! 
I 
I 
• ! 
,, 
I 
1.2 Lithology 
' . · \ 
The arkoses are generally fine grained and have quartzo· · 
.. 
feldspathic bands which aHernate wi th more mafic bands on a 2 
. . 
to 4 em scale. · This variation refl~tts a.n original coq>ositional . 
difference bet~en ttie beds . 'Sedimentary structures such as cross :. 
bedding and flame structures indicate that the units are upright . 
. ' 
.... ....,......"=".,: ... ...__ ..... ,=. · ·r . il 'rs ! ·n;i-; -•11· :•·•--u~ .... 
.. 
I . 
' 
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The conglomerate ho~izon overlies the arkose unit but is known 
to .interfinger with . it near· the contacts (Clark .. 1971). The con-
glomerate horizon is .heterogeneous and contains pebbles and/or 
cobbles of granitic gneiss. chert and jasper which range from 2 
tD ·10 em in diameter (Gandhi et al., 1969). 
1.3 Correlation with other Horizons in the Aillik Group 
The arkoses and conql omerates can be traced saut~ards to an 
area southeast of Mark's Biqht (Clark, 1971). These sedimentary 
horizons are tentatiyely correlated with the cross-bedded arkose 
and conglomerate members of the Big Island Fo.rmation {Clark~ 1974). 
2. Arkosic Quartzite, Calc-silicate Breccia and Marble 
2.1 D.istribution and Contact relationships 
· This, u~it forms a prominent sedimentary horizon along the 
eastern shore Of Aillik Bay (Fig. ?.1). The arkose may overlie 
'.\. 
the cross-bedded unit; however, contacts aren't exposed, thus the 
exact ~tratigraphic level of this unit isn't known. 
2 . 2 Lithology 
The .unit is characterized by a well developed banding on a 
, scale of 1 to 3 em .where quartzo-feldspathi~ bands alternate with 
\ \ more mafic-rich layers. This banding reflects original b~ding- in 
\ 
\ the unit; however. it has been folded and contorted during de-
1 \ ~~rmation of the Aillik (;roup. 
' ., 
-~ 
I 
I 
., 
- ~ ~-· ·<f ' . ... - ·· -· 
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A zone of calc-silicate breccia within the unit occurs as - -
two is~lated exposures southwest of Hawk .Pono . The breccia 
contains abundant sijbangular arkosic quartzite fragment~ (60 to 
. 
70 percent} in a. carbonate matrix·. Individual blocks range from 
2 to JOO em in length by· 0. 5 to 50 em \n width and~e flattened 
into the foliation plane. They are augened by the matrix which 
contains 70 to 80 percent salmon-red carbonate as wel.l as epidote, 
diopside, gar:-net, amphibole arid mica (King, 1963}. Carbonate 
pressure fringes are cofiiTlOnly seen at the ends of the flattened 
bloc.ks indicati'ng _ migrati~n and recrystallization of the car-
bonate in· areas of low pressure during deformation. The breccias 
have gradational contacts'with ·the arkose which are characterized 
by decreasing carbonate content and brecciation. The eastern 
gradational contacts with the arkose is stronqly banded and 
~riginalbedding is preserved. Cross-be.dd.i ng in'this area 
. 
indicates that the arkose unit is upriq.ht and dips steeply to . the 
· east. - Northward the breccia is lost under granophyre sheets. 
Several horizons of a calc-silicate unit are found near the diabase 
. ' 
"' 
porphyry west of Hawk Pond and are similar in 1 ithology to the 
·. matrix of the .calc-silicate breccia . The units are '30 em to 1.5 m 
~ ~ , (hick and probably represent a northern eauivalent of the br~cia unjt. 
3. Conglomerate 
3.1 Distribution and Contact Relationships 
The c~nglomerate forms a thin sequence approxi~tely 458 m 
I 
.• .:.o':'· 
' 
l · 
•· 
' 
/15 
'thick {King, 1963) 
/ . 
and cr~ps out from Just north pf Haw~ Pond f 
to an area west of Ba~a/a Lake (Fig . 2.1). It conformably over-
lies the arkosic ite unit and has a gradational contact, 
~. 
46 m wide . 
3 . 2 lithology 
The conglo erate is characterized by a sporadic clast dis-
tripution and areas containing 60 percent clast~ q~ickly qrade 
into areas c/~sisting solely of quartzo-feldspathic mat.rix material . 
The ·clasts 1vary in composition from chloritic quartzite, quartzite 
. I 
to scattJ.ed granitoid types {King, , 1963) and are contained in a 
strongly' banded matrix consisting of alternatinq quartz-rich and 
I 
. quart,r-feldspathic layers on a 0.5 to 1.0 em scale. Most clasts 
are jenticular in shape and show a marked decrease in abundance 
ooJ to the north and south. Eastern secti~ns of this unit appear 
I 
' / 
ti be lithologically similar to~nit 5 (Fig. 2.1}. 
I 
I 
I Marble horiions are not uncOOillOn and occur as salmon .red 
carbonate interbeds which possibly represent limestone horizons. 
4. Banded Quartzo-feldspathic Unit 
A.l Distribution and Contact Relationships 
This unit forms a norther:n equivalent .of the cqp.glomerate 
horizon . It has gradational contacts with the former unit near 
Hawk ·Ppnd where a transitional zone 214m wide exists . 
I , < 
·i 
l 
' 
• .
! 
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4.2 Lithology 
The quartzo-feldspathic unit forms a distinct l'ithological 
horizon which is characterized ,bY a well developed banding of 
' quartz and feldspathic · layers on a 3 rT11l to l . cm scale . 
. - ~ ......... 
. . · . 
5.. Undifferentiated Sediments and Acid Volcanics 
5.1 Distribution and Contact Relatio"ships 
A unit composed of sediments and acid-"y}'lca'nics ·.fonns a wedge 
shaped outcrop from Buttress Point to an area southwest of Hawk 
<;' 
.Pond, {Fig. 2.1) . . It appears to have a gradational contact with 
the conglomerate horizon. 
5.2 Lithology 
Thii unit is lithologically sim{lar to the clast def icient , 
areas of the conglomerate horizon and exhibits a banding of quartzo-
' 
· feli:tspathiC and feldspathic layers. It also contains SA,O~.adic 
. . ' ' . 
amphibo-le-rjch pods or vein1ets and the latter often trangress 
the foliat i on. The unit has a rhyolitjc appearance south o( 
'• 
' Hawk Pond and closely res~les units within the Big Island For-
mation .(Clark, 1974) . 
6 . · Sediments (Including Acid Volcanics) Showing Varying 
Oegr~es vf Secondary Feld$pathization 
. ' 
6. 1 Distribution and Contact Relationships 
.. 
Two units of this character were mapped in the Aillik area, but 
\1 
··-:·" •, .:.:-~~-- - , :: .' ""11!-" ........ ~ ..... ~).-< ... \....a ~...:# ..... . :_;_,, .. .. :-
,, 
•. 
·, 
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co.u1d be separated by the degree of secondary feldspathizat i on . 
The. smallest exposure (unit 7,'rtg.· 2.1) crops out from Buttress 
Point to northwest of BaAana Lake. It has confonnable contacts 
with the Micacecius Uni~ (King. '1963) while those wi th the amphi -
bolite are sheared . The more extensive unit crops out from Low. 
Point to ifTIIlediately west of Banana Lake. This unit usually ex-
hibits sheared contacts. 
6 . 2 Lithology ,-f 
The smaller unit is similar to the horizon which overlies · 
the conglomerate unit. It is characterized by local concentra t ions 
(30 - 60 percent) of alkal i feldspar porphyroblasts . The por-
phyroblasts are r~garded to be secondary in oriqin and have 
sele"tively replaced mOst of the oriqfiial plagioclase (King. 1963). 
The secondary feldspathizatioR ismost int~mse in a lenticula r zc1ne 
centered ifTIIlediate.l~ east of Hawk Pond; however, it decreas-es 
rapi.dly both to the north and south . 
• ~ .1 
The larger unit (unit 9,·,•Fiq . 2.1) forms a highly feldspathized 
... ; s. 
horiz()·n and in northern sections is characterj zed by sodic amphi bole 
and pyroxene . Secondary fel dspathi zation decreases to the south 
but still maintains an appearance s1milar t~\:he un~t ; overlying 
, 
the conglomerat~ and mica~eous horizon$ . 
.. 
Rounded quartz eyes are a characteristic feature of this unit 
\ 
. 0 
\ 
· ~ 
., . 
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and modal proportions range from 40 to 65 percent. The sodic 
ferromagnesiam minerals (aegirine. aegirine augite and riebeckite) 
are of secondary origin and replace mica andjor quartz. They also 
occur , i n cross-cutting veinlets, a fe.ature typical of fenitized 
terrains (Cooper, 1971; Curr i e, 1971; Deans et al., 1972; Tuttle 
and Gittins, l966) . At low Point, this unit can be traced i nto J 
the cross-bedded arkoses which probably represent the northern 
·· equivalent of the feldspathized units. 
·· u is apparent that feldspathization initially occured by 
the growth of potash_feldspar porphyroblasts alo~g a clea~age or 
schisosity plane . These horizons show simi lariti~ with rocks ' • 
~ ·"' 
found in or near Cef1t~al Carbonatite Comple)(es (Ferguson and ~ .. ~ 
Currie, 1972; Woolley, 1969; Deans et al., 1972; Currie. 1971b; 
He''i n rich and Moore, 1970 )·. 
7 . l 
area. 
7. 
I 
Unidfferent i~ted Ac i d Volcanics and Quartzo-feldspa.thic 
Sediments (Pdssibly Equivalent to the Previous Unit) 
Distribution and Contact Relationships 
This unit is the thickest sequence mapped in the Aillik Bay 
It crops out from Cape Hakkovik southward to the southern 
tip of Bana~ Lake (fig ~ 2.2). A smaller exposure is a l so seen 
' irrmediately east of Dax Pond where it grades rapid~ into ' thP. ·; . · 
·~ ' •. • . - . • ~ -I 
previous unit (unit 9, Fig 2.2 ). The larger unit has · s~p-:te.cto~i-c 
contacts with the quartzo-feld_spathic mylonites . 
0 
• .
'-.... 
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7 . 2 L i tho 1 ogy 
The unit contains variable amounts of 
phyroblas_ts (20 to 50 percent) which range i n size 
~and have a hypidiomorphic fonn. Quartz fonns 10 
• 
and is accompanied by a medium to fine grained matrix of 
quartz and amphibole . At Cape ___ Makkovik, 
amphibolite pods l . to 6 em long and 2 to 5 Tllll wide which 
in concentration towards the south. The succession east 
Tidal Flats area has·a similar lithologiCal character to 
feldspathized parts of unit 9 (Fig. 2.2). The· origin of these 
lenticGlar pods is unclear. Clark (1971, 1974) has interpreted a 
similar unit inland from Makkovik (which also contai-ns abundant 
amphibolt'te pods) to be an acidic lapilli tuff . 
8. Other U~its 
8. 1 1'!1caceous Unit . 
8. 1. I Distr i bution, Contact Relationships and Lithology 
The micaceous untt forms a thin band which outcrops from 
Buttress Point to an area just northwest of Banana Lake. It has 
. 
a thick~ess of 14 m and exhibits a gradational contact with the 
undifferentiated aci.d'·volcanic and sediment llnit. The unit· is fine 
I f~ ..._ 
qrainP.d, - has a gre.enisl\ qrey color and contains quartz, microcline, 
c hlorite and biotite. SQlJthward the unit becomes - a chlorite-biotite 
schi st . 
.. 
, · 
. -~ 
.! 
... 
· .. ... 
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8. 2 Amptti bci 1 i te _ 
8.2. 1 Distribution and Contact Relationships 
/ Two hor4zons of amphibolite oocur in the northern part of the 
map area. The .thinnest unit is exposed at Buttress Point ·while 
,. .. _ 
a thicker horizon crops out imnediately west ~f the Tidal Flat area 
and continues northward to Cape Makkilvik (Fig. 2.2). The horizons 
thicken southward and unit to. fonn one conth1Uous unit. 
8.2.2 Lithology 
The most conspicious feature ·of the amphibol ites south of 
Dax Pond is the abundance of relict pillows which. are flattened 
into the fofiation plane. They range in size from 10 to 30 em 
long x 10 to 12 em wide and in some cases. still retain glassey 
• 
selvages. 
9.1 Quartzo-feldspathic Mylonite 
9.1. ~ Distribution an4 Contact 
A unit of mylonite separates the amphiboHtes from the upper-
, · 
most horizon mapped in the Ai llik Group. It is exposed in a glacially 
overdeepened valley which extends from Banana lake to an area east 
of Low Point. 
... 
.. 
.~ . 
, 
(_ 
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9. 1. 2 litho logy 
. The mylonitic unit occurs i·n a distinct zone of intense cataclaysis· 
. . 
in which the original mineral()(]y is gra~ul"ated andrecrystallized. It 
consists of alternating quartz-rich (5 to 7 mm wide) and quartzo-
' . 
. feldspathi~ bands and contains numerous amphibiolitic pods wh i ch may 
constitute 30 to 40 percent of the en't ire outcrop. Quartz porphyro-
clasts 3 to 8 11111 in length commonly occur. in local concentrations . and 
\ 
are invariably surrounded !Jy Hne grained anastasmosing layers of quartzo-
feldspat~ic material .. Sadie amphiboles and/or pyroxene occur_ either as 
small radiating crystals in the matrix or in veinlets which postdate 
the tectonic foliation.· 
10. Origin of ~he Feldspathizing and Fentizing Solutions 
The solutions respol)!ible for the secondary alteration in the 
Aillik Group are cons'idered ·to have originated from the .alkalic 
ultrab'asic magma which g~'j. rise to t.he' Aillik Bay ultrabasic-basic 
. dyke swarm . The localization. of the alteration effects to faults 
and/or areas of microbreccation u;;p.l ie~ they were introduced as · ' . 
. . 
liquids after the defor-mationof the Aillik Group and hence may -co-
1ncide with dyke emplacement. Alteration of this type is not unlike 
that described near alkaline intrusions 1n the St. lawrence Rift 
System (Currie and Ferguson, 1971) or the Bohemian Massif {Kopecky. 
( . 
1971, 1972) . 
Q 
{ 
. · , 
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The nomenclature of kinoerl ites, carbonatites·· and laq>rophyres 
has become ·extremely complex in recent years. as a result, a discussion 
of· the · termil'lology used ~Y the author in this thesfs is included. 
The name kimberlite, as first proposed ~Y Henry Carvill lew~s 
(1887. 1888). •s used to describe the porphyritic peridoti te '' that 
was a _host for diamonds fn Kimberley. South Africa ~ By the 1nid 1900's , 
a v.ariety of rock types . wer~ co~ct1ve1y , classffied as kimber11tes.. . . . 
and the original ~n~tanfng of the word was lo_st through its varied 
application . In 1970, Mitchell presented a critical review .of 
kimberl fte.s and ,related rocks in the light of 70 to 80 years of 
geological ob-servation si~ce the introduction of the term kimberli te 
. into the geologica,l liter~ture. Mitchell (1970) restr i cts ~he term 
kimberlft' to roc~s that are "porphyritic, alkalic pertdoti.tes con- ' 
. 
tafnfng rounded and cortoded phenocrys-ts of olivine (serper\tfnfzed. 
, 
carbonatized, or fresh)' phlogopite (fresh or chloritfzed)' magnts 
ilmenite, pytope and chrome-rich pyrope, set in a fine grained 
. . . . 
mass compose<! of second generation olivine and phlogoptte with . 
(and/or dolomite). serpenttne (and/or chlorite), magnetite, 
and apatite. · Die.ond and garnet peridotite xenoliths ~Y or 
., 
·occur." 
' \ 
I . 
. ·-~ 
. . 
. : . . 
·' 
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The- presence of pyrope and chrome-rich 
.· ~the author to . be an essential minerjtl ' 1n a 
compos~tlon as many kimberlite dykes have been 
free of such rRi nera ls (Dawson and Hawthorne, 
welJ known· for their dual petrological chara 
ot considered 
mantle a~ 1well as ~ · k~lllbuliie-derived mi logY: (Dawson~ 1971, 
1972; · HH~hell~ 1970) .. It .is customary 
1
crysta1S. as xenocrysts (l~rge crystals 
bu-ted to' the crystallization of the ki 
orig;n cann~t be attr1-
li te magma): ·as they originate 
by the fragmentation of mantle materia They are sin:til~r COIIIPOS i tion-
ally to thf!' mineral phases found •in le.-'deri.ved noduleS, i :e. 
l . ' ,• 
• forsteritfc olivine (Fo 90- 94), aute (En gp ,.. 94). ·chrome· 
d1opside, pyrope are IIOSt COfm!On, stals which can . b~ srn to 
· .be killl>o~lite·derhed .;.. -~lassifiod~,. phenoi:ry~ts.(~itch~ 1970). 
These ine .lude olivine; phlogopite an, magnesi1.1111lmen1te (Dawson, 
• J • 
1972; Mitchell. 1970): ,1. 
'/ 
I 
Olivirie iS the 110s~ abundaft mineral ;tn kimberlites and usually 
T • I ' . ' 
occurs in two generations. Those qf the first generation ere highly 
' : f 
rounded. corroded and ~~~ay . exh\b1t undulos- extinction (Mitchell. 1970). 
. . I . 
These fi.rst generation olfvi~s are often}xenocrysts but IRlY also 
. - . 
• ' ~ . i 
be .ph~noc,.ysts as Fo contents ran~ froat ~ to, 93. (Dawson and 
. " I , 
.. Hawth~rl'lll!", 1973} lor both/-yr>es. Second :generation olivi.ne is gen-
.erally. euhedral and forsteriUc contents ; t~ont ~ to 84 are c0111110n 
\ 
I 
! 
I' 
I 
I 
,. 
~ · 
• 
- ... ·- - -· 
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although second generation crystal~ are a coiiW!IOn matrix phase, · 
-'! 
they do occur as phenocrysts. \ 
·, 
· · 1: " 
Phlogopite. like olivine, occuts in two · generations and con-
·tnets vary from ~to 70 percer1t in extr~ty~s. the .latter .. being 
referred to as. mi tac¢'ous ldmbert ites (Dawson, 1971, 1972; ·Mi.tchell, 
• 
, . <::- • ·; • • • 
· 1970). First g,e~ation phlogopiU: is· corroded, rounded, kinked 
. ..· I . 
. /
I 
i 
. and/.or fold~- .(M1;fchell, 1970). These crysta'J s pos~ibly represent 
. . . I 
phenocrysts al't~ough the presence 6f · phlogopHe ·in the fua.ntle has 
.· ,/ II . . • . . . rece_i .vet· signl!ic~nt support· from. a nl,lmber: of aut~rs .{Oaw_son and 
( I . 
Powell, \969'; Dawson, 1964; Dawson et a 1 . , 1970; 'ft»dresid and 
; .... .. 
... ·:. ' 
Boettcher.- 1972; Kushiro. 1970; ·Kusniro et al., · 1967). 
Tl'ie )tenocrystal (phenocrystall micas ·often exhibit a .reverse 
pleochroism (Cl > 6 = Y ) and has beef! found typical of ki.mberl ites 
(Mitchell,. T970; Wats_on, 19S5h .SOllie carbonatites (Sing~ald and 
Mi;·iton, 1930); alnoites (Von Eck.enunn, 1948• Jiogarth. 19~4) a_nd 
ultramafic ro'clc.s (B~ttcher. 1967). ~econd generation p~logopite 
occurs as sNll la.th to microlithfc shaped crystals which lack 
reaction mantles or defoi"'Ntion effect.s. 
. . d . 
The term ~gacryst ·· was introduced by Dawson ( 1971) to describe 
~ 
crystals in ki.rl i tes which are of. unknown origin ( Le. )(enocrysts 
or. phenocrysts) . 
Most of the ·mineral phases HI the AilHk k1mber11tes are believed 
.. 
• .. ,. 
·' 
\ 
-~ 
I ' 
.. . ·· , .I 
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.. 
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to be phenoc;'rys ts as dykes lack garnet, 11 orthopyroxene and chromium-
bearing diopside. 
Alnoit~_s ·(von tckennann, 1948; Bowen, 1922) are corqnon in· 
trusive rocks which are sometimes mi_stai(en for ki.mberlites . (Mitchell, 
' . 
1970). The author con51der~ 'alnoites as these rocks which contain 
pyroxene and/or mel i1 ite and show considerable petrological {Allen 
' . . 
and ~ns. 1965) a·ndtor~ chemical similarities to kiR!ber.lifes (Daw.son, 
.  . 
1966, 1967). Melilite is the major characteristic mineral'; however, 
the genetic association of alnoite with kimberlite ca~not~ be over-
looked {Janse, 1975). 
The terminology proposed by Von Etke~nnj1948) and Heinrk" 
( 1966) is followed for carbonat i tes in the ~ 1 i k area. 
·Metnbers of · the la~rophyr/ clan have been classified according. 
l 
to Williams et al: (1955). 
I . 
r, . . 
11 Only one garnet-bearing dyke has been discovered in specimens 
collected by A.M. S. tlark (Collerson, personal connun1 cation) . 
.• 
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3.1 - Sample Preparation 
Representativesamples from the dyke suites were ,iriitially 
trimned to remove as much ·weather€d material as possible and to 
"' 
avoid xenolith's and/or cognate nodu1es;which could cause. contami-
nation. A 11 Safi'IP 1 es were s 1 abbed perpendi cu 1 a r to any J1ppa rent 
bandi ng and the _amounti'er'.tis.hed depended upon~. the complexity of band-
' I . . . 
ing; ·hence, more dyke .. was crus-hed in strongly banded dykes . . The 
. .. ' 
trinmed slabs were then po'lished to remove saw contamination. The 
polished ..slabs were then washed carefully and dried at 100°C. ·The 
~ . 
slabs were then crushed into small chips with · ~ "cutrock" jaw 
crusher. These chips were.gound into a ' fine powder using a Sieb-
teknik tungsten-carbide swing mi~1 . 
• 3.2 A>nalytical Proce~u'r~ 
.3. 2. 1 ·'Major Elements 
Fourty-nine o.f the orw! ~undred a.nd one specimens ~ere _ ana lyzed 
by x-ray fluorscence using a Phillips P.W. 1220 C computeriz'd ~ 
' ' ' / . ' . \ 
spectrometer. A program allowed detern,;nation of eight major ~lements 
which w~.r.e printed out directly on teletyp•. For ~-~-F. analysis, 
0.7000 g ofthe powderedsa"'f)le _was · combin4!d with 6.0 g of lithi~ 
. tet rabora te and 0. 7500 9 of lanthanum oxide . The mixture was fused 
into a · hom?gen~ous glass bead by heating wittyn graphite crucibles 
. at 1050°C in a Thennolyne furnace . The fusfd bead was then we1ghed 
I 
\ ' ' ' 
' ' 
. ·,. 
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and sugar was added 
-1 ·</''. 
to make up the ~riginal weight for volatites 
The glass .bead ~d ~u~ar lias then crushed lost during fusion. 
. ! 
in a spex ball mi_1L.u5-ing .tungstonj carbide vessels .for twentY. 
minutes. 1. 5 g of the grQund ppw#er was pressed at 5 tons for 
1 minute into a borax acid disc using a hydraulic compressor~ 
The sample disc was stored in a heated oven unti 1 the ~:analysis 
. 
l'faS carried out. A 11 major e l .ements · .{ S ro2 • H02• A 1203' Total Fe, 
MgO, CaO~ K20) were determined using Crtca radi~tion and severa 1 
differe~t analyzer crystals. 
.· 
Analyt\cal precision and a"uracy were determin~d by us i ng an 
internal stand~rd NIM-0 {NatJ_ona.l Iri.st.itute of Metallurgy standa~d) 
which was run with every analytical batch. Results of the precis i~ 
and accuracy are given in Tables (3 . 1 ~nd 3.2). 
, MnO and MgO were determined by atom~c absorption methods using 
a Perkin-Elmer 303 Atomic Absorption Spectometer equipped with a · . 
chart recorder read out. Precisely 0.1{)0 g of finely · ground rock 
powder _w.a~. weighed into a plas.tic cap and pla'ced in a polycar-bonate 
digestion bottle. Digestion was. effected by the addHion of 5 ~1 
hydrofluoric add and heating for 30 minutes. After cooling 50 ml 
, of saturated borac ac_i) was added in order to complex · di ssolved 
fluorides. The solution..,was again heated on a water bat~ for 20 
minutes -and upon cooling was made up to 200 ml by the addition of 
145 ml de-ionized water. Standard rock solutions were prepared i n a , 
r . 
similar manner to that described by Abbey, 1968. 
/ 
... .. _ 
.1 
?" 
.. 
'"'!; 
I 
0 
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TABLE 3.1 
Precision of X-Ray Fluorescence Major Element Determi nat ions Based 
Upon National Institute for Metallurgy Standard rU M-0 { Dunite ) 
ELEMENT NUMBER OF MEAN STANDARD 
DETERMINATIONS {Weight %) DEVIATION 
•' 
..... .. 
~i02 13 38.05 .1 8 
~ · 
... :::; .. 
Ti02 
j 
• r 13 _· ;.... 0;06 .02 ~o#-
......... , . - -
A1 203 13 . 0. 70 ... .• 16 
Fe2o3 
~ lJ 17.25 . 31 
HnO N.D. N.D. ,~.D-
MgO 13 54 . 19 <t 4.25 
CaO 13 0.18 .o1 / 
Na2o N. D: 
( 
N.D. N.-D. 
1(20 13 0.05 . 006 
P205 13 N.d. .000 
Loss Ign. N. D. N:D . N.D. 
N.O. Not' Determined 
N.d . Not detected 
( 
.. 
l . 
TABLE 3.2 
Accuracy of X-Ray Fluorescence. ~Jjor Element Determ1 nat ions Based 
On National Institut·e .of.,Metallurgy Stand~rd rtH1-D (Dunite) 
ElfMENT s+ 
Si02 . 38.86 
Ti02 0. 04 
A1 2o3 0. 44 
. Fe2o3 16.97 
MnO . - ~ 0. 20 
MgO 43 . 30 
(f • CaO 0.31 
Na2o 0.10 
K20 0.04 
P205 0.03 
loss lgn. 0.18 
S+ Proposed values for NIM-D (Steele, 1972) 
._, 
N.D. Not determined 
N.d. Not detected 
MEAN-ANALYSI 5 
38.05 
0.06 
0. 70 
17 ._25 
N_.o • 
44 . 19 
' .0.1 8 
N.D. 
0.05 
N.d. 
N.D. 
:\ 
I ' 
) . ' 
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The fifty-two samples were analyzed completely by 
atomi~ absorptio due to technical problems with the X. R. F. and 
. . 
an.alytical ure was .similar tO that described above for MnO 
~~d N<t 2Q. Pr cision and accuracy 'for major element analyses a·re 
shOwn ;n labl s 3.)44. AccurOcy of major element analyses 
was deten11i ed by repeate~ analysis of U.S .G.S. Standard BCR-1 
·· · _J.z . z.:;rrace Elements 
•_, All trace elements (Zr, Sr, Rb, Zn, 
were determined by x-rajl f_luo.lscence 
Nb,~ and Cr) 
eter. l. 5\ of rock 
and pestel until a uri1form color was obtained. his powder was 
{ . . 
~hen pressed into a flat disc u.sinq a hydraulic compressor. 
I 
-· 
Prech'i~,n and accuracy of trace element analysis was deter-
mined l;>y repeated analyses of.. internal control reference rock. 
.powders and are' shown in tables 3.5 and 3.6. 
3.2 . 3 FeO 
FeO concentrations were obtained by a titration method . 
O. lOOcto 0.1500 q of sample powder were treated with a111110nilJII 
'.lanedate and 10 ml of hydrofluoric acid ' and shaken in a wrist 
.. · ·-·· )J 
ac tion vibrator to ensure complete di9estion of the sample. Several 
blank solutions were also prepared. E1ch sample was _added to a 
-~· 
. ... ,_,., .. 
:, 
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TABLE 3. j~ • 
Precision of Major Element Analyses (After Malpas, 1976) 
... 
No. of Mean 
' 
Ci. 
~ £ l ement . Determinations (Wgt . %) (Coetf. of vn . ) 
Si02 ]O 45.97 0 . 7Y·~ l. 59 
Ti02 10 0 .48 0.01 2.08 
Al 2o3 10 ' • 
22-.01 0.18 0.82 
. . 
1 . Fe2o3 10 4.12 0. 10 2.43 MnO 10 Or07 0. 01 14. 29 MgO 10 9 . 70 0;01 0. 10 ;c.' ~, 
.i CaO 10 13.21 0.05 0.38 
' 
Na 2o 10 l. 55 0.02 l. 29 ' 
'VJ KzO 10 0. 11 0.04 36 .. 36 l 
P205 10 0.02 0.01 50.00 .i:: 
L. I. 10 3.48 0.15 4. 31 
.. 
f 
( 
. ' 
' · 
.. 
·' 
. 
~ 
f 
'. 
\ 
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TABLE 3 . 4 
... 
' · 
Accu!"acy of Major ElE!V!ent Analyses {After· Halpas . 197-<6) 
.. 
• 
Proposed Value Mean No. of . Wgt. t <Abbey • · 1968 l Wgt. 1 Oetennioat ions 
Si02 54 . 36 55.38 0.~ · 6 
Ti02 2 . 24 2.31 0 . 19 6 
Al 2o3 l . 13 . 56 ·. 13 . 52 o:25 6 · Fe2o3 13 . 40 q.ol 0.27 6 
CaO '6.94 6.82 0. 06 6 
HgO 3 . 46. 3.52 0.06 6 
.N4 2o 3 . 26 3.26 0 ~ 04 6 
K2~ 1. 67 1. 70 . 0. 04 6 
MnO 0. 19 O.l7 0.01 6 
. " 
, 
.. 
..... 
· ... ~.· , .... ~ : 
·r ·~-
' '• ' l 
.. ~j( 
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~ ... 
...;~\ . 
-:: . . TABLE 3.5 .•J · 
~·· . 
4ii ' . 
~ ·-.·. • 
.. , ·~. 
~. · Summary of Ptecision Data (Vchtra, 1973) ~ 
• I ' • 
•' · 
Sample 
' 
XC ... 1 XC 
-
2 XC 
- 3 XC - 4 
No. of Pellets 46 . -18 16 15 
Element :, 
. \ Zr Mean (ppm) 129 90 195 109 
ST. Oev .. 22 8 23 11" 
' Sr Mean (ppm) 98 85 51 102 
ST. Dev . 8 5. 14 9 
Rb Mean (ppm) 51 123 , 146 132 
ST. Dev. 7 8 10 12 
Zn Mean (ppm) 27 88 24 29 
ST. Oev . 1 2 1 1 
Cu Mean 1ppm) 15 14 14 11 
$T . De.v. 2 3 3 2 
' 
Ba Mean (ppm) 1042 1194 966 973 l 
ST . . Dev. 80 67 57 64 
;, 
Nb Mean. (ppm);. 15 15 ~,.)9 21 
ST. Oev . 2 4 . 3 3 
Ni Mean (ppm) 12 69 23 25 
ST. Dev . 3 1 2 2, 
Cr Mean (ppm) 12 53 N/A . N/A 
ST. Dev . 4 4 
. 
• . 
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TABLE 3.6 
SUIII!Wlry of Accuracy Data (Vahtra, 1973) 
Standard 
Element Oevi~tion ts.d.) Range 
Zr 20 s .d. ·to 700 
Sr 18 I . s. d. 1400 -
cf0 ! 
I 
Rb .8 s.d. - 400 . 
Zn 10 s.d. 350 . 
Cu 3 ' s.d. 110 
Ba 46 . s.d. 1900 
Nb 4 s.d. 300 . 
Ni 21 s.d. 2400 
C r < 400 PPIII 7 . s.d. - 400 . 
· · Cr:. 400 PIW 140 400 . - 4000 
\ 
I 
\ 
20Q 
,. 
~-, 250 _..; 
130 
100 
35 
700 
32 
4•10 . 
5() 
2800 
... 
. 
No. of Standards 
I of , 
Pellets Stds. 
12 / " 18 
24 
21 
24 
27 
20 
. 
. 19 
24 
. 
18 
18 
15 
16 
. l6 
14 
13 
16 
12 
~ 4 
. I 
\ 
' 
,. 
·, 
: .. 
t. 
. t 
... 
400 ml beaker conta,fning 100 ml boric acid and the 
digestion bottles were then rinsed . ith an additional 100 ml to 
ensure that all sample ~wder a 
above sol~tion. It was then · t 
( 1<2 Cr 07) and th.e end point 
;The FeO co~fent was 
F~ • ~K2Cr07 
where K2cr07 sample "' 
ions wet:e r-'lved: 10 ml 
ferrous annonium sulfate and 
ne sulfonete were added·.to the 
with. potassium dichromate 
1 ,_n aqua b 1 ue so'l uti on~ 
the formula: 
_.5 
blank) X 0. 70353 
K2cro7 used to re•ch ~nd .,Oint 
K2cr07 bt ank 
sample weight 
used to reach end· point in blank 
(g~ of sample itgested 
The tota 1 iron 
content and the a110unt l 
was al$0 corrected for 
) 3. 2. 5 Other 
. _,. · 
... .., ; 
... ' . 
, . ' 
crirr:ected for:. FeO 
~s regarded as Fe2o3 . The loss on i 9nitfon 
iron during heating. 
. P2o~ conte~ts were ..,., ......... ,ned. on a Bausch and LOIIbe Spectronfc 
20 Colorimeter according a method raodifi.ed after Maxwell (19~). 
.. . 
·.·: 
. I 
. :· 
.. ,,. , · 
.. · . ... · 
I 
I 
\ 
I 
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· los··~ f" ignitioi'l was det.ennined by weighing approx.imately 0.5 g 
of ~ampll!ento a 'porceloin quc~bl.e, heafi~ to 1050° for two ho.urs, 
criofingjn • des.slcotDr ond .. ighing occurataly to .deten~~ine weight 
loss of the sainple (f. e. volatile cont~nt). · · 
I 
I 
c~2 was measured on a l~o lnductfon furn~c.e Analyzer. 0.1000 
to 0.~000 g of sataph! were ignited with i .ron and tin wj'thin porc;eJajn ·· 
: , ' 0 
trucfbles un~i.l the sample wa5 in a molten · state . . The method and 
procedure used is that given in .the opera tor manual f?r \he Leco 
' 
. Fur['ace and .result~ are recor~ed in percent ; ,il-tbon for each sample 
ana Tyzed. ·~·· ' . 
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AILUK GROUP 
Sedimeflts, possi>ly tncludino volcanics • 
e qutvolent fo unit 7 
Amphibolite, minOf quartzite 
Quartzite 
Sedimen~oracid volcanics sho•iAQ 
secondnry feldspathizotion 
Micaceous unit 
Undifferentiated sediments 
and acid vole a nics 
ConQiomerote, minor ~rble ,in port 
equivalent to 5 
Bonded Quartzo -feld spotbic unit 
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